BYRON MUSTANG TAKES WING •TWO BIG GEE BEE RACERS •
GIANT-SIZED MYSTERY SHIP WITH DOCUMENTATIONS •
CESSNA 1726 SKYHAWK • CE55NA 310Q
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HEAVY DUTY 4.40 ~

BALL LINK

ACCESSORIES
HEAVY DUTY
WING BOLT SET

2.56 RIGGING
COUPLERS

Shown actual size,
this new hefty ball link
is perfect for any 114
scale application.
Featuring a strong,
4-40 threaded steel
ball and a new, heavy
duty nylon socket.
Also excellent for R/C car
steering linkage. CAT. No. 259
51.25
J
~

114.20 x 2"
Perfect for BIG
Airplanes with
heavy wing
loadings. Every~-~
thing included
~ ~
for a safe, clean
:i ~
and easy instal- ~
e, ~,
lation. ~,. ~ ~~
'
_
~
~~t_ .

Perfect for cable
controls, flying
wires, and other
rel inkage
qui rements.
Threads into steel
or nylon Kwik
Links or Bal l
Links. 1/32" Eye
— 7/8" Long.

WHEELS

ONLY ~~~
=~~~a
~
` $1.50 Set

4 For $1.25

CAT. NO. 201

`~Gt~'
12"AND 30"
~I 4-40 THREADED RODS

Smooth, inflatable
wheels for those big
airplanes. Features ~'
two piece bolt together hubs and hub
caps. Wheels can be
inflated (or deflated)
thru a tiny valve in
the side of the tire.
Truly a remarkable,
realistic looking wheel,
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CDU-BRO HEAVY DUTY\

HINGES
With
0 0 0
~~~'°~~ f~0 Removable
0 0 0 Cotter Pin
~
Cc

~~
~~ ~
~
5 SIZES:
S 8.75
$ 10.95
$ 13.15
S 15.35
S 17.15

4"
4y2 "
5"
. 5y2 "

Dia.
Dia.
Dia.
Dia.
6" Dia.

400R
450R
500R
550R.
600R.

N o.
256 l

Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.
Pr.

1/4 SCALE PILOT

No. 257
Shown actual
size, these
strong, nylon
hinges are
built to take heavy loads. Dimensions are 3l4" wide x 1-318" long
x .040 thick, using a 3/64"
diameter cotter pin for maximum
convenience and strength.
Ideal for 114 scale models
~SPerPkg.
3.75
O O O
0~ å °~~
O O O

"

No. 144

1 25C EA.
.093 DIA.

30... No. 145
50C EA,

~~_

EXTREMELY REALISTIC AND DETAILED!
The perfect finishing touch for
any 114 scale project. This is a
civilian pilot in a flight suit with
parachute.
The right arm
and left hand move to meet
your cockpit requirements.
CAT.

Lightweight
Only 12 oz. and
extremely realistic. Supplied
unpainted, these plastic figures
can be painted with most hobby
paints or acrylics. Also meets
for
pi lot
scale
rules
requirements.

NO. 258
ONLY

$15.95

DU-BRO PRODUCT '

CORPORATED

480 Bonner Road Wauconda, Illinois 60084 U.S.A.

• A/C GUIDE 250 Dgs.. 26
chapters. Includer How a
Model is Controlled. Prinu
Ales of Control. Installa~
hons. Linkages. trouble
Shooting. Tnmmmg. Seb
ting~Up Throttles. etc. Hun
dieds of photos. drawings.
etc. 21010
$10.95

• SCHLUTER'S R/C
HELICOPTER MANUAL. 10
mala chapters with 81
subtopics. Includer. Basics
of Hehcopter Technology.
Rotor Blades 8 Their Dy~
namns. Flight Laming. Per
formance Calculatwns. Con
strucfion Techniques. etc
255 pgs.. hundreds al photos 8 detaded~drawings.
21005
SI495

~rh7utnYs
~1f~r3f
tÄanuot

.R/C SCALE A/C MODELS
FOR EVERYDRY FLYING.
308 pgs. Induder Seles
hon 8 Evaluation of a
Model. Aeiddynam¢ Considerations. Scaling of a
Plan. Control Bortates. Cov
enng 8 Fmrshing. 8 Scale
Speed Over 300 photos.
CI011
516.95

•R/C HELICOPTERS, 117
. Dgs.. 8 chapters. hundreds
of photos 8 diagrams.
Chaplet headings milode
Theory 8 Practice. Steering
With the Rotor. Rotor Sys
fems. Two Commensal Kil
Examples. Model Hehcopter
Development. 21018 E10.95

HOW TO BUY 8 FLY A/C
RIRCRAFT 240 Dgs.. 14
chapters. Includes: R/C Flt.
Instruction. The Radio. Em
gine Theory 8 Components.
Landings. Simple Aero
batics. Preflight. Regmre~
ments Before FIL. etc. Hum
dieds of photos. softbound.
$8.95
16088

• R/C MANUAL: Systems, Cir•
coifs, Construction. 254
pgs.. 12 chapters. includes:
R/C Cucmts. Transistor
Transmitters. Servos, R/C
Receivers. Tools. Testing. 8
Soldering, etc. Hundreds of
photos. urcent designs. dia
$5.95
grams. 21012

THEORY OF WING SECTIONS Pnnuples 8 data
caering wing sections most
commonly used in helicop~
ter rotor blades. prop.
blades. fans. 8 wings. 681
pgs.. 9 chapters. over 400
illus.. softbou nil. 14051
sa.so
15027 How To Make Model Aircraft. EIIis . . . . 5.9
16088 How To Buy 8 Fly /C Aircraft
69
16087 Harry's Handbk. of Miniature Engines. . 9.9
Model
Conlr
16089
Radio
I
95
6
D'eADLY DUO: The B-25 8
16090 Advanced R/C: Inc. Rockets.Robots. . 1.95
&26 in W.W. II. 230 pho
16091
Model
.
.
Building
8
Flying
Scale
A/C
.4.95
tas. 20 pgs. of original art
16092 R/C Mod. Hdbk.~GldersBSailplanes_4.95
work, foldouts, special data
21000 Airplanes of WWI Coloring Book
20
directories. cockpit. cannom
21001 Airplanes of WWII oloring Book
2 00
carrying B 25's. 160 pgs..
•
Control
21003
Radio
Buye
s
Guide.
Boynton
.
.
9.9
hardbound. M0378 . 519 95
21004 Radio Control Han book
11.9
• 21005 Schluters R/C Heli opter Manual
14.9
21006 Building 8 Displaying Model A/C
13.9
r
"►Ii7fR'L 71,Iy'rtiJ
21007
Flying
Model
Bmlding
8
A/C
69
ClTY'THub-~-~ ~.
21008 Bmlding Model A/P From Scratch. . . . 5.9
air
•
.21009 Radio Control Helicopter Models
99
21010 Radio Control Guide, Butcher
10.9
21011 Radio Control Soaring, Hughes
10.9
21012 R/C Man. Systems. Circuits. Const_ . . 5.9
21013 Theory 8 Practice of Model R/C
99
• 21014 Radio~Control Primer,Boddington. . . . 7.9
21015 Building 8 Flying R/C Model A/C
11.9
21016 BasicAeromodelling,Warring
99
16.9
• 21011 R/C Scale A/C. Whitehead
10.9
21018 R/C Helicopters. Snitjer
•MODEL RADIO CONTROL.
15031 Peanut Power, World of Scale Models. . 7.9
250 pgs.. 13 chapters. Firm
59
16083 Model Flyng Handbook
domeotal Concepts. Re~
16084 Photography for Scale Modeler
89
teivers. Servo Motors.
16061 Model A/C Aerodynamics
26.9
Selecting R/C Systems. R/C
16041 How to Draw Airplanes
39
Cars. Boats. 8 Planes.
89
• 14157 Powered Ultrafight A/C. Pagen
Single~Channel 8 Three
4
9
14100 31 Ullrahght Aircraft to Build
Channel Systems. etc
14081 Ultralight Aircraft Design
12.0
56.95 • 14118 Homebuilt Airtrafl.2hurston
16089
24.9
89
• 14!15 Compl. Gil [o Rutan Homebuilts
49
14098 Synthetic Ahcraft fabrics
49
14101 Refinishing Metal Aircraft
59
14114 Lightplane Engines. Revised
75
14041 Theory of Flight. technical text
15.9
14026 Aircraft Detail Design Manual
65
14044 Theoretical Aerodynamics
37.9
14079 Foundahonsof Aerodynamics
14015 Theory of Wing Sections. 687 pages. . . 8.5
14025 Airfoil Sections for Light Aircraft
89
14026 Aircraft Weight 8 Balance Control . . . . 6.9
14065 Formulas for Stress 8 Strain
43.9
14117 Build 8 Fly Sailplanes 8 Gliders
69
•MORE W.W, II A/C IN COM99
14113 The Welders Bible
BAT. This volume portrays
14]12 Upgrading Your Airplane Avionics . . . . 5.9
47 warplane types in his
14021 Hehcopter Design Data Book
99
torts situations-all in lull
33.9
14068 Dynamics of Heliropler Flight
color. Includes aircraft such
14158 Aerodynamics of the Helicopter
20.0
as the 163 Komet. P-26
14124 Build 8 Fly Your Own Plane
16.95
Peashooter. etc.
12.95
14110 All Those Cessna 150's
88.95
M 0404. .
SQUADRON SIGNAL IN ACTION SERIES 54.95 EACH
• M0313 P51 Mustang
• M0428 0130
•M0429Ventura
•M0374AIbatros
M0327 F 8 Crusader
M0350 Bf 109
M0194 F104
M0091 F4 Phantom
M0328 F100 Super Sabre
M0182 624 Liberator
M 0190 817 Flying Fort
MO381 FW190
M0331 F106 Delta Dart
MOI83 652
M0180 P41 Thunderbolt
M0330 Gunslingers
M0332F105
M0333A61niruder
M0334A~7 Corsair II
M0179 P38 Lightning
MO118 F15 Eagle
M0329 A4 Skyhawk
MCO11
Curtiss
P40
M0209 f4U Corsair
• R/C CONTROL HANDBOOK.
M021/8 29 Superfort
M0196 841 Stratojet
Understanding, designing,
M0335
Bf110
Zerstorer
M0229 F-86 Såbre
building. 8 using R/C sysM0251 F-111
M0215 F14 Tomcat
tems. 416 pgs., 20 chap
M0301F5/i38
M02436.25Mitchell
ters, 400+ photos. Im
P80/T33/F94
F6F
M0314
M0275
Hellcat
eludes: Engine Speed Com
M0316836
M0289A261nvader
tiol. Tone~Operated Systems.
M03L8 Spitfire
M0315 Macchi 0202
R/C Test Equipment. Re
M0317
P39/P63
tract Landing Gear, etc.
21004
SI1.95
•NEW TITLES

FREE:

1982 USAF MUSEUM
With
CALENDAR. 13 full color qNY
photos of aircraft in the
Museum's collection plus order
milestones in AF history
noted on appropriate dates.
Photos include: P-80 Shoot
ing Star, B-45 Tanado, P~
6E Hawk F-100 Super
Sabre, 826 Marauder, etc..
16087
52.95

PILOT MRNUAL REPAIRTS
M0001 P 38
6.95
M0253 B25
M0114 P 39
6.95
M0113 F4U
MC002 P 40 ~ 6.95
M0142 AT~6
M0126 P, 41
6.95
M0167 Bl1
MM001 F51
9.95
M0138 F 80
P
M0115 61
7.95
ME001 Me262
M0170 P 63
M0252 FM2
7.95
MMO10 F 82
7.95
M0143 f6F
M0222 6 24
30.95
• M0376
12170
12188
M0132
e M0398
12165
M0279
M0238
• M0394
MM004
M0281
M0256
M0388
M0354
M0291 ~
M0295
M0283
M0136
12175
12146
12202
• IT232

M0403
12201 M0338
• M0361
• M0430
M0369
M0370
M0322
M0051
M0009
M0050
M0086
M0337
M0220
12208
M0276
M0351
M0187
• M0404
M0189
M0357
M0359
M0007
M0377
M0241
M0368
M0384
M0008
M0303
M0339
• M0415
M0156
M0232
M0128
M0144
M02%
M0294
M0206
• M0366
M0161
12191

~S

BUI DING d FLYING SCALE
MODEL A/C, by W Mus
aan . 245 pgs.. 16 chap
ters. plans 8 mstrucfions
for vilding 8 flying 15
models. glossary of modeling terms, warplane color
sch mes. contro6hne flying.
~rubbenpowered models.
16091
54 95
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10.95
7.95
6.95
8.95
7.95
1.95
]0.95
7.95

Deadly Duo: 825 8 B26 WWII
19.95
12.95
Diamond in the Sky. Thunderbirds
Reflectionsol6lue.BlueAngels
12.95
4.95
Hughes"Spruce Goose",Photos
Howard Hughes 8 The Spruce Goose
6.95
Aeroplanes Vought. Includes F4U. . . . 16.50
Corsair: The F4U in W.W. II. 211 pages 17.95
Corsair Aces~F4U m S. Pacific
5 95
Mustang~A Documentary Hstory
18.95
Mustang: The P~51 Fighter
9.95
Mustang: The Perfect Pursuit Plane 11.95
19.95
Pursue 8 Destroy. P 51's in Europe
150
The 829 Book
19.95
Saga of the Superfortress
Supertortress: The B~29 in WWII
7.95
15.95
P~40 Hawks at War. Au Combat
Herk: Hero of the Skies. 415 pages
12.95

PAUL MATTS AIR
Fifth
1.50
Seventh 7.50
Eighth
7.50
Tenth
7.50
Thirteenth 7.95

Finw ta7t tl"gy,~.
R/C ~li+Linll

HANDBOOK FOR MINM•
TURE ENGINES 230
phtitos. l7 shapers. Im
dudes: Basic Theory, fuel.
GIow~Plugs. Throttles. Pres~
sure Fuel Systems. Hop~Up. Design Consldertions.
&eak~ln, etc. 90 pgs.,
8"xl l" sottbound. Excel
lent text 16087
E9.95

FORCE STORIES
12108 Twelfth 1.50
12121 Fourteenth 7.50
!2114 FHteenth 7.50
12184 Twentieth 7.50

CROWN COLOR SERIES
M0345 P~51 Mustang, good for modeller. . . .
M0344 Focke~Wult Fw190. much color
• M0390 Zero Fighter, color fold out pages
M0341 Spitfire. large formal. detailed
M0346 Messerschmrtt Bf 109. color drawings
• M0389 Hellcat, siructuralRockpd detail

15.95
15.95
15.95
15.95
15.95
15.95

M0210 Hellcat F6f m WW II. 228 pages. . . . 17.95
12.95
M0287 Hellbirds: 829 in Combat
M0387 Winged MajestYBl1. Birdsall
5 95
5 95
M0358 F66 Sabre In Color
17.95
M0348 MiG Master FS Crusader
16.95
• 12206 Escort to Berlin. 300 photos
13.95
• M0418 The Captive LuRwaffe
19.95
M0376 Stuka At War
19.95
• M0414 Luftwaffe Test Pilot Lerche
War
657
Canberra
17.95
M0312
At
19.95
M0400 Mosquito. Pict. Nist. DH 98
10.95
M0391 Mess. Me262. Boyne
18.95
ME002 The Me109. Harleylord Pub.
5 95
M0353 Excahber II. P51. Smithsonian
5 95
00045 Aeronca G2. Smithsonian
6 95
M0408 P~80 Shooting Star. Smithsonian
M0409 Albatros D.Va. WW I, Smithsonian . . . .8.95
6 95
12213 Antique Plane Guide, new
1.95
:12224 ,Blue Angels. Pictorial Hrst
15028 The Gee Bee Racers. 125 photos . . . . 11.95
10.95
15023 The Air Racer. Was 514.95
17.95
M0193 Dauntless Dive Bomber in NM' II
9 95
00025 Cessna Gmde Book
00012 Plane chat Changed The Wald. DC3 12.95
10.95
00037 World's Gommental Aircraft
27.95
00038 Staggerwingl Reprmtofonginal
13.95
00011 Boeing Super let. 300 photos
4 95
00014 The Piper Cub Story
13.95
00026 L1011 8 The Lockheed Story
16086 Monogram Paint Gd.~Ger. A/C'35~~45 39.95
M0349 German Jets In Combat. Ethel!. Price 17.95

MODEL AIRCRAFT AEAO~
DYNAMICS. Basic Model
Performance Problems.
Scale Effect 8 The Boun
dory Layer. Turbulent Flow
Airfoils. Factors Attesting
Lilt 8 Drag. Trim 8 Stab
ihty. Control. Reducing In
doted Drag. Parasitic Drag.
etc. 13 chapters. 270
'
pages. highly illustrated.
hardbound. 16061 . $26.95

Ma el Flying Handbook Ele
me Lary Aerodynamits.
Compe6}ion Flying.
Limming a Model Airplane.
Radio Controlled. Sailplanes.
Flyng Conditions. Free
Flight. Control Line. Radio
Control, etc. 159, pgs.. 200
fillus.. hardbound.
16083
E5.95
~r
C:itKrfi K~rI~A¢r,
C4T.?IkUFDt
r^Etxm4~cem
äis-r.a:

,~
MONOGRAM PAINTING
GUIDE TO GERMAN AIRCRAFT l93å19/5. 200
photos-50 in full color,
126 high quality paint
chips. Includes: Style Ef~
feet of Color, Interiors, Pra~
testtve Painfs, Day Fighters,
Bombers, Night Fighters, 26
maja topics, heavy tard~
stock page, 3 ring binder
wok book tomat.
16066
539.95

MONOGRAM CLOSEUPS
17.95
The Naval Air War In Vietnam
595
21019 Junkers 287
18.95
Naval Air War'39~'45. 200 photos
5 95
lookers
288.
21020
Wings of the Navy
19.95
5 95
21021 lookers 290.
US Navy 8 lap. Gombal Planes WWII . .6.95
595
21022 Butt Bomb
6 95
595
Illust. Gd. Allied Fighters WWII
21023 Taifun
Illust. Gd. Bombers WWII
7 95
5 95
21024 Gustav, Part 2
Illust. Gd. Germ. Ital. lap. Fighters . . .1.95
595
21025 Aichi M6A1 Seuan Bomber
Illust. Gd. Modern Fighter Attack A/C. . 7.95
- 595
21026 lapaneseCockpit Intenors. "1
Navy 8 Marine Fighters'18~'62
18.95
595
21027 Japanese Cockpitlntenors.w2
Army A/F Fighters'l6 61
18.95
5 95
21028 BI 109K
Ezp. Fighters. USArmy'18~'4l
3.95
5 95
21029 Kileka. Japans 1st tel
Ezp. fighters. US Nary :18'41
3 95
U.S. Naval Fighters of W.W. II
17.95
Rt.2/Pll
n~
U.S. Naval Fighters, Navy 8 Marine
14.95
~~
North Branch, Mn. 55056
A/F CombatUnits~Hist., Insignia
19.95
A/F Colors Vol. l. '26'42
795
A/F Colors Vol. 2. '42 45
7 95
Free Catalog of 150 Titles Sent With Your Order
WW II Aircraft in Combat. color
695
Dealers Inquiries Incited
Phone Orders (No Collect) 8 - 4:30 CS7 • (612) 5832573
More WW II A/C in Combat. color . . 8 95
10.95
Famous Fighters of WWII
Fighters of WWII. color, scale drw. . . . 9.95
Bombers of WWII, color scale drw. . . . 9.95
Send item numbers:
Am. Combat Planes. 1,000 photos
14.95'
ModernCombalA/C8lnsignia
695
195
USAF Aircraft Today, 103 pgs.
P 11
795 I
Total For Books
Modern Military A/C
US MiI.A/C Designations, Serials'09+14.95
$2.50
ENCLOSED IS:
Handling Fee
14 Day Money~Back
14.95
U.S. Bombers -19281980
B 95 I
Century Series in Color
Guarantee
Total (U.S. Funds)
12.95
Aircraft of the USAF
❑ Master Charge
lane's Wald A/C Recognition Hdbk. . . 9.95
CHARGE:
❑ VISA
USAAF Fighters 19251980, Aero Pub 14.95''
Acct. #
28.95
CAF Ghost Squadron History
795
Flying Wings of Northrup
MC Bank ~
Exp. Date
6 95 I
Northrop Flying Wings
19.95
Name
Heinemann: Combat A/C Designer
17.50 r
T Bolt: Documentary of the P 41
Address
17.50 1
P47 Thunderbolt Al War
Flying the 626 Marauder Mer Europe. . 6.95
City
Grumman Guidebook, 106 photos. . . . 9.95
State
Zip
17.95'
McDonnell Douglas Story

~
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QUARTER-SCALE CESSNA 172G
SKYHAWK /Salter

14

108" span lightplane flies on a .60

58

CESSNA 310Q /Marshall
Giant-sized twin after four years of building

Mustang . . .page 34
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Mystery Ship . . .page 42

MODELING THE GEE BEES /Haffke

21

Historical perspective on the exciting Gee Bee racers

Two Big Gee Bee Es
HAFFKE S MODEL E /Haffke
r/4 -scale

26

Gee eee is a contest winner

WEEMES' ~/a-SCALE SPORTSTER "E" / Weemes. . .27
Fufly aerobatic Golden Age machine on a .90

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT REVIEW:
34

covER:

BYRON'S BIG MUSTANG (Part I) / Potega

The big Byron Mustang, with that tourbladed prop that sounds so mean in the
air. We finally got the first kit oft the
assembly line into the air, but we are
reserving judgment on the model.
See Part 1 of our exclusive review in
this issue. (J. R. Naidish photo)

GIANT DOUBLE FEATURE #2•

The big P-51 took wing, but we're still undecided
~

GIANT-SCALE TRAVEL AIR RACE~t (Part 1) /Ayers 42
How not to build amonster-sized mode!

THE MYSTERIOUS "MYSTERY SHIPS" /Staff

50

Documentation for the Travel Air racers
EDWIN A. SCHNEPF/Publisher
PATRICK H. POTEGA/Executive Editor
J. R. NAIDISH/Managing Editor
HAROLD "BUD" CARROW, JR.,
GEORGE JENKINS, DAVE PLATT/
Contributing Editors
PATRICK H. POTEGA
Advertising Director
7950 Deering Avenue
Canoga Park, California 91304
(213) 887-0550
JUNE HARRIS/Advertising Coordinator
RICHARD X. LANG/Art Director
CHRISTOPHER LOVE/Advertising Artist

RICHARD GEHRUNG/Graphics Director
SVEN CARLSON/Circulation Director
JIM BUCHANAN/Circulation Services
G. SMITH/Subscriber Service
(714) 485-6535

DEPARTMENTS.
BOOK NOTES

s

Reading for the scale enthusiast

SCALE SOARING / Ealy

$

Uplifting information on the silent scene

SCALE SHOWCASE

18

What's new in the marketplace
SCALE R/C MODELER (ISSN 0199-7327) is published bimonthly by Challenge Publications, Inc.,
7950 Deering Avenue, Canoga Park, CA 91304. Copyright Q1981 by Challenge Publications, Inc.
All rights reserved. Nothing in whole or in part may be reproduced without written permission
of the publisher. Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited material. All photos, artwork,
and manuscripts must be accompanied by stamped self-addressed envelope. CHANGE OF ADDRESS
&SUBSCRIPTION INQUIRIES: POSTMASTER—Send to SCALE R/C MODELER, 10968 Via Frontera,
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INTRODUCING TWO
DNEWBOOKS!

Nicknamed "The Flying
Beerbarrel" and bu'It at a time
when backyard enterprise
regularly beat the pants off the
military's finest, the Granville
brothers and their aerial hot
rods captured records,
headlines, and the public's
imagination.
The Gee Bee Racers recaptures
those years —the early 1930's
— The Golden Age of Aviation
and air racing. Thompson
Trophy races, the coast-tocoast Bendix competitions,
Roscoe Turner, Jimmy
Doolittle, "Time Flies", the
"Super Solution", Bob Hall's
"Bulldog" and, especially, The
Gee Bee aircraft:

For the first time ever, a
comprehensive look at the
entire _Gee Bee story . . .
people, planes, air races,
successes, failures, and luck
. . .al l set against a background
of the competitors,
personalities, and economics of
the times.
Good emphasis on the many
details of these fascinating
planes — virtually a "walk
through" covering the design
and structural concepts behind
the famous "Z", R-1, and R-2
models. Chapter headings
include: Biplanes and
Sportsters, "Z" Is For Zinger, R1: Super Sportsters, 7-11 At The

Races, Crashes And Crises,
Q.E.D. Another Chance, Time
Flies —And Fizzles, Double
Trouble, Enough Is Enough and
Gee Bee Data Bank.
Of particular interest is the
highly pictorial nature of this
work —over 125 period
photographs and 7 pieces of
original artwork prepared
expressly for this volume. An
excellent new title for the
historian and buff. 176 pages,
7" x 10" pa e size, .9 chapters,
softbound. $11.95

SPECIAL OFFER
For a limited time only,
Mendenhall's famous work,
THE AIR RACER, at a 25%
discount off the $10.95 price
when purchased along with a
copy of the Gee Bee Racers.
Unlimiteds, Formula I's, Sport
Biplanes, and AT6/SNJ's.
Thompson, Bendix, Greve, and
Goodyear racers of the 30's and
40's. Schneider Cup floatplanes
from the 20's. Pulitzer and
Gordon Bennett Racers, famous
European planes, 234 aircraft in
all. 3, 4, and 5-view scale
drawings, color schemes and
markings, construction and
performance data, etc. 184
pages, 8'/z"x11" page size, all
aircraft covered by plan-type
drawings in blue ink.
An excellent reference with
racing information and data not
available in any other single
source. Specially priced at
$8.20 with purchase of THE
GEE BEE RACERS. $10.95 if
purchased separately.

Specialty Press
P.O. Box 426
729 Prospect Ave.
Osceola, WI 54020

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Phone Toll Free
800-826-600

Specialty Press P.O. Box 426 729 Prospect Ave. Osceola, WI 64020 W4

Please send me:
_ copies of The Gee Bee Racer ~a $11.95 ea
____ copies of The Air Racer @ $8.25 ea. when
ordered with The Gee Bee Racers
($t0.95 if purchased separately)
Postage and Handling
Minnesota Residents add 4% Sale Tax

$1.95
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After a brief absence, our sailplane columnist
returns with some ideas about tow hooks, and
some new sailplanes and books.
By Jim Ealy

Jack Hiner's flat-top LK-10 is scratchbuilt.
Model is töwed from a double bridle
which attaches to two towhooks, one at
each spar root under the wing.
(Jack Hiner photo)
We hate to open our column this
month on a note of tragedy, but we
must pass on to the soaring community the sad news that one of the
heroes of soaring is no longer with
us. Hi Johnson lost his life in an unexplained full-size soaring accident,
when the newly refurbished sailplane
he was flying suddenly became erratic on the tow and then started to
shed parts. No definitive cause for
the accident has been determined.
Hi was the "grand old man of
soaring," and his contributions were
far more extensive than the soaring
items we are familiar with today.
He was heavily into control line,
years ago, and was instrumental in
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developing linkages and hardware
for Ukie flying, as well as engine
development. His company did vacuform work for many of the industry's
largest kit makers, and you've probably used a Hi Johnson canopy and
didn't even know it. Hi was about
to release his latest kit, a scale PIK
20. Hi Johnson knew more about
soaring and the theory of flight than
most of us can ever hope to learn,
and he was always willing to share it.
The soaring scene is looking more
and more active, when it comes to
new developments in scale. Circus
Hobbies, of Nevada, is doing a fine
job of importing the Graupner scale
sailplane line. The Cirrus '75 and
Mini-Nimbus are two superb examples. They have composite construction fuselages, which are about
the strongest thing going. The mod-

eler gets the wings pre-skinned with
veneer. These kits have been proven
to be reliable performers, but they
admittedly do fit into the category
of Stand-Off Scale, because of their
lack of scale detail and mediocre
outline. We have seen these planes
subtly modified to be highly competitive in the static scores, and still
retain very docile flight characteristics. The flight performance is due
primarily to the use of true Wortmann-type airfoils. These slightly
undercambered sections, with their
pronounced Phillips entry, give a
very good lift coefficient, -and these
wing sections seem to be at their
best in the 18-24 oz./sq. ft. wingloading which these planes exhibit.
At the time of this writing, we
can't guarantee that Circus Hobbies
is still going to continue its exemplary policy of importing scale sailplanes. Gerry Nelson, who had been
heading up this new organization,
and who has been a soåring buff
since way back when, is no longer
affiliated with the company. It will
remain to be seen as to whether
Circus Hobbies will continue to be
counted among the nice guys of
scale soaring.
Kenn Rolin, of the Sailplane Factory in Pennsylvania, has been deeply involved in getting just about
everything he can get his hands on
from overseas, to stock in his shop.
If he is even partially successful in
getting the extensive line of merchandise he was touting at Toledo,
there will be a sudden and dramatic
growth in scale soaring.
Kenn has also been instrumental
in forming an organization specifically for the scale soaring buff. The
North American Scale Soaring Union (NAS'U) is expected to get
involved in coordinating Scale events
at major soaring contests. The group
will be representational of not only
the modern glass ships, but also
the vintage machines. For more information, write directly to North
American Scale Soaring Union, P.O.
Box 341, Red Lion, PA 17356.
I received a long and interesting
letter from Jack Hiner, which went
into some length about the proper
position for the tow hook on a scale
sailplane. Jack has designed and
flown a number of vintage scale
ships. These planes tend to have
very deep fuselages and, as a consequence, the relationship between
the attachment point for the tow
ring and the Center of Gravity has
been a source of dispute for many
moons.
Some modelers maintain that the
tow hook should go directly under
the C.G., so that when the plane is

under tow, the downward vector
(pull of the line) is straight down
from the pivot point (C.G.). Others
say that the tow hook attachment
should be 15-25 degrees ahead of the
C.G. (with the C.G. measured
straight through the fuse). As one
can imagine, as the fuselage on the
sailplane goes from 2 inches (on a
typical glass ship) to 6 inches (for
a deep-bellied vintage ship like the
Grunau Baby), the tow ring could
wind up being pretty far forward.
The more forward the hook, of
course, the harder it is to "rotate"
the model into a nose high position
to get the maximum tow from the
launch. The further back the hook,
the model will lose some lateral
stability (it can virtually spin about
its C.G.). The further back the tow
hook, the greater the stress on the
wings, as well.
So whåt's a modeler to do? If the
tow hook is too far forward, the
model may have such a poor rate of
climb that it actually tries to overrun the winch line. But, on the other
hand, a heavy scale model on an
aftward tow position is almost asking for a crash. The best tow hook
position, in the final analysis, must
be determined experimentally for
each sailplane. Always start at about
20 degrees ahead of the C.G. Remember to measure from a theoretical C.G. which is located in the
center of the wing's thickness (no
matter whether the plane is a high
or low wing design. Find the theoretical Center of Gravity on the side
view, then measure along a line 20
degrees ahead of this.
Actually, this wasn't the gist of
Jack's letter. His comments were directed to the correct vertical location
of the tow hook on the fuselage. As
mentioned, a deep fuselage creates
problems because the tow position
is actually changing as the model
rotates at the launch. With the model parallel to the grond, the tow
hook may be oriented more than 20
degrees to the C.G. But, as the
nose picks up and the sailplane
starts to go up the line, the angle
of pivot approaches the 90-degree
angle. Imagine, if you will, a fuse
that is some 3-4 feet deep, and how
radical the tow characteristics of
the model would be!
As usual with scale ships, the
position of the tow hook typically
coincides with the placement of the
landing wheel (for the same reasons). In the full-size soarers, it
wasn't unusual to have the tow hook
inside the wheel well. Most often,
of course, the towing was done from
the nose of the airplane, even when
bungee launched. Since we can't ac-
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Don't get caught with your batteries down. With flying season in fult swing,
make sure your battery needs are taken care of. As your battery headquarters,
we have most every size battery, pack, and charger that you need. These items
are available as kits. All come without connectors.
1.2V NI-CD CELLS

CHARGERS
34K23--Wall Charger, 4.8V @
120 ma
$5.95
34K35-Uni -Charger, (Programmable) 2.4V @ 20 ma to 9.6V
@ 50 ma
5.98
34K45-Dual Uni-Charger, 4.SV
(10-50 ma) and 9.6V @ 50 ma
8.50
34K2-Metered Vari-Charger, up
to 12V from 10-100 ma
18.95
34K18-Dual Charger, 4.8V @
45 ma and 9.6V @ 45 ma
15.95
34K21-Vari-Charger, up to 12V,
Variable Current Rate
14.95
34G15-Digipace, Automatic battery cycler for Rx & Tx batteries 94.95

For more information on radios,
airplane kits and accessories, send
$2 for our 100 page catalog.

38K43-100 mah, 1/2AA
38K33-175 mah, CYltndrlcal
38K35-450 mah, Cylindrical
38K45-500 mah, AA
38K44-550 mah, 1/2 Sub C
38K58-1200 mah, Sub C

$2.95
2.95
3.50
2.95
3.50
4.75

BATTERY PACKS
38K43-100 ma, Oblong Pack
38K425-100 ma, Cube Pack
38K51-175 ma, Cube Pack
38K56F^450 ma, Oblong Pack
38K565^450 ma, Cube Pack
38K46-550 ma, Flat Pack
38K47F-500 ma, Flat- Pack
38K475-500 ma, Oblong Pack
38K59-1.2 AH Pack

$18.95
13.95
13:95
16.95
16.95
14.95
16.95
14.95
23.95

Include $1 handling fee on all
direct orders.

A(E R/(.Inc.
BOX 5111, HIGGINSVILLE, MO. 64037816584-7121

DONS CUSTOM MODELS
Features The New Tomahawk
designed by Mel Santmyers, look for
an increasing number of quality kits
and epoxy products. "Coming
soon" the famed P51 Mustang .90
size and the 1/4 Scale Super
Chipmunk.

TOMAHAWK KIT FEATURES
• Epoxy fuselage and cowl •New inked drawings
• New molded dash •Heavy duty landing gear
• New molded NASA scoops •Optional wheel pants
• Foam flaps &ailerons •New instruction booklet
• New scribed window cut-outs •All wood parts
• Clear canopy • Hatdwa

Complete Kit $225.00
Calif. Res. Add 6~/r S.T.
AIRCRAFT FEATURES
• 100" Wing
• Flying Wt. 20 lbs.
• Designed for 2.0 C.I. Eng.
or larger

ORDER NOW DIRECT
7522 Talbert, Unit #4
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
Call (714) 848-6244

AVERAGE
SHIPPING
COST VIA U.P.S.
$15.00 U.S.A.
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The Mini-Nimbus, from Graupner, is
pre-tabbed. Span is 77'6", and the kit
features an epoxy fuse, pre-skinned wing,
and ability to use up to 6 functions (flaps,
ailerons, elevators, spoilers, landing wheel
and towhook). (Circus Hobbies photo)

Graupner's Cirrus 75, has an epoxy fuse,
and veneered foam wings. The span is
9'3~/z ". (Circus Hobbies photo)

commodate any of these options, the
towing location must be somewhere
convenient, so that the wheel or other
protuberances don't foul the towline, and it should hopefully minimize the vertical component of the i
C.G./towhook inter-relationship.
What Jack is presenting is nothing new, but it is worthy of consideration. Attach two towhooks, one
on either side of the fuselage. But,
instead of hooking them up to the
belly of the fuse, or even the sides,
the tow hooks are attached to the
wing. The idea. here is to absolutely
cancel out any deviation from the
Jack Rakusan's K-86, from the Svenson
kit. Note the small towhook attached at
the side of the fuselage. Only one hook
s/ews the model sideways, while a hook
on each side gives a smooth tow.
(Hiner photo)

PACIFIC SAILPLANES IIYTKDDi~CES ~
~ . ` THE IYEW KESTKEL 19
WING SPAN 140"
EPDXY GLASS,
BUILT-UP WINGS,
AND MORE "

KEDTAI L

F3B AND SUITABLE FOR SLOPE
FOR COMPLETE
BROCHURE SEND'.75 T0:
PACIFIC SAILPLANES, P.O. BOX 55155
VALENCIA, CA. 91355
(805) 254-2460

C.G. tow location, and this system
should do it.
Some fliers have compromised
with an off-center tow hook mounted
on the side of the fuse, halfway up.
This seems to create a terrible yaw
on ships with only minimal side or
fin area_ so it does have its disadv:
~s. But, I've noted that most
mod
ith a tow hook 2-3 inches
below the wing start to get radical
on pitch-up if the hook is on the
bottom of the fuse. This short 2-3
inch moment arm is enough to make
those first few seconds of launch
a real terror. Typically, the plane
surges upward, as the tow hook position causes the plane to pitch nose
up, then the line goes slack for a
second as the initial momentum is
lost. In that split second, the model
is lost.
The wing-attachment system works
very well, providing that there are
no struts to get in the way. Since
the tow hooks are glued right into
the spar area, the fuselage doesn't
have to be reinforced to take the
towing loads. Don't be concerned
about getting the two tow rings to
release, for the bridle enables this
to happen easily every time. You
can also use the bridle concept with
two tow hooks halfway up the fuselage.
No matter where you decide to
place the tow hook (or hooks), the
actual launching procedure is the
real key to a safe and successful
flight. A good heave upward at 60
degrees, with the winch at full power,
is what's needed. The launch height
is determined within the first 20
feet of the flight, so get all the
energy you can into that throw.
Don't be afraid to stress the - wings
too much at this point, for power
and acceleration are what's needed.
After the plane has reached about
100 feet, the winch power can, if
necessary, be reduced. Sometimes
it rx~ay be even necessary to apply
a slight amount of down elevator to
keep the model moving through the
initial transition form the launch
throw to the winch power.
The other option is to ROG. Some
models are too flimsy to hand launch
well. This is especially true of the
vintåge machines with intricate fuselage bottoms. Also, those large and
heavy machines like the growing
breed of 1/3-scale and 1/4-scale aircraft, actually can only be launched
via a rise off ground. I didn't believe
it, either, but just a few launches
this way will make you a believer,
too. Remember to stand on the
winch, and let the line get only reasonably tight. The plane will slide
a short distance, then rotate nicely

This is an ad far the ENGINE!
It's Technopower 7-cylinder 4 cycle radial.
For the full story send $2 to Technopower II
16650 S. 104th, Orland Park, IL 60462

The most distinctive sound in the air

SUPER-DELUXE, SUPER-SIZED
FAIRCHILD PT-19
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

BaIsaSPly and Foam Wing
Fiberglass Cowl and Chin Piece
Two Giant Plan Sheets
'/a" Steel Landing Gear and 5/32"
Pre Bent tail wheel assy.
Aileron Torque Rods
Pre-made Brass and Steel
All One-piece Wing
All-up Weight 28-32 lbs.

All Parts Band Sawed Where Needed

Super Deluxe Kit $248.00
(Shipping pre-paid, Payment with order)
~ Florida Residents Add 4% Sales Tax.

~~

CFI R/C SUPPLY
9i 80 Hall Road Lakeland, FL 33805
Phone: (813) 858-2658
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Eugene Bornoski's Twin Astir is an
original design. The 120" span model
weighs only 5~/z pounds. (Hiner photo)
to the correct upward angle. Keep
the winch power on until the plane
is well clear of the ground.
I have launched deep-fused planes
like the Grunau Baby and Zogling
with a bottom tow hook position. I
did it with an ROG launch, and the
launches were the easiest I've ever
had, and the most scale like, to
bOOt.
As many of you know, Solent Sailplanes, of England has gone out of
business. This is too bad, for they
were a good source of scale sailplane
products. Let's hope someone else
will take over the molds and production rights to some of their superscale machines. On another front,
Pacific Sailplanes, while keeping a
relatively low profile, is still going
strong and is expected to be releasing some new designs at any time.
There's still a lot of banter around
the local flying fields about judging
scale sailplanes. Here's a new twist
from down under in New Zealand.
Snow Fenn, Editor of the New Zealand Soaring Society Journal, has
written of an idea which has proven
itself well in contests there. The
12 scale r/c modeler

ALTERNATE TOW HOOK POSITIONS
TOW HOOK AT FUSE BOTTOM
~'C.G.

(PIVOT POINT)

NOSE PITCHES UP~
~.. MOMENT ARM

~

TOWLINE PULL

FORWARD TOW POOR ALTITUDE

TOWLINE

PULL

C.G. (PIVOT POINT)

~FT
TOW
DANGEROUS

NOTE THAT MOMENT ARM IS MINIMIZED WHEN PLANE IS CLIMBING
TOW HOOK TOO FAR BEHIND C.G. WILL MAKE MODEL UNCONTROLLABLE.
MOMENT ARM BETWEEN C.G. AND TOW HOOK MAKES ELEVATOR
TOO SENSITIVE WHEN HOOK IS AFT, AND TOO INSENSITIVE WHEN
HOOK IS FORWARD.

TOW HOOK UNDER SPARS

`.~ C.G. (PIVOT POINT)

TOWLINE PULL
NOTE ABSENCE OF ANY MOMENT ARM

C.G. (PIVOT POINT)

pU~~

ELEVATOR WORKS NORMALLY, SINCE IT IS NOT TRYING TO OVERCOME
"LOAD" IMPOSED BY MOMENT ARM BETWEEN HOOK AND C.G.

etc. The pros and cons of the system would have to be weighed in
each particular situation.
Kenn Rolin had proposed here
on the East Coast, that the sailplanes
all be judged only once at the beginning of the year, and that they
not be rejudged unless improvements
were made. This proposal was never
adopted, which I think was a great
loss to scale soaring. Many overseas
Editors and correspondents have
written to me saying how great the
idea was. Oh well, the best laid ideas
of mice and men, I guess.
~

Earl Kennedy's Grunau Baby llb, being
launched at the '80 Nats. Note the high
angle of attack and good acceleration at
the moment of launch. Model from the
Archaeopteryx Avion kit. (Ealy photo)
system is a variation on the pilotsjudge-each-other concept. Each entrant gets two score cards at the
beginning of the meet. After all
flights are logged, he uses one to vote
for the model which performed the
most prototypical scale maneuvers.
The second card is used to record
his choice for the most scale-like
machine.
Obviously, the idea is to eliminate
the slow morning drag of sitting
around waiting to get the static
judging out of the way. On the
other hand, the flight judging
is done by those who are in the
same peer group; and who can bitch
about the winner when he's selected
this way? Since both static and
flight judging are somewhat subjective, anyway, the system has some
inherent merits.
Some of the immediate drawbacks
we see are that each and every flier,
now that he's a judge, must watch
every flight performed by every
model. How successful can a pilot
be in determining the winner if he
spent most of the day trying to repair his model, or if he was getting
a beer when a particularly hot pilot
was in the air? It would seem to me
that the secret under such a system
would be to fly almost last, so
that your flight was fresh in everyone's mind. Then there's always the
"buddies" who vote for each other,

~:

SERVO

GARB

~

I have had some inquiries about
the address of Uwe Gewalt. The full
address is: Uwe Gewalt, Flug,
Schiffs-und Automodelbau, Albstrasse 22, Reutling, 7410, West Germany.
Martin Simons, Editor of Austrialian Gliding magazine, has just published abook of sailplanes. He has
thoroughly researched over 100 sailplanes, along with 3-views and
photos. He did his homework, and
he has corrected a lot of previously
inaccurate information. The price of
the book will be $30, and I expect to
have a reasonable supply of them
available under the Archaeopteryx
Avion address.
Here are four other books I'd recommend. Motosegeln, by Helmut
Penner; Start in Den Wind, by Peter
Reidel; Die Segelflugzeugs in Deutschland, by Dietmar Geistmann; and
Die Geschichte des Segelfluges, by
Georg Brutting. These are obviously
all with German texts, but the photos
and 3-views are well worth it. All
these titles are available from: Motorbuch Verlag, Postfach 1370, Stuttgart 1, West Germany, 7000.
That's it for this issue. Keep those
cards and letters coming, as well as
the reports on scale activities in your
area. "May the wind be at your back,
except at launch!"
❑

SERVO C,ARd monitors your
flight battery pack voltage and
radio signal from the transmitter or receiver, reduces the
throttle setting from flight
speed to idle allowing you
plenty of time to land
your aircraft.
ENDORSED BY

sp~r~~of
America
SHOW TEAM!
LIMA, OHIO

R.F. Enterprizes
106 N. Main Street
Arlington, Ohio 45$14
~

419-365-5360

THE SPIRITS OF ST. LOVIS P, C FLYING CLUB'
PRESENT$

WARBIRDS
UNLIMITED
SPORT SCALE PYLON RACING

New from I'roetor
1~4 S C A L E
NIEVPORT
28 C-1
1918

For additional information on this W.W. 1 Classic and our
Catalogue, send $1.00 to PROCTOR ENTERPRISES, CORP.
P.O. Box 9641, San Diego, CA 92109.

AT EAST SIDE
R/C CLUB FLYING FIELD,
EDWARDSVILLE, ILLINOIS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND RULES, WRITE OR CALL
SEPTEMBER 19, 20
~gg~
JOE LUNT-801 EDGAR ROAD,
WEBSTER GROVES, MO. 63119
1-314-962-2470

~
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' n 1979, one of the big hits of the
Toledo Show was a big 108" span
Cessna 172. The Skyhawk was just
a prototype, sitting on the display
tables. The fluted aluminum ailerons and flying surfaces, the authentic oleo-strut nose gear and the other
scale features (such as optional operational flashing beacon), were getting so much attention that the man
responsible for designing this monster .Skyhawk decided to kit the
model. Ordinarily, such an occurrence is everyday fare at Toledo, but
The big Cessna is exact-scale, yet it
weighs so little that it flies well on a .60.

the difference here was that the man
behind the airplane was none other
than four-time South African Scale
Champion Chris Sweatman.
Actually, the response to the big
nine-foot Cessna back home in Sotlth
Africa had been so tremendous that
Chris was pretty well determined to
make a few kits for the locals. Those
who had seen it fly just had to have
one. After all, anyone looking at so
large an airframe would immediately
start looking around for a way to
hide the head of the chain saw engine under the cowl. Chris' home
field is 5,500 feet above sea level,
and the Skyhawk virtually leapt off

the grass runway. Boy, what a big
engine that must be!
What sold the local modelers on
the Cessna was that it wasn't a 2.4
c.i. gasoline engine in the 172G . . .
nor was it a twin, or even abeltdriven .90. The model actually flew
on a stock Webra .61 Speed! At
14 pounds. that's really all the power
needed to get decent performance.
Much of the success of the Cessna
is from its light weight. How many
giant-scale models can look so big,
yet fly on so little power? Chris had
gotten the idea from the six-foot
Cessna 172 which he had built from
the Complete-A-Pac kit. The whole

QUARTER
-SCALE
CESSNA1]2G SKYNAW
A pleasant surprise, a 108" span rv~odel which
doesn't need agas-burner to fly. Believe it or not,
a good .60 provides enough horsepower for
this ultra-deluxe kit. By Len Salter Photos by the author
74
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secret was wingloading, and Chris
felt confident that he could develop
a kit and still keep the weight under
20 lbs. Even at that extreme weight,
the model should fly well on a
good .90.
Naturally a man of Chris' stature
doesn't just jump into a venture like
this. The Skyhawk would have to
be impeccable in scale detailing.
What would happen when the full
cockpit interior (the plane would
look barren without one) and all the
goodies were added? First, expert
scale researcher Doug Burchell was
contacted to verify the plans. They
were deemed very accurate, so the
wood for a prototype was cut.
Charles Goedhals and Keith Bowles
volunteered to do most of the construction.
It was agreed -that the emphasis
would always be to keep wingloading
light, so that scale speeds could be
maintained. However, since this was
to be amass-produced venture, the
practicalities of mass production had
to be remembered. It wouldn't be
possible to carve out a cowl block,
but rather the parts would have to
be supplied pre-finished. Chris had
built enough kits where corners had
been cut to save a buck, so he vowed
to keep everything first class. The
landing gear would come pre-soldered, and wheels, tank and all hardware (the flaps have a scale operating mechanism) would be included.
All proof of scale would be there,
of course, since the plane could qualify for any scale competition because
of its low weight. The nose gear
strut would be a functional oleo one,
and the wing struts would be aluminum.
This was a pretty tall order, for
a model of this size can take yards
of balsa wood. The sheeting alone
is a stack of wood almost a foot
high! The forests of South Africa
yield a very unusual wood. It's got
some properties of balsa, great
strength and resilience, and it shares
some of the properties of bass or ply.
Called Mugongo, it's an amazing
building material, and this has to
be one of the few kits in the world
which uses it. Once you've tried the
stuff, you'll be tempted to go to
Africa on a wood safari.
Work went slowly, for it was necessary to fabricate master templates
and patterns. Molds were made for
the wheel pants, and a plug carved
for that huge cockpit windscreen.
The fuselage was almost as long as
an average man is high. When all
the dust settled, there were over 200
pre-cut balsa and Mugongo parts
slated for the kit. The structure was

A fly-by at 5,500', as the designer proves
his theories by flying the model at a field
that is over a mile high.

extremely strong, and it looked as
if the final weight would be under
the projected 20 lbs. Prototypes tend
to get heavy, since one is always
learning the hard way—by adding
two pieces where one would have
done the job.
The only thing remaining was the
scale fluted flying surfaces. To eliminate these would defeat the whole
purpose of an exact scale airplane.
But, there were 289 flutes, and to
ask the modeler to apply each one
individually would be foolish. They
had to be molded, but plastic was
not suitable . . . too heavy and also
subject to warpage. Fortunately,
Tony Beck came to the rescue. An
engraver, by trade, he quickly worked out a mold which would enable
thin aluminum to be shaped in a
fluted sheet. This proved the ideal
solution, especially since many of
the Skyhawks had natural aluminum
finishes.
Chris got a call that his airplane
was ready. By the time he arrived at
the flying facility, the winds were
whipping at 40 km/hr. What a predicament! Here was a lightly loaded
model, which would probably have
the penetration of a feather, and
it was even untested, at that. The
plane and the weather seemed totally incompatible. But Chris couldn't
wait, and the model did have a .91
under the cowl. The decisive factor
was that a cool-headed pilot like
Sweatman was going to be at the
sticks.
The wide main gear presented no
problems on the taxiway. The plane

almost leapt off the runway when
power was applied, and the Skyhawk
surprised everyone by climbing out
smoothly through the ground turbulence. Penetration was no problem, and it was decided to try some
maneuvers. But first the gradual
turns were tried, and the Cessna flew
without the need of coordinated rudder. Only at the lower speeds of a
landing approach was the rudder
even required.
Some stall turns were tried and,
even in the gusty conditions, the
model behaved admirably. The loops
wouldn't have been winners in a
contest, but they did show that the
plane was tracking true and straight.
The glide slope for the landing was
kept unusually steep, and the 172
flared nicely just inches above the
runway and settled in for only a
slightly bouncy touchdown. We
could tell by the smile on Chris'
face that the kit project had just
received his seal of approval.
Chris kept emphasizing the fact
that most modelers have .60 engines,
and that the Skyhawk had to be
kept practical enough to be a rugged
airframe, yet light enough to perform well on 10 cc. One prototype
doesn't prove everything, of course,
so it was decided to build another
machine, using the kit jigs and templates to simulate the actual product
the modeler would receive.
Paddy Hamilton stepped forward
and said he would get the second
machine done in record time. The
World Championships were coming
soon, and Chris wanted to have the
plane on display at the meet. Everyone shook their heads in amazement
when the model arrived only two
months later—a remarkable feat,
scale r/c modeler
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The kit has over 200 pre-cut pieces of
wood, as well as all the hardware and
accessories.

considering that each part had to be
hand-cut from the templates, and
there are over 200 components.
In the interim, Chris was running
all over South Africa trying to get

.35 - .46 ENG.
53" SPAN

very expensive. Ralph Brooke imports the model in the U.S. for
$395.95. Remember that the kit
comes in two boxes, one weighing
14 pounds, and the other nine. Both
are oversized kit boxes, and are
packed solid with wood and hardware. As mentioned, the stack of
sheeting would probably cost about

kit production going. There is no
model industry in this country, so
that Chris was re-inventing the
wheel at every turn. As a matter of
fact, the Cessna kit is probably better than most kits on the market
because there are more handmade
parts in those two big boxes than in
most commercial kits. The kit is

, F

PRICE: $ 64.95

$64.95

KIT FEATURES

" Lazy Builders"
LOVE OUR KITS

•"JEM LOC" EASY FUSE CON—
STRUCTION
• FOAM CORE WINGS WITH
EXTRA
LARGE
TRAILING
EDGES FOR SIMPLE AILERON
AND FLAP REMOVAL

Because they are the
easiest to build scale kits
around.
1Nrite for our FREE
~ catalog. Include $1.00
and recieve a beautiful
frameable color picture!
Indicate your choice.

• FORMED PLASTIC PARTS FOR
ALL HARD TO MAKE SHAPES
• DELUXE DECALS
•THREE
NOTES

VIEWS AND COLOR

,.r

•FLIGHT TRAINING MANUAL

~

EXACT S
.40 - .6
DEALERS: Write for Sales 54" SPÅ
Prices and Details
PRICE`. $94.95

•PERSONAL
SERVICE

ODELS

CONSULTATION

~;

REPUB'~"P-47 D
R/C KIT "JUG"

PT-19

1578 Osage St.,
San Marcos, CA 92069

Me109-G

.35 - .46 ENG.
/ i,
51" SPAN~~,
~-`
6

-

PRICE $64.95
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PRICE $64.95

.35 - .46 ENG.
51" SPAN

PRICE $64.95

.35 - .4.

NG.

54" SPAN

PRICE $79.95

$100. All the deluxe extras make this
a very good value.
The final proof of the pudding
would be whether prototype #2
would fly at Chris' 5,500 ft. altitude
flying field. The model was fully
decked out, with all the scale trimmings. It weighed 7.5 kilos, which
would be typical of the kit-built versions. The Webra .61 was fitted with
a fine-pitched 14-4 prop. The Cessna
got into the air gingerly, and climbed out well. There really wasn't
much of a difference in flight speed
between the .61 and .91 powered
versions.
Where the lack of power did show
up was in the loops and rolls. Considering the altitude, this came as
no surprise, but the 172 would still
do all the maneuvers on only a .61.
Don't feel pressured into shoving
a .91 under the cowl, for this is
not one of those models that claims
to fly well on a .61 . . . only to turn
out to be a dog when you build it.
The 172G is exact scale, and it is
designed to be afull-fledged contest
machine. The kit price may seem
steep, but there are more parts in
the kit than you can spread out on
two workbenches. This Cessna is sure
and in a big way!
a winner

A little fuzzy, but the photo gives a feel
for the size of the 108" span Cessna.
Chris Sweatman is standing, while builder
Keith Bowles poses with his version.

FLETCHER CLASS DESTROYER
HULLS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

REINFORCED FIBERGLASS HULL
COMPLETE WITH DRAWINGS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HAND LAY-UP
72 INCHES LONG
7~/2 INCH BEAM
23/a INCH DRAFT
BY AKINS
THE FIRST NAME IN
QUALITY SCALE MODELS

COMING SOON GERMAN U-BOAT.
COMPLETE KIT. MADE FOR UNDER
WATER USE! FOR DETAILS WRITE
AKINS SCALE MODELS.

$82.95
ORDER DIRECT

SCALE MODELS
AKINS SCALE MODELS
6724 WEST TRAIL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55435
PHONE. (612) 941-2050
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SCALE SHOWCASE
Items for the Builder of the Model
but you can't say that this isn't a full line of Bonanzas. All
of the kits come with vacu-formed fluted skin detailing for
the stab, elevators and ailerons/faps. Such goodies as a scale
nosewheel struts and molded-in fuselage detail make these
models more than the usual semi-A.R.F. products.
The famed V-tailed version isn't neglected, but you'll
find that the stabs are a little on the large side. Still, this will
probably prove to be the most popular of the Byron Bonanza
line. The kits all feature fiberglass (polyester) fuselages, and
foam wings and empennage. For a few dollars more, a nicely
molded cockpit interior and instrument panel is available for
the civilian versions.
There are two military variants in the line. The T-34B was
the original military liaison aircraft, later to be updated to the
turbo-charged T-34C Mentor version. Both options are available
in the Byron kit line. We will be doing a kit review of the
T-34C in a future issue.

CAP 20-L MOVED AGAIN
Higgins Aero Company, whose giant-scale CAP 20-L we
reviewed in the August issue, has had an ownership change.
Now billed as "Higgins by Contempo Enterprises," the company is now at yet another address. For all of you out there
who were inconvenienced because our article stated that the
old Indiana address had been changed to a San Marcos, California, listing, then please excuse our further inability to keep
. the latest address is in North Hollywood!
you apprised
All future correspondence should be addressed to: Higgins
by Contempo Enterprises, 11611 Cantara Street, North Hollywood, CA 91605. Phone (213) 768-2800.

JEMCO BECOMES MARK'S
Mark's Models has recently acquired the Jemco line of
scale aircraft. Actually, Mark's had been handling most of the
actual kit production for some time, so the merger of these
two quality companies was almost an inevitability." What this
will mean for the scale modeler is better service, more extensive availability of kits and accessories, and a high level
of quality control. Already back orders are being brought up
to date, and a good flow of product is guaranteed in the future.
All the .40-sized models are now being shipped under the
Mark's Models/Jemco label. The SBD custom kit will still be
retained by Jim Meister, since this is a virtually handmade kit
of limited production. For more information on the full kit line,
contact: Mark's Models, 1578 Osage Street, San Marcos, CA
92069.

BYRON'S BANANAS!
While the title isn't necessarily a declaration of the mental state of the leading scale manufacturer in the United
States, it is true that Byron does have a whole new line of
"Bananas." The affectionate soubriquet of the Beech Bonanza,
there are no less than five different versions of the famed
lightplane available.
The flagship of the fleet is the time-honored F-33A Bonanza, which is the basic four seater that is seen at most
airports. This is a 66" span machine, with a generous 700
sq. in. of area (it's no surprise that the same wing is used on
all the variants). Designed to fly ona .60, the model accepts

The concept behind the Bonanzas is to offer the modeler
a "complete" kit, with only engine and radio needed to get in
the air. The other Byron kits have typically offered such extras
as wheels, tank, hardware and some covering materials. The
Bonanzas will continue this trend, with very complete packages. What is amazing about the models is that they are very
traditional, with no belt-drives or other "gimmicks," and also
that they are not giant-scale, but rather .60-powered machines.
We think that the most amazing thing about the full complement of Bonanzas is their price range. Considering that
they are complete kits, the price range of $138.08 to $168.30
is amazing. That's quite a value for the dollar, and it looks as
if they will all come out very light, and be easily within the
8-9 pound limit the factory is listing. This will make for some
really fun aerobatic performance, with all the stability that
makes the Bonanzas such universally accepted aircraft.
For more details, contact your local dealer, or write
directly to: Byron Originals, P.O. Box 279, Ida Grove, IA 51445.

WEBRA 4-CYCLE
One of the big revolutions in power plants for scale aircraft has been the 4-cycle engine. Unfortunately, the gasoline
engines and the advent of giant-scale have dwarfed the attention paid to these revolutionary engines. The 4-cycle engine
runs quieter (they don't even need a muffler), has more brute
power and runs smoother than the equivalent displacement
engine. As a matter of fact, Peter Chinn recently commented
that the Webra .91 4-cycle had the most power for its dis-

up to six channels, with optional flap and retract operations.
The only difference between the ~F and the A-36 models

placement class.

is the window configuration. Perhaps an academic difference,
18 scale r/c modeler

That's pretty heady stuff for a .91, and the engine seems to

The Webra can turn a 14-6 prop at nearly 9,300 rpm.

would make a good transitional airplane for the experienced
builder.
Kits are available at hobby shops, or order direct from:
Realistic Models, 4105 Wadsworth Ct., Annandale, VA 22003.
Price $285.00.

respond better and better with more prop. Circus Hobbies,
who are the U.S. distributors for the Webra line, now have engine mounts specifically for the 4-cycle available. The modeler
can also get an in-flight mixture adjustment needle valve assembly, and there is a pump available on a special order basis.
The engine uses a steel reinforced timing belt, which should
prove very reliable and durable. The 4-cycle tends to be a bit
on the heavy side, weighing 32.8 ozs. For most scale applications, the extra nose weight will be most welcome.
If you want an engine that wil l swing a large prop, make
so little noise that it's hard to tell when it's running, and has
one of the lowest vibration levels, then the Webra .91 4-cycle
is worthy of your consideration. Look for this one at your hobby
shop, as distributed by Circus Hobbies, 1241 E. Glendale Ave.,
Sparks, NV 89431. Price $319.95.

~/a-SCALE STINSON VOYAGER
Here's a big 101" span version of the Stinson Voyager,
one of the most deluxe passenger aircraft ever designed. The
model is intended fora Quadra, and builds to less than 21
lbs. With functional flaps, a five channel radio is needed.
The kit is a deluxe offering. The doors are functional, and
provide not only scale realism, but also access to the radio.
The huge fiberglass cowl is big enough to house an on-board
starter. The model comes with pre-shaped leading edges, and
there are vacuformed control surfaces and other molded parts.
Construction is very traditional, with plenty of balsa and plywood. The instructions are well detailed, with plenty of supplemental photos to aid the builder.
From the reports we've had, the model is extremely docile,
yet has plenty of maneuverability. Its sheer size adds a lot of
visual impact to the model's performance, and the Stinson

~,~1135 HO.gBj
~

SINCE 1946

HUGE HAWK
Probably one of the most colorful biplanes was the Navy's
Curtiss P6-4 Hawk. Its taloned wheel covers and gaudy paint
scheme made it one 'of the classics in the biplane field. And
Wendell Hostetler, who has already made such thrilling bipes
as the Liberty Sport and the Skybolt available td the quarterscalers in plan form, is now offering the P6-E as a full plan
set. Designed to accommodate engines in the 2-5 ci. class, the
model is of rather conventional construction, with balsa, ply
and basswood. The bipe spans 84" (1,798 sq. in. area) and
is expected to build at 32 oz./sq. ft. in the wingloading department. There are a few subtle deviations from scale, in
order to improve the aerobatic performance, but the changes
are so slight that only the most trained eye will ever spot them.

SPECIALIZING IN SPORT SCALE

~'~

Call or vNrite us for your specific needs
HOME OF THE HOUSE OF BALSA PITTS DESIGN
In Santa Barbara since 1946
14 West Anapamu Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Phone: (805) 963-3404
scale r/c modeler
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The plans come on two profusely illustrated 42 x 88"
sheets, and a well-written instruction manual and detailed
sketches are included. All the hard-to-fabricate accessories,
such as the cowl landing gear and wheel spats, are available
separately from T & D Fiberglass.
The plans sell for $24.50 (postpaid), which includes the
instruction manual. Write directly to: Wendell Hostetler, 1041
Heatherwood Lane, Orrville, OH 44667.

1/6-SCALE HAWKER
The latest addition to the ever-increasing assortment of
1/6-scale planes coming available from this Florida designer
is Vito Tomeo's beautiful Sea Fury. The 77" span model fits
Dave Platt's outlines for 1/5-scale, being designed for .90
engines (or a .60 in a prop-driver arrangement). With 1,120
sq. in. of area, the Hawker will build to about 15-18 pounds,
with all-balsa construction. The designer's prototype flies well
at 18~/z lbs. ona .60-powered Maximizer drive system.
Sold as a semi-kit, the plans come on three large 3 x 7'
sheets, with plenty of detail drawings, including flap and retract data. Included in the pack are a canopy, fiberglass cowl,
and molded glass wing oil and air scoops. Three-views and
construction notes are part of the package. The modeler supplies all the wood. The semi-kit sells for $68.00 (postpaid in
the continental U.S.). The plans can be purchased separately
for $28.00 (postpaid within the continental U.S.). A 5" spun
aluminum spinner is available for $22.95.
Send for further details directly to: Vito Tomeo, 1050
Alabama Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33312.

ARI NOW AAA
Antique Replicas International, whose Journal has provided great scale data to numerous modelers, has been merged
with the Antique Airplane Association. The Journal will now
continue as the official news organ of the Association, disseminating information on replica aircraft, primarily of WW I.
We assume that current subscriptions to ARI will continue.
For more information, write directly to: Antique Airplane
Association, P.O. Box 127, Blakesburg, IA 52536.
❑

OB'S "PLAN PACS"
OFFER INFINITE VARIETY
Aircraft

Plan
Only

Cowl
Only

Complete
Canopy Templates
Pac
Only
Only
(less spinner)

$16.95
$16.00
$5.00
N/A
$34.00
SPITFIRE
SPIT Mk. I - 72" span (.90 power) plan only $19.95 (canopy $5.00)
SPIT Mk. IX - 90" span plan only $19.95
16.95
10.00
5.00
$1.50
P-51
31.00
P.51 B/D - 99" span (approx. ~/a-scale) Plans only $19.95
12.00
16.95
5.00
N/A
34.00
P-47D
P-47D - 75" span for .90 engine. Plans only $19.95
16.95
10.00
5.00
F4U-1
1.50
32.00
F4U-1 - 75" span for .90 engine. Plans only $19.95
16.95
14.00
5.00
FW190 A-4
1.50
34.00
Motlel by Brian Tayor
Brian Taylor Mospuilo
FW190 A-4 - 80" span. Plans only $19.95
16.95
P-40E
12.00
5.00
N/A
34.00
P-40E - 75" span. Plans only $19.95
D.H. Mosquito
25.00
(Optional accessory pack75.00
age includes cowls, canopy,
Why build a kit, and get stuck with the expense and waste
spinners and gear door
of materials in replacing most of the wood. The PLAN PACS
covers. Write for price.)
are specifically designed to allow the modeler to do the
model his own way. You supply the wood you want to
use . . . this saves weight, too!
Each PLAN PAC can be ordered either as a complete
package deal (less the cowl), or you can order the plans
only, then get the canopy, cowl, spinner, etc. when you need
them . . . this spreads out the cost of building the model.
Either way, you buy only what you need, when you need it.
All of the plans are done by Brian Taylor, and represent
perhaps the best scale building data on the market today.
Models built from these plans have won more major events
around the world than all other kits and plans combined!
All models are .60 sized.
20
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Spinner
$12.95

15.00
4.50
4.50
12.95
15.00
(2) 50.00

"Best in Scale" catalog (over 20 pages) $2.00, or $1.00 with
$10.00 order (50¢ with order over $10.00)
BOB HOLMAN PLANS
P.O. Box 741SM, San Bernardino, CA 92402
Phone (714) 885-3959
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.

What it's all about! The R/C version of the
The author of the Gee Bee Model E Sportster
Model Z Sportster takes a ringside seat
to the replica machine of Bill Turner.
article which appears on page 26, reminisces
about the challenges of modeling the racers, and
his relationship with two of the brothers who
built the real ones. By Henry Haffke Photos by the author and from his collection.

F
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or many years the Gee Bee aircraft, built by the Granville Brothers
of Springfield, Massachusetts, have
been shunned by model builders.
This has been primarily because
of the shoddy reputation they have
been burdened with, as a result of the
many writers who have reported unfounded accounts of these aircraft.
This apparently came about as a
result of the spectacular accomplishments and sensationalism caused by
the appearance of the speedy racers
on the air race scene in the early

thirties. Air racing, at that time,
was probably the biggest spectator
event in existence. Writers were
quick to put down in print the stories
of the colorful speedsters, always

the R-1 and R-2. The R-1 set a
new world speed record and won the
prestigious Thompson Trophy Race.
Again, writers had a field day writing about these sensational craft

adding bits of sensationalism to the
actual facts.
When Lowell Bayles was killed

which emerged from the tiny Granville factory at the Springfield Airport.

in the Gee Bee Model Z which had
won the 1931 Thompson Trophy
Race, a national hero had been lost
and the grandest of stories were
written. Then came the 1932 air
races and the two new Gee Bees,

The two racers were improved for
the 1933 races and unfortunately
both were eliminated from the races
that year when the R-2, making an
unscheduled landing at Indianapolis
during the Bendix race, had one of
sca/e r/c modeler
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the troublesome aerol struts collapse
on landing, causing a ground loop
.which damaged a wingtip, putting
it out of the race. The R-1 arrived,
and its pilot, Russel Boardman, became very upset as a result of the
R-2's unscheduled landing and subsequent damage. Russ was the boss
of the Springfield Air Racing Association, owners of the two craft, and
had counted on the money they
would win during the races. After
refueling and talking to the R-2
pilot, he hurridly boarded his ship
and started his takeof run with the
heavily ladened R-1. He apparently
pulled the craft off too soon—before
sufficient flying speed had been attained—and a sudden crosswind
gust flipped the R-1 on its back
and it ended up skidding down the
runway inverted. Boardman was
badly injured and died the next day
in the hospital. Writers wrote their
headlines after having heard of the
crash and made up their own reasons for it, not having been present
to get the facts. It was actually not
known for sure exactly what happened at Indianapolis until about
two years ago, when Bob Granville
came in contact with an eyewitness
to the accident who was able to give
an accurate account of what happened in extensive detail.
Through the years, later writers
have editorialized about the Gee
The plane which is illustrated (twice) as a
scale model in this issue. NC46V had lots
of flying time on it before Russ Boardman
had a mishap with it.
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Bees after having read what those vestigate. I did, and came up with
before had written. The stories have two good pictures from one of them.
gone on and on so that today's As my mother and sister still lived
aviation buffs know only what they about a mile from the site of the
have read, and they naturally believe Gee Bee plant at the old Springfield
the stories about the Gee Bees. I Airport, I had them inquire around
was no different, and I also believed to see if they could find out if any
what I read. As I became more in- of the Granville people might still
terested in the subject, I read every- be around.
thing I could dig up on the Gee
A year and a half of searching
Bees. I found material in old mag- turned up relatively nothing, other
azines I went through and, as I than the two pictures from the
read article after article, I noted Smithsonian and the two from anthat from time to time I would read other source. Then came the big
an account of the same situation break when, through the EAA, I
which would contradict the account came in contact with Bob Granville.
of the same thing in another story. He, in turn, put me in touch with
This made me curious as to which his other living brother Ed. I told
was correct.
them both of my needs and asked
I designed and built my first Gee them many questions concerning the
Bee, a model of the Model Y Senior discrepencies in the things I had
Sportster as flown in the 1933 Chi- read. A wealth of information was
cago International Air Races by received from them which only whetFlorence Klingensmith. The model ted my appetite.
was one of the finest flying R/C
A short time after I contacted
craft I had ever flown. I wanted to these two great aviation pioneers,
be able to fly it in scale contests, Ed Granville fell victim to a fatal
so I needed documentation on the heart attack. Ed had promised me
aircraft. I had only seen two rela- that when he got his belongings untively poor pictures of the full-size packed (he had recently retired from
prototype in an article on the Gee Pratt & Whitney) and had a chance
Bees. I started hunting for pictures of to go through his pictures, that he
the ship, and contacted the normal would loan me the ones that I was
sources for such information.
looking for. After his passing, his
Knowing that some of the Gran- widow, Charlotte, gave them to me.
villes worked for Pratt &Whitney,
Bob and I continued to write to
they became my first place to in- each other as fast as the postal sysquire. The Smithsonian was con- tem could transport our letters. As
tacted, and they had only one pic- I found out the straight facts on
ture of the subject, as well as things I had read, I became more inone picture of its sister ship. They terested in checking other things and
suggested three other sources to in- my interest rekindled Bob's activity

A moment that made it all worthwhile, as
the author prepares fo takeoff with his
Model D Sportster, as one of the five
brothers who built it looks on. Bob
Granville said the model flew just as
good as the tull-size plane.

INCREDIBLY POWERFUL:

in the Gee Bee history. Bob tried,
and was successful in contacting several old timers who had been involved with the Gee Bee aircraft.
From each of them I gained new
facts, all of which increased my interest in the subject. For the past
three years, I have been collecting
and compiling all of these bits of
informtion and gathering every picture Icould bet my hands on:
I had decided that I would write
a book telling the real story of the
Gee Bee airplanes, but I wanted to
tell the story of the Granville boys,
as well. Nothing had ever been written on their younger days, and I
felt it was an important part of the
real story. In discussing this with
Bob Granville, he agreed to write
this part of the story for me, and
we would co-author the book. Bob
was very excited about doing the
book. I was very saddened when he
passed away just a little over a year
ago when he suffered the same fate
as the other Granville men—a fatal
heart attack. At his funeral, I promised his family that I would go ahead
with the book. I am still seeking a
little more information on their
youth which will finalize my research.
After becoming good friends with

A giant scale power plant for
high performance and reliability

EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED
IN AN ENGINE . . .AND MORE
Magnesium and aluminum construction •Weighs 4
pounds including hub • 2.5 cubic inch (40.9 cc) •
Twin schnuerle porting •Solid state ignition •Dual
piston rings •Hemispherical combustion chamber
• 2 piece bolted connecting rod •Precision
counterbalanced crankshaft •Rear ball bearings
with thrust retainer •Front roller bearing •Needle
bearing on top of connecting rod •Needle bearings
(28) at crank • Walbro pumper carburetor •Reed

valve induction
~~I6GI/vS
~J79~CONTEMPO
ENTERPF13E9
11611 Cantara St., North Hollywood, CA 91605 • (213) 768-2800

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
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built models of a good variety of the
various Sportsters. As mentioned
earlier, my first Gee Bee model design was of the Model L Senior
Sportster, as flown by Florence
Bob Granville, my interest in build- Klingensmith. This model was the
ing models of the Gee Bees intensi- finest flying R/C ship I had ever
fied and, over the past five years, flown. It was very aerobatic, but
several different Gee Bee models very gentle.
I immediately started building a
have been built by myself. Four cf
my friends have built Gee Bees from second model—the other Model Y,
my drawings. Among us, we have which was frequently flown by
Another Model E (#4 in the line) is done
in Army yellow and blue. Zantford Granville was killed in this machine, while
delivering the plane to a customer.

Maude Tait (and in which she won
the 1931 Aerol Trophy race). This
also proved to be a fantastic performer and became my contest bird.
Both models were .40 powered ships.
The models were scaled from the
three views in Charles Mendenhall's
National Air Racers in 3-Views.
Later material I received showed
these three-views to be not as accurate as one might like. From pictures and other information which
I had accumulated, I undertook the
job of doing new three-views.
A set of drawings were scaled up
to do a more accurate model of
the second Model Y (in three inch
to the foot scale). I figured this
would be a real attention getter,
and I started construction. I cut
out two complete sets of parts, so
that I could also do a model of the
other Y. This was before the big
move to 1/.~-size models. It was finally finished early this year, and it
has proven to be a fantastic model.
It has won both static and flying
contests, usually getting the highest
flight score. It failed to win in only
two contests, when radio failure prevented getting in the required two
flights.
Between the smaller version and
(Continued on page 63)

REALISTIC MODELS PRESENTS NEW'/a Sport Scale

~

1947 STINSON VOYAGER

~i
Spec i,illy desiy Hedmotor mount easily accepts
Eastcr;Ai Lectra-Start.

This top-quatiiy aircraft has been designed from the ground up, with pre-cut interlocking
aircraft-quality plywood and AAA balsa for maximum strength and easy construction.

Lea( spring tail wheel and highly detailed.
vacuum-formed fins and rudder
•

Features:
•
•
•
•

Functional Doors
Functional Wing Struts
Leaf Spring Tail Wheel
Specially Designed Motor Maunls
• Step-by-Step Instructions with 57 photos
• Flaps Included

Vacuum Formed Parts Include: Grillwork,
Scoop, Rudder, Elevator Skins, Wheelpants,
Strut Fairings, and Aileron and Flap Coven.
• '/."Gel-Coated Fiberglass Cpwl Completely
Enhouses Quadra with the Eastcrah LeciraStarter
• Pre-Shaped Balsa Leading Edge
• Pre-Bent Landing Gear
• Three hardware packages

Specs:
•
•
•
•

WINGSPAN: 101"
FLYING WEIGHT: UNDER 21 LBS.
ENGINE: DUADRA SIZE
RADIO: 4-6 CHANNEL

Price

$285.00
Made in U.S.A.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
wst

~

`o Order Call Collect (703) 354-5514, Check or M.O. to REALISTIC MODELS, 4105 Wadsworth Ct., Annandale, VA 220031
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THE GREAT REVOLUTION
*********************************************************************~1

STAND-OFF SCALE AEROBATIC AIRPLANES
Nothing even comes close to these
precision-made hard skinned aircraft.
All surfaces are precision molded
epoxy glass injected with a specially formulated urethane foam for
strength and dampening. This
cohesive process produces
airplanes that are light, strong and
resistant to gas and chemical spills.
Wings and tail surfaces are fully
assembled and fuselage is in two
parts. Nothing to cover . . . just
assemble with epoxy, fill joints,
paint with your favorite product and
take to the sky.

CAP 40°l
Wing Span: 81"
Length: 68~/z"
Engine: 1.5 to 3.6 cu. in.
Wing Area: 1220
Scale: 3~/a" 1 foot
Ready to fly Weight: 17 lbs.

Kits include: airplane •cowl and
wheel pants •canopy• landing gear•
tail wheel assembly •hinges and
horns •seam cloth •wing hardware
assembly parts •improved assembly manual

$349°°
NOW AVAILABLE
• Complete Built-Up
Airplanes.
• Ready To Fly.
• Paint Or Decals Available.
• Includes 2.5 Cu. In.
Magnum II Engine.
• Install Your Own Radio
Equipment And Fly.

CHRISTEN

~ ° C~b~

Write For Additional
Information And Prices.

Wing Span 68"
Length
61"
Engine 2.0 — 3.7 cu. in.
Wing Area 1237 sq. in.
Weight 18 lbs.

Ask local dealer or write to:

. ~~i~citis
$399

00,

Includes decals
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

6J~CONTEMPÖ
ENTERPRISES

11611 Cantara St., North Hollywood, CA 91605 • (213) 768-2800
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HAFFKE'S MODEL E
The man who has designed more Gee Bee
models than anyone else, turns his talents to
the Sportsten E.
By Henry Haffke

F

Photos by the author

ive years ago, I built a model of
the Gee Bee Senior Sportster Model
Y, which turned out to be a beautiful flying craft. In searching for
documentation on the aircraft, I
eventually came in contact with Bob
Granville, who was one of two surviving members of the famous fivebrother team which designed and
built the great Gee Bee aircraft of
the early 1930s. Bob put me in touch
with his other brother, Ed, and the
two of them answered my request
for documentation on the Model Y.
Ed passed away a short time after
I first wrote to him, and I never
met him--except through our correspondence. However Bob Granville and I became very close friends
and I gained a wealth of information
on all of the aircraft that the Granvilles had built. Few are familiar
with all the aircraft that emerged
26
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from their tiny factory at the edge
of the Springfield Airport in Springfield, Massachusetts. As I became
aware of all of this, my interest intensified and I probed for more information. Bob's interest in what he
and his. brothers had done was rekindled by my inquiries and together,
we searched for more minute facts
on the history of these aircraft.
We planned to write a book together, telling the whole story, which
has never really been told. The
story would be based on facts, not
the garbage that has been written,
read, and rewritten by authors over
the years. My dear friend Bob Granville passed away over a year ago,
and I have promised his family that
I would complete the book. I need
only a few more details about the
youth of the five brothers before
(Continued on page 66)

EDITOR'S PREFACE
Some of our readers may question
our sanity in presenting two Gee
Bees in the same issue. Not only
are the two aircraft the same Model
E aariant of the Gee Bee Sportster
series, but they are even painted
in the same identical schemes. Well,
we sort of felt that the old saw of
"Twice as much is better" applied
here; but it was more important to
give our readers a chance to compare
two independent works. One would
think that anyone scaling a specif is
airplane would wind up having the
identical model as anyone else who
was doing the same thing. After all,
a 1/ -scale Gee Bee Model E should
look the same, no matter who builds
it.
But, the plans show some amazing differences. We urge our readers to order both sets from Hal
Osborne, and compare for yourself.
The differences may be subtle, as
you'll. see, but they are there. If
nothing else, this set of two parallel
articles show just how non-parallel
two "identical" airplanes can be.
These two machines point up the
graphic problems any judge is cönfronted with. The real question is:
I f you were a scale judge, which

GEE BEE Es

Gee Bee would you award the better score
. and why?
Admittedly, Tom Weemes' machine was definitely influenced by
Henry Haf fke's airplanes, and he
admits that he copied some of the
construction techniques. What he
doesn't mention is that one of the
reference sources he was working
from was an -old set of plans for a
Model E done by Henry in FLYING
MODELS some years ago. In a way,
both modelers are updating some old
data!
No matter which model wins your
nod for the more accurate airplane,
you'll find either one a rare treat.
Haf fke opts fora .60-powered airf rame, for more realistic contest perf ormance, while Weemes shoves a .90
under the cowl, to get hot aerobatie
performance. We've seen Tom's
model fly, and the .90 doesn't seem
like a bad idea, no matter which
model you select.
Also, we urge our readers to enjoy Henry Haffke's insights into his
background in modeling the Gee
Bees. He's met the men who built
the machines, and has had that rare
opportunity to rub elbows with greatness. Henry's article appears just
before this one tin the magazine.
(PHP)

WEEMES' 1~4-SCALE
SPORTSTER "E"
Here's a fee Bee that will take all the old myths
about hovv bad these racers fly and turn them
into silly superstitions. This .90-sized machine
deserves to be classified as a Pattern ship.
By Tom Weemes

T

Photos by J. R. Naidish

here's just something innately
beautiful about Golden Age aircraft.
They all look like they were designed after a bullet. One gets the
feeling that they are flying, when
they are sitting on the runway.
WWII took all the beauty out of airplanes, as they became efficient killing machines, so the Golden Age is
only a sweet memory of what real
airplanes were all about.

The Granville Brothers were the
professors of the school of aerodynamically clean airplanes. Everything they made looked as if it was
patterned after a fish or waterdrop.
The lines on their airplanes looked
as if an artist had brushed them in
place
they were truly poetry
in motion. The striking color
schemes, with scallops and bright
shiny finishes, made them ideal cansca/e r/c modeler
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didates for modeling. The original
Gee Bee Model E, for example, had
fourteen coats of handrubbed dope.
They did this to minimize skin drag
. . .but, for me, it served as a good
excuse for putting on a showy finish.
Many modelers like the Gee Bee
R-] and R-2, because they have
become the recognized definitive versions of the Gee Bee. But the earlier
Sportster series of machines was perhaps more in keeping with the reality of what a '30s airplane looked
like. The Sportsters had either
NACA ring cowls, with chunky
radials hanging halfway out; or they
sported in-line engines under squarish-looking cowls.
With a .90 under the cowl, the Gee Bee
The Model Ds were the first to really hau/s. It's as aerobatic as any
use the big, fat wheel spats. The Es Pattern ship.
were smaller planes, in an attempt
to get a better power-to-weight ratio,
and they continued the same basic
outlines and airframe configuration.
The Model E was to become the
most popular of the Sportster series,
and five of the nine Sportster models
were the. radial-powered E variant.
The paint schemes were either red
and white, or Navy blue and yellow,
or green and cream. There's no lack
of interesting paint schemes in this
model.
Henry Haffke has done more to
bring the Gee Bees to the attention
of the modeling public than any
other force. It was actually his twopart article on the giant-scale Gee
Bee Model Y in Model Aviation
magazine -which turned my attention If it looks like there's a lot of drag there,
toward these magnificent models. then you're right. Model flies even slower
without the wheelpants, of course.
Henry's Model Y was a 90" span
machine, designed fora .90 engine.
I personally felt that such a large
model with a limited amount of
power wouldn't suit my style of aerobatic flying. After all, these were to
be race planes, and to see one lumbering around the sky would not be
prototypical.
There was another concern, of
course: The model had to be easily
transportable. I didn't want to get
into the stationwagon syndrome associated with 90" span models. I
ferreted around in my reference materials, and finally came up with the
idea of a i/4 -scale version of the
smaller prototyped Gee Bee Model E. It resembled the Model Y
in most every detail, yet it would
yield a model of about 75" span.
Now, with a Webra .90 under the
cowl, the plane would fly with some
authority.
I would caution the purists out
there (the Gee Bees seem to breed
a cultish fanaticism) that the model The cowl is made on ajury-rigged lathe.
photographed here does have some Dummy Scarab cylinders are, vacuformed.
deviations from scale. I knew there The .90 is nicely concealed.
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All the flying wires are functionally rigged,
even though they are structurally
unnecessary. They must all be "tuned"
to the same tension, to avoid a warp.

were loopholes and gaps in my documentation, but I made the dumb
mistake of going ahead with the
model. Later, when I got data from
places like the E.A.A. Museum confirming the suspicion that my wing
planform was wrong, I was stuck
with an incorrect model.
But, rest assured that the plans
which are available from Hal Osborne have had all the corrections
done to them, so that you are getting the most accurate model possible. I've learned the oft-repeated,
but ususally neglected, lesson of
making sure all the documentation
sources are in before progressing.
The Gee Bees have had a lot of misleading and inaccurate data published, so one must be extra careful when modeling these Golden Age
machines.
You'll find the construction techniques very similar to Haffke's, since
I didn't feel like reinventing the
wheel.

The

fuselage

is basically

an

interior box, around which are hung
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the formers and stringers. Take some
extra time when fabricating the interior box, since it determines all the
thrust and incidence angles. Be sure
the engine and stab are at 0-degrees
to each other, while the wing sits
1-degree positive. Check and recheck
these measurements before progressing. This model is highly aerobatic,
but it will become a real dog if all
the angles aren't correct. Don't think
that "I can always just trim in a
little elevator." A plane that has to
rely on elevator trim is out of rig,
and it will never track the same when
the transition from upright to inverted occurs, such as in the rolls.
The wing construction is typical
model aircraft "D-tube" style. The
leading and trailing edges are sheeted, and cap strips are used over the
ribs. No matter what other methods
of wing construction I try, I always
wind up coming back to this triedand-true method for lightness and
warp-resistance. The one small inconvenience with this type of construction is the installation of the
dihedral brace. I usually apply the
top sheeting, but leave the bottom
pieces

off_ Before

gluing

the

center

ribs in place, I score them where

the dihedral braces will go. Later,
it's a simple matter to cut or break
out this area. It is acceptable to glue
the brace into one panel while
building it, so that it only has to
be installed in the other panel. Since
the lower sheeting is removed, it's
easy to get plenty of glue around the
brace, or to even apply doublers
where the fit between the spars is
loose.
The stab and rudder are a bit
unusual, in that they use a lightweight core of very soft 1/8" balsa,
which is then outlined with 1/16 x
1/ 2 " balsa for shape. On my model,
I used rigging wire to support the
stabs. I used steel wire and homemade turnbuckles. My wife thought
I had gone off the deep end as I
patiently sat there and tuned each
rigging wire to .the same musical
note! I suspect that this isn't at all
necessary, of course.
The wheel pants were somewhat of
a challenge, since they are designed
to split lenthwise, as on the full-size
prototype. I had little choice but
to make a mold for a set of fiberglass
ones. The 4-40 bolts hold the half
shells

together.

In a pinch,

the mod-

eler might be able to make use of

A comfortable-sized airplane tor'/a-scale,
the Gee Bee and its designer come head
to head.

With Ted White at the controls, the Gee
Bee rockets skyward. Model did 3-point
rolls, among other things!

the set of wheel pants Steve Crowe
uses for his .60-sized Gee Bee R-1.
These are available from Bob Holman, but I can't guarantee that they
are the same size and outline shape.
The cowl is also a la Haffke. Make
a simple form by cutting two circles
of ply or masonite, and put spacers
between them to get the depth of
the cowl correct (3" wide). Å small
stand is made so that the drum can
sit like a prop in a balancer. This is
sort of the way they unroll wire
from those large conduit wheels.
A 1/8" wire axle is used, so that. the
big 9" discs can be rotated slowly
with avariable-speed drill. The cowl
can now be fabricated. I used strips
of balsa, laminated together. You
could also lay down several layers
of 1/64" ply as a base, then glue
on pieces of urethane foam. With the
disc turning at a slow speed, use
sandpaper to form the final circular
shape. This primitive' lathe method
works well.
You'll have to do a little vacuforming to make the dummy Warner
Scarab engine. The cylinders are
vacuformed plastic, which are glued
onto a ring piece of 1" balsa. Aluminum tubing is used to simulate
pushrod covers and valve stems. The
engine on this model is very conspicuous, so take some time and
make it look good.
Super Coverite is the covering material Irecommend for a model of
this type. Two coats of nitrate dope
were applied before the coat of

It the words "Gee Bee" give you visions
of scary flying models, then here's one
that will change your mind.
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SuperPoxy primer. The paint is
SuperPoxy. I mix the paint 25
Part A, and 25°J Part B, then 50
thinner is used. Some may think this
too radical, but I find that if you
know how to paint and can avoid
runs, the SuperPoxy flows out much
more nicely when mixed in these ratios. Do not use such proportions
in cold weather
.always spray
at a minimum of 72 degrees. Once
you have sanded the primer and
washed the model down with alcohol or acetone, never again touch
the airframe with bare hands. The
oil from the fingers will cause "fisheye." Use surgical gloves. Also be
sure the tac rag you're using is silicone free and says that it is usable
with epoxy paints.
Gerald Martin took the test hops
on the Model E, and all that was.
required wasabit of aileron trim.
The model tends to be a bit of a
floater, but the light weight is a big
help in the vertical maneuvers. Gerald is afull-fledged Colonel in the
Confederate Air Force, and has stick
time in such real Warbirds as the
Me 109 and the Spitfire. He did
(Continued on page 73)

SCALE.. AIRCRAFT MANiF' LDS
A manifold to fif any type cowling

•Universal type for enclosed
cowls
Throe tall tubes to cult any
engine position
Select one tell pipe, romove
othero If desired

•Deep, narrow dealpn allows
manifold to fit Into moat scale
model cowls
Two exhaust tubes to
allow mezimum exhaust
romoval with less MetlnQ

Small, compact, sway to
attach
Tall pipe extension included.

—TWO SIZES—
~

~AII mounting hardwaro
elamDa and acrows Included
EM•1
EM~2
EM•3

~~'~
G

—THREE SIZES—
11.50
09.19
12.95
29-.40
45•.80
14.30

~~.Iltll° iitå:~ ii°r ~'

~ ~~'ir= ~`rrrf~r

—TWO SIZES—
.29•.40.. 18.95
.45•.80.. 17.95

tr
1209 Geneva Ave.
San Francisco, Ca. 94112
(415) 3347189

VORTAC'S

Bomb å Drop Tank

A ReutatVe Simulated

HINGE
HOLDERS

RELEASE MECHANISM

EXPLODING BOMB

•AUTOMATICALLY PROVIDES MINIMUM (1/64" NOMINAL)
HINGE GAP.
•HItiGE HOLDERS ACCEPT KLETT, DUBBO, SIG,
AND 60lDBER6 REGULAR HINGES (MAY BE EASILY
MODIRED FOB SMALL (MINA HN6ES.)
12 PIECE SET
MOUNTS 6 HINGES
(HI116ES NOT INCL.)

30 PIECE SET
MOUNTS 15 HINGES
(HINGES NOT INCL.)

5239

6498
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.29•.40
EM•40
14.40
EMJOB
14.40
EM-40S
15.95
.45-.80
EM•S
15.50
EM•SB
15.50
EM•SS
16.50

~ TATONE PR+OOUCTS
~ CORPORATION

At most isadlnp desists. If not avallabfe, ORDER DIRECT. Add 10Y. for
postage and hatidliny. Calif. residenta add BM• tax. Cheek or Cod

r• r

PITTS STYLE MUFFLERS
~FOr scale aircraft such as the PITTS
and CESSNA 150
Angled exhaust tubes exit to bottom
01 cowling
•Worm drive mounting strap
Tail pipe extenalons, clamps end
mounting hardware Included

FEATURES:
•LOADS HISTANTLY
(LOAD CLPS IN
NO TOOLS Ofl
TflAMSMITTEfl
NEEDED)
•ASSEMBLED,
READY TO VISTALL.
•EXTRA SERVO NOT NEEDED
1116" TRAVEL AT DEVICE RELEASES PAY LOAD. CAN BE
CONNECTED i0 RUDDER SERVO OR THROTTLE ÖVERIDE.

2112"OVERALL
LENGTH

~~96

EXTRA CLIPS SOLD
SEPARATELY

2 FOR 98C

•REDESXiNEO EXTflA HEAVY DUTY
LATCHING INSURES BOMB ASSEMBLY
WITH A "CLK:K".
•BflISHTORANGE JUST FOR FUH.
EASY TO SEE AND RND IN THE GRASS.
IN AODRION TO CHROMATE GREEN
FOR SCALE.
•THANKS TO YOUR RESPONSE WE CAN
NOW OFFER THE SINGLE PAK BOMBAT:

x498

EACH
WAS 55.98

;998
2 PEfl PKG.

At last, the 1/5-scale Byron Qriginals P-51D is on
the market. Here's our exclusive evaluation of
the IEllustang, with ablow-by-blow description of
the corrections in the construction instructions.
We're still reserving judgment on what this big
and expensive airplane is all about.
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By Patrick H. Potega, Executive Editor
(In cooperation with Rick Lewis)
J. R. Naidish photos

A

t last, after all this time, we are
finally writing the product report
on the long-awaited Byron Originals'
P-51 Mustang. We first announced
the model in our special Giant Scale
Models issue in. 1978. Since then,
not only were there delays after
delays, but there were also major
changes in the airplane. The basic
parameters of the machine remain
about the same, with an 85" span
(1,300 sq. in. of area) . The concept
of a fiberglass fuse and foam wing
still remains the heart of the construction. But, after that, the model
is a whole new animal as it rolls
off the production lines in Iowa.
day.
Originally, the model flew on the
Byro-Drive, with a belt-driven .60
swinging a four-bladed scale prop.

We had the opportunity to fly one
of the very early versions in Iowa
in 1978. The N[ustang performed
nicely, with fixed gear. The vertical
performance was satisfactory, but
once the extra weight of the retracts
(which still hadn't been perfected
at the time) was added, the .60
engine just couldn't hack it. The
original expectation was for a model
in the 15-17 lb. range
as we
shall see, today's production machine
comes in at over 22 lbs.
In the intervening years, the Mustang has had several engineering
changes. The power system went
from abelt-driven .60 toa .90, then
finally to the current Quadra engine
in its own custom-designed belt-drive
unit. The big paddle-bladed fourbladed prop is still there, but now

(PART 1)
it's a course pitched 25-15 affair. The
power module comes already assembled and premounted in the fuselage.
Today's P-51 has one of the most
sophisticated sets of retracts ever
seen on a scale model. The struts are
functional oleo-types, with spring
loaded cores for impact resistance
and realistic performance. The inner
gear doors are set up to cycle independently of the main gear. The sequence is just like that of the fullsize Mustang, as the inner gear
doors open, then the main gear falls
to the down position, and then the
inner gears again cycle closed. When
the gear are down, the inner doors
are closed (don't let the photos accompanying this article fool you, for
the doors were left open to show off
the nicely executed detailing which

scale r/c modeler
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MAN 0' WAR at work! This one photo
makes all the temporary inconveniences
we've had with the model worth the effort.

is stamped right into the aluminum
gear doors supplied with the kit). As
the gear come up, the inner gear
doors again momentarily cycle open,
then close up as the gear fold home
inside the wells.
The retracts are a marvel to see,
and we spent hours just watching
them work like some magic trick.
Even better, the kit includes a set
of authentic scale wheels specifically made for the Mustang. The
retracts are one of the most impressive features of the Byron kit, and
we will discuss them in more detail
later in this review.
With all of these changes, the
Byron P-51 soon came to be not only
one of the most complex kits on
the market, but also one of the most
complete and most expensive. With
its belt-driven Quadra turning . a
functional set of four-bladed props,
the drive system is one of the most
impressive and potent of any kit.
The retracts are an optional item in
the kit (no one should even consider
building the model as a fixed gear
machine, since all the scale flight
realism would be lost), and add
$144.45 to the price tag. The basic
kit carries a mail order price of
$594.96, which makes it the most
expensive scale kit going.
If for no other reason than the
sheer price and magnitude of this
project, we are doing the review in
a comprehensive two-part article. To
spend over $700 on a model is a big
investment, and we at Scale R/C
Modeler want our readers to be able
to honestly evaluate the worth of
this kit. Also, the complexity of the
kit necessitates more than aglossover of the high points. We found
some questionable items in the instructions, and we'll be the first to
admit that we still haven't worked
out all the bugs in the P-51. As we
did with our comprehensive review
of the Byron Pitts, we want to bring
some matters of import to the readers' attention, and possibly enable
the modeler who is building this kit
to get better and more enjoyable
flying from the model.
This article is an "evaluation,"
and we simply haven't had enough
stick time on the model as of our
press deadline to really give a full
appraisal of the Mustang. After only

Early morning in the California desert, as a bleary-eyed Editor gets ready for the
first test hop. Site is near where the Space Shuttle landed.

Here's the way the power plant is
received by the customer, except that you
have to bolt on the prop blades and
spinner. 3,t}UO rpm on a lour bladed
24-15 prop.
scale r/c modeler
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three flights, our off-the-cuff evaluation is that the Mustang is one
heck of a model . . . it is big, powerful and a real show stopper. The
noise of that four-bladed prop in
flight sounds very much like the real
thing.
The other side of the coin is that
we've had so little flight time that
we really haven't gotten all the
gremlins out of the model, yet. We
have been having -some real headaches with the retract system, with
gear legs folding unnecessarily and
door sequences not working correctly.
On the third flight, we discovered
some unexpected flutter, but we
haven't had the time to do more
testing to trace down the source of
the problem. These inconveniences
don't seem to be restricted to just
our test model, either. At least one
other reported case of wing flutter
has been noted, and most everyone
we have talked to has had some
frustration with the landing gear.
Lest the reader jump to the hasty
conclusion that we are making a
blanket condemnation of the P-51,
let it be~clearly understood that such
test and evaluation articles are done
to unearth problems such as these,
and we usually come up with a fix.
Flutter can often be corrected just
by turning in a few cranks of up
38 scale r/c modeler

Tail high and running, the Mustang is
about ready to rotate. The tail comes up
quickly, and the P-51 will roll easily on
the mains for extended periods.

Note the hice scale detailing on the
glass-filled nylon gear. Oleo strut is
functional. Scissors are the only thing
which keeps the wheels pointed straight.
Gear doors are stamped aluminum
assembly, with ply laminate.

aileron, so that they stay loaded
during flight (this is a common trick
with pylon racers). The landing gear
folding syndrome may. be as simple
a fix as using less toe-in, or cleaning
the strut axle. As things now stand,
we just haven't had the time to
work out all the details.
However, we did want to alert the
consumer who may be working on
the P-51 that there may be a potential headache or two. At this point,
we strongly suggest that the wing
glassing procedure outlined for the
kit be followed religiously, and that
there be at least one more extra
thickness of cloth run through the
center section on the bottom of the
wing all the way back to the trailing edge (where the aileron servo
tray is located). Our wing cracked
through at the center section joint
only on the bottom of the wing,
behind the wheel well. This was a
result, we assume, of the harmonic
vibration in the wing panel during
the flutter. We are going to add a
1/64" plywood plate between the
wing bolts at the back of the wing,
since our wing is already done. But,
adding an extra layer of cloth in the
center section would help. The wing
glassing instructions do not show the
cloth going full chord at the center
on the bottom of the wing, but we

suggest that all three layers encompass the full center section area back
to the trailing edge.
We are not quite sure, at this
point whether we had aileron flutter, or wing flutter (or maybe a
combination of both). If it was wing
flutter, the cure could require work
inside the wing, such as the addition
of a full-depth spar to break up the
"C-tube" open cell of the foam core.
We'll know more by the time you
read our final report in the next
issue. Right now, our inclination is
toward aileron flutter, with the suspected cure being to readjust the
counterbalance of the ailerons, or
maybe to strengthen the torque tube.
If your P-51 is just too close to
completion to wait for the next installment of our review, then we suggest that before you fly you make
sure that the ailerons are static balanced. Adjust the position of the
counter weight until the aileron stays
at neutral, no matter which way it's
moved, or rig the weight so that the
aileron is positive-loaded, i.e., the
weight will draw the aileron upward
with the linkages disconnected. Also,
stårt off .with about 1/ 16" deflection
upward on both ailerons. This will
keep them under positive pressure
during flight, as well as supplying
a bit of washout to the wing.
Our wing began to flutter after
pulling out from a loop. Enter the
first maneuvers high, and throttle
back in situations where there may
be an unnecessary speed build up.
If flutter occurs, chop throttle immediately, and pop the gear down
(to create more drag and lower the
airspeed). If the flutter persists,
lower the flaps to change
the center of pressure on the wing.
We doubt that you'll have any problems, but an ounce of prevention,
etc.
The retracts are unique in that
they incorporate a "fail safe" device
to deep both the struts and the wing
from being damaged in a bad sideload situation. The strut is a friction fit onto a drill rod support arm.
The retracts are best visualized as a
scaled-up version of the Goldberg
main gear, even to the point of using
the same pin and slot locking system.
The instructions for the retracts suggest to really torque down on the
bolt which crimps the main strut
onto the support shaft. Under side
loads, instead of stress being transmitted to the foam wing, the gear
strut is supposed to fold.
Unfortunately, these gears were
developed for the grass fields of
Iowa, and the added friction when
flying off a paved strip seems to

Sorry this shot had to be gear down, but
we couldn't get the gear to cycle. Note
that tailwheel is jammed inside the well,
because we lost the centering spring on
the Rhom unit. Landing was so slow that
only a sliver of paint was scratched from
the rudder.

The distinctive kill marking on Kinnard's
Mustang. He eventually went on to claim
26 kills, 13 of which colorfully decorate
MAN 0' WAR's canopy frame. Panel
lines come molded in the fuselage.
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Actually, it may not even be a matter of using toe-out, but perhaps only
not using any toe-in. According to
the factory, the way one adjusts the

A little staccato machine gun fire please!

cause a leg collapse almost every
time. We have talked to several
modelers who are flying the Mustang, and all of them report some
degree of problems with the gear
folding. One thing that helps is to

,~we~~N'~~:
`v ,
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wheels is to assemble the plane, and
roll it forward several feet. Then
pick up one wing tip, while watching
carefully to see which way that
wheel springs. If the wheel springs
back from atoe-in position, you have
too much toe-in, and the same holds
true if it looks as if the wheel is
springing back to neutral from atoeout stance. Try to get the wheels
about straight ahead, so that they
don't look as if they are changing
at all when the wing is lifted.
Be sure to lift each wing after the
model has been rolled only forward.
After checking the left wheel,
roll the plane ahead again before
checking the right wheel. It is helpful to have an assistant along, so
that you can be right in front of
the wheel when the wing tip is lifted.
The instructions tell you to not
sand or file the pivot axle. However,
the problem is in the friction fit
put a bit of toe-out in the wheels. of this piece to the Upper Strut AtToe-in only pulls the gear legs under tachment Arm (see "Detail F" drawthe plane, while toe-out keeps the
ing, as supplied with the kit) . You
struts extended.
just can't get this friction fit assemThe trouble is, of course, that toe(Continued on page 74 j
out looks really bad on any model.

GIANT SCALE RETRACT SYSTEM

°`` ~ ~;

~ with P-51 scale 6'/2' wheels ~
WHEEL FEATURES •Hubs are Die Cast Aluminum, with One Outboard &One Inboard Half.
• Wheei Halves Secured by 5 Bolts. •Brass Tube
Wheel Bearings for '/az" Axle. •Weight Of
Wheel, 6 oz.
TIRE FEATURES •Genuine Rubber Tire, 6~/z"
Dia. x 2" Wide, Hollow Construction. •Inside of
Tire Filled With Urethane Foam. •Weight Of
Tire, 9 oz.

RETRACT FEATURES • Precision-Built, All
Metal, Light Weight Construction. •Automatic,
Positive Up &Down Locking Mechanism. • Functional Scissor Link System. •Heavy Duty Spring
Shock Absorber. •Heavy Duty Industrial Air Cylinder, 3/å' Bore x 1~/2' Stroke. • Weight Of One Retract Without Wheel is 22 oz.
SEND STAMP FOR FREE BROCHURE —

Complete System includes, Right &Left Retracts with Wheels, Air Supply Tank, Flow Control Valve,
Fittings, Tubing and Installation Drawing for mounting in Wing of Nosen P-51. All this for only $189.90
(add $3.60 for shipping). Wheels are available separately at $29.95 per pair (add $2.00 for shipping).
■ Manufactured and sold direct only by: ■

ANNCO MFG. CO.

P.O. BOX 23089, MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55423

THE CLARK
AIRSCREW

Only

$9.50

MADE IN CANADA FROM
SELECTED HARD MAPLE.
The Clark
Airscrew comes
to you balanced
and sanded
40
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modeler

(Canadian Funds)*
INCLUDES POSTAGE
'NOTE: Difference between U.S. and Canadian Dollars
equate to an 78-20% savings over a $9.50 U.S. price.

Ontario residents
please add PST 796
Visa, MasterCard
or Postal Money Order
Prices subject to change

~
SIZES AVAILABLE
20 - 10
18 - 10
20-8
18-8
20-6
18-6

BLACKHORSE CUSTOM WOODCARVING

R.R. 4, TOTTENHAM, ONT., CANADA LOG 1W0
TELEPHONE (416) 936-2131

e modelers are all caught up in
W
a time warp. By some fluke of history, time, economic condition, or
other factors, we cannot fulfill our
innermost dream of sitting at the
controls of some long-past prop-driven airplane. . That elusive moment
has escaped us, an ephemeral bubble in time that has burst and dissipated. Something has been .left
inside us . . .something which needs

'expression. But, we are men without
our calling—fish out of water. We
can only hope to feel those hidden
sensations by some vicarious act.
That's where modeling comes in.
We bridge that time gap with a
miniature replica of the airplane we
all know Fate .has kept us from.
The manifestation of this inner
demonic urge can take some time
to surface. Often, as a teenage adult,

we get those stirrings, and our eyes
turn skyward. Like Icarus, we yearn
to tackle the Sun, but the flame
burns out quickly. Real life intervenes and our dreams of flight get
the wet blanket of existence thrown
over them. My own dream was a
flickering candle on the back burner
of my day-to-day existence for 29
years. Then, with a baby on the way,
something came out of my subcon-

scious and bit me on the back end.
I had been a small child when I
was being taken on a tour of the
Chicago Museum of Science. I could
only stare at the gleaming cream and
red airplane suspended from the
ceiling. The big wheel pants, fat cowl
which .snuggled against that huge
radial, and . the long round-tipped
wing were like seeing a miracle. I
couldn't believe that 'anything so

beautiful could serve such a utilitarian purpose as flight. The machine was more •like sculpture than
a functional object.
I wanted to build the Model R in
the worst way, but I was heavily
into Free. Flight, and my attempt
at. the Travel Air Mystery Ship was
nothing to brag about. But the potential was there, so my next phase
of modeling (control luxe) saw. me

again trying to capture the quintessence. of the .Mystery Ship. I came
close fri a .35 McCoy powered versfön, but it just wasn't that same
spirit of flight that the museum airplane typified.
The yearn passed, and the old
"itch" .would surface now and again.
By Y979, I had still not built . the
plane of "rny dreams. I was already_
heaiviIy into R!G Scale, and was in-

Here's a lesson on how not to build aGiant-Scale
model. After you've read the article, you'll be
almost glad we DON'T have plans available!
By Bert Ayers

~. A. Naidish photos

vestigating getting into 1/ 4 -scale. A
Wedell-Williams racer was on the
drawing boards when I ran across a
3-view drawing of the Mystery Ship
in Air Classics magazine. My ship
had come in, and I was already working on a set of working constructional drawings by the time the news
came that I was going to be a father.
Strangely enough, while my first
love was the Texaco Mystery Ship
#13, I actually decided to model the
Shell Oil Travel Air, which was yellow and red. For those modelers who
share that same dream with me—
to model one of the Mystery Ships—
you should be forewarned that there
are no actual construction drawings
for the plane represented here. I
built my model from a set of Bob
Holman's .40-sized Mystery Ship
plans, which I scaled up. Since no
article was anticipated at the time,
I did not keep any of the materials
used for my ship.
So, please consider this article
more a frank discussion of some of
the trials and tribulations, as well
as successes, I encountered in building the 1/4 -scale Travel Air. It's not
difficult to put the Holman plans
in an overhead projector and scale
them up to the desired size scale. I
will be discussing structural concepts in the article, so that the modeler can anticipate the alterations
to the existing structure. Bob Holman has the capability to enlarge
drawings through his reproduction
machine, so I would suggest writing
him and asking him to supply you
with the plan sheets already enlarged
to the appropriate size.
The Travel Air Mystery Ship is
an almost ideal plane for R/C. The
generous tail moment, thick airfoil,
and wide-chord straight wing make
it a smooth flying ship. I was a little
disconcerted about the short-looking
nose moment, so I decided to move
the cowl ahead an inch. This
wouldn't do too much for the aesthetics, but it would ensure better flying. Later, I discovered that simply
hanging four pounds of Quadra enY
gine on the front definitely guaranteed that the model was not going
to be noseheavy.
It must be kept in mind that I
started this project when 1/4 -scale
was merely a few guys experimenting with chain saw engines and large
airframes. A lot of the mystery in
my Mystery Ship was guessing how
big or strong to make the components. In quarter-scale the plane
comes out of 871/2" span. I modeled
the larger cross country wing (29.15
feet) as opposed to the clipped racing version (27.75 feet) . I don't

think that going with the smaller
wing would be critical, especially if
you can keep the model under the
22 pounds that mine weighed. I overbuilt the entire airplane, so that my
Travel Air would probably come out
on top in an encounter with a brick
wall!
Now that we have learned that
these chain saw powered airplanes
don't need to have spars that were
ripped out of ceiling beams, we can
be more practical in designing our
airframes. You can see why, when
the Editor approached me about doing an article, I honestly had to admit that my construction techniques
were better used as an example of
what not tö do, and that for the
draftsman to reproduce on mylar
the structure of my model would
be to take a good airplane and make

it poor. Surprisingly, the Editor
merely said: "Well, in that case,
let's tell 'em what not to do, for we
can often learn more about building
an airplane by listening to the guy
who did it wrong."
With the idea in mind that you
are striving for a 17 pound Mystery Ship, please follow the odyssey
of the building of my airframe. My
Quadra was one of the very first
ones, before Dario Brisighella stepped in and discovered that the vibration could be almost eliminated by
overbalancing the flywheel. All
Quadras. now shipped from the- factory have Dario's mod, and the
engine is now as smooth as any good
.61 engine. But, back then, the philosophy was to design an airframe
which wouldn't shake apart.
Vibration is one of those gargoyles

The author wisely kneels behind his pride
and joy, for to try to pick up the heavy
Travel Air might be beyond human
capability!

For all of its weight, the ~/a-scale Travel
Air is a respectable model, on Quadra
power. Getting the weight down to 17
pounds would improve the aerobatic
capabilities.
scale r/c modeler 45

The Shell Mystery Ship is a simpler paint
scheme than the #13 Texaco machine.
See the historical article following this
story, on påge 50, for more data on
both ships.

which seems to hover over every airplane. We read so much about it
that we fear it like the darkness,
yet we can't quite understand what
it is, and how to prevent or cure it.
We all went through the rituals of
putting the heavy side of the prop
opposite of the compression stroke,
or balanced our props by sanding
the front (or the back, depending
on your school of thought) of the
blades. We got into quarter-scale,
and the ball game changed to one
of super prop hubs, so that tracking
could be corrected. The first Quadras were supposed to be hard=mounted, while other engines were introduced with custom Lords mounts to
dampen vibration. What a confusion!
Naturally, the only recourse the
average modeler had was to build
the model as close as possible to the
strength of the backyard picnic table,
since the bench obviously stayed intact when the engine was test run on
it. No bne ever mentioned that
the plane would probably have all
the unpleasant handling characteristics in the air of a chain saw engine-powered picnic bench! The
motto was go for strength, and to
heck with weight. After all, these
big quarter-scale models could lift
a tremendous load.
Now, don't mistake my tongue-incheek comments as an endorsement
of the other extreme. Even though
today's Quadras (as well as the other
chain saw type engines on the mar46 scale r/c modeler

ket) are smoother than ever, there
is still a lot of stress on an airframe. If you can get the weight
down to about 16 pounds, any of the
belt drives will work great with a
.60. That may also hold true for
weights in the 17-18 pound class,
but that will have to be your decision.
The landing gear is one place
where some thought to added
strength should be given. I used
1/ 4 " wire, which was more than adequate to the task, but it did create
its own set of problems. The 1/ 4 "
axles were not compatible with the
Williams Bros. 51/4" wheels. Actually, the correct size wheel for the
model would have been 6", but no
one makes such an animal in a slim
racing style wheel. By the time I
bored out the wheel hubs to accept
the 1/4" wire, the walls of the axle
flanges were so thin that the wheels
would actually collapse on landings.
I went through two hubs in thirty
flights. I can't fault Williams Bros.
for that, since Ihad modified the
wheels to work in my application.
But, we do need å better selection of
all types of wheels for these larger
airplanes.
Actually, it would probably be better to make the gear out of 5/32"
wire, using two pieces which are
wrapped and soldered together. That
would give a better axle diameter,
or a third piece of wire to serve as
a 3/16" axle could be incorporated.
My second mistake in the landing
gear area was to try to save some
time by making the wheel pants out
of wood. I didn't want to get into the
whole hassle of doing a plug for a

fiberglass set of spats, so I tried to
do them in balsa. The trouble is
that I held the tolerences too closely.
On the fourth landing, the ground
contact was a little sharp, and the
wheels flexed back and locked up
against the walls of the pants. This
was like hitting the brakes at fullspeed, and the model went turtle.
It wasn't a pretty site, with a crack
in the wing, broken wheel pants, a
bent prop bolt, a broken crankcase
housing and ruined rear seal. Other
than that, the damage wasn't too
bad!
I quickly learned of the third mistake Ihad made . . . to fall in love
with one's favorite dream airplane.
Repairing something like this can
become more emotionally involved
than one thinks. As a consequence,
I dawdled over the wreckage, feeling
very sorry for myself. In building
your model, strongly consider some
sort of oleo-strut arrangement, instead of the piano wire landing gear.
Solid wire is the worst item for
twisting and flexing. Tubing
better, if you can machine the correct
equipment to set up something like
a fixed version of the Platt gear.
Also, make the wheel pants out of
fiberglass, and leave plenty of latitude for the wheels.
The wing itself was a true marvel
of over-engineering. The structure
looked as if the crew who did the
Golden Gate bridge had done the
stress analysis! Remember, this is
only an 871/2" span. The spars were
four 1/2"xl/2" pine pieces! There are
48 ribs all together. The ribs are
spaced 2" apart, which may be fine
for scale looks, but it's a closer wing

spacing than any .60-sized machine.
Sixteen of the ribs are laminated to
1/8" plywood to take the load of
the landing gear. The rib spacing
could have been stretched out to
3", with ease, or even farther with
.false leading edge ribs ahead of the
spar for ascale-like appearance.
The sheeting is 3/32", which would
be fine if the rib spacing were taken
out to at least 3". The center section is glassed with an 8"strip of
glass (4 ounce stuff!) over the centersection. This could have been
1-3/4 ounce cloth. Four 3/4x1-1/2x
12" landing gear trunion blocks were
used. As can be seen, one could
throw this wing structure against a
brick wall, only to do damage to the
wall! I hope you aren't as overly
cautious as I was when you build
your wing.
The airfoil was "borrowed" fröm
Henry Haffke's fine-flying section,
as used on his Gee Bee Sportster.
This semi-symmetrical section provides alot of lift, yet still affords
an easy stall and good penetration.
The original Model Rs had very
thin airfoils, so don't go out of your
way to copy them. We like our
models to be more aerobatic than
the full-size prototypes, so the use
of the almost flat-bottomed airfoil
of the originals should be avoided.
I built 2 degrees of dihedral into
the wing, and added some 6 degrees
of washout at the tips. This may
have been excessive, but the model
I built was so overweight that the
washout was probably the only thing
that kept it from tip stalling on
landings. As the wing loading goes
down, the washout can be decreased.
I wouldn't settle for less than 2 degrees of washout. Some stability on

landing is helpful, but the more
washout in the tips, the less aerobatic the model will be, as there is
a sacrifice in inverted performance.
I never dreamed that the Travel Air
would be even looped (you can't
imagine how big this model looked
when I started to build it), I was
overly generous on the washout. I
built the ailerons to be fabric covered, just like on the prototype.
The fuselage was a big question
mark. I had built a wing which could
have been used as a diving board,
in terms of strength. It somehow
didn't seem right to fabricate a fuse
which had flimsy stringers of mere
balsa. Gosh, I kept thinking that
chain saw engine sure runs rough,
so I better give it a good solid mount.
I decided on a primary box structure
at the heart of the fuselage. This
24" long box would be 5" square,
and entirely constructed of i/2" pine.
This wooden brick ran from the firewall to slightly aft of the cockpit.
One could have used it fora battering ram, of course, but it definitely
wåsn't what one would classify as
a flimsy structure.
To make matters worse, I lined
the whole affair with 1/8" plywood.
There must have been at least an
extra pound of weight here. The fuse
only measures 631/2" from prop nut
to spinner, so it's not too much bigger than some larger .60-sized scale
ships. The remainder of the fuse was
balsa (my one concession to weight
savings), except for the formers,
which were 1/4" ahead of the wing,
and 1/8" aft of the wing. These were
plywood, but I know that balsa
would have been perfectly fine.
Now, you are probably saying that
this should have been a virtually
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The latest development for'the RC
Sailplane Pilot is the above LS - 1C
in full Fiberglass. Wingspan: 5 meters
(196 inches) ready to fly ina #ew
hours.
Or the famous JANTAR 1 — 4.5
meters (177 inches) wingspan.
Or the PIK 20 —wingspan 3.5
meters (137 inches).
Write or
Ask for technical details &prices

WILSHIRE
MODEL CENTER
The model uses a "Hallke" airfoil, and
has had the nose stretched 1" (which
later proved to be unnecessary).

'

3006 Wilshire Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(213) 828-9362
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shall see, Bert's plane flew amazingly well—but we don't want to tip our
hand prematurely. In the interim,
,det in touch with Bob Holman (P.O.
Box 7415, San Bernardino, CA
.924021 and inquire about the availability of his Model R plans in
1/~-scale. You may decide to go for
a slightly smaller version, perhaps
with about a 75" span, which can
be flown ona .90. Whatever your
choice, remember that you will have
to start with the outline of the model, and do all the internal structural
engineering yourself.
Good luck, and we'll see you here
next time.

bullet-proof fuselage, but I wasn't
done yet. I covered the whole big
barrel-shaped affair with 1/8" sheeting. As if that wasn't enough, the
whole thing was then glassed with
3/,~-ounce cloth. If the "Louisville
Slugger" ever deserved a name, it
belonged on my fuse!

THE ~~~~
+PORT • STANDOFF SCALE

We have to interrupt the narrative
at this point, but we're sure that our
readers can see where Mr. Ayers'
story is leading
. and the next
installment will continue his commentary on what could be titled:
"How Not To Build A ~uarterScale Model." Surprisingly, as we

For more information on the Travel Airs, please see overleaf for a
complete history and 3-views of the
famous racer series. Next month,
we'll present even more photos and
data of the full-sized machines, along
with a continuation of Bert Ayers'
discussion of the model Mystery
Ship. (PHP)
❑

MODELS
from SKY-FLITS
EY
20 Wlndsor
Amarillo, Texas 79106
PATTERN
KIT CONTAINS: Rolled Plans,
Machined Cut Parts, Hardware,
Formed Landing Gear, etc.

70 in. Span
770 sq. in. Area .
.60 Engine
7-91bs. Weight
4 Channels & Up
Retracts &Flaps
Shown On Plans

DIRECT ONLY

79.95
TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 5%SALES TAX

CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
PERSONAL CHECKS ALLOW 2 WKS. TO CLEAR

~~HOT STUFF"

WORLD CLASS ADHESIVES FOR EVERY MODELER
'/4 oz. $2.25
'/2 oz. $3.95
2 oz. $12.00 (saves 24 to 33%)
ORIGINAL

GAP FILLING

HOT STUFF OR SUPER `T'

AVAILABLE IN THE BEST HOBBY SHOPS WORLDWIDE

/
J_G~i~~~~ ~/~

48 scale r/c modeler

P.O. BOX 836, SIMI, CA 93062 • (805) 522-0062

CLIPPED WING CUB
~

Unlike most of the Giant Scale "kits" that have been appearing
lately, this one carries the SIG trademark. That means you get:
A Professionally Engineered Flyable Design -Over Two Years in
Research and Developement
Top Quality Sig Balsa and Plywood
Precision Die-Cut Parts
Molded ABS Plastic Engine Cowl Complete With Scale Engine
Molded Plastic Bungee Covers and Chin Radiator
Scale Leaf-Spring Steerable Tail Wheel
Strong Formed Wire Main Gear
Adjustable Tail Brace Wires
Colorful Authentic Decals
4 Sheets of Full-Size Printed Plans
Photo-Illustrated Instruction Book
Value Packed Hardware Package That Includes: Nylon hinges,
RC links and threaded rods, nylon control horns, wing bolts,
blind nuts, and other assorted small hardware.

0

~SIG.~
~

KIT N0. RC-47

ENGINES: .60 to 1.5 GLOW OR GAS
WINGSPAN: 86 INCHES
WING AREA: APPROX. 1300 SQ. IN.
LENGTH: 67 INCHES
WEIGHT: 14 - 15 LBS.

. ~IGI~ ~'4hGu~ ~OOIG - A '/a -SCALE VERSION
ALL-TIME ~-

PIPER J-3 CUB
~51G

KIT N0. RC-48
ENGINES: .60 to 1.5 GLOW OR GAS
WINGSPAN: 105 INCHES
WING AREA: APPROX. 1600 SQ. IN.
WEIGHT: 14 - 16 LBS.

SAME BASIC FEATURES AS CLIPPED WING CUB

See your dealer first! To order direct, add $1 postage under $10, postage free over $10. No C.O.D.
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW FOR SIG'S LATEST COMPLETE CATALOG - NO. 43 - $2 POSTPAID

~ f ~-~~4~ ~~s~r~~s
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The airplanes which influenced the Gee Bees
and aircraft like the P-26A Peashooter were the
first of the "sleek" Golden Age racer designs.
Jim Younkin at fhe controls of his replica
Mystery Ship. (AIR CLASSICS photo)

50
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Staff Report

It was 1929, and even though Wall
Street had crumbled, the aviation
industry was still riding high. The
Cleveland National Air Races of that
year promised to bring hordes of
people—as many as 500,000—to see
the hottest machines fight it out
on the race courses. This was show
biz, and Walter Beech's latest design
(he was still, at this time, employed
by the Travel Air factory in a little
Kansas town known as Wichita) was
mysteriously flown into Cleveland,
then secreted away to a hangar. It
was strictly hands-off, and the crew
wouldn't breathe a word about their
entry. The news reporters, slightly
irate, dubbed the plane the "mystery
ship," and made it a media happening. There's no publicity better than
rumors and secrets, and soon even
larger throngs of spectators were
pouring into Cleveland just to see
what the big fuss was all .about.

Actually, the airplane was alowwing monoplane, designed originally to take the in-line Chevrolair
engine. There were two prototypes
coming to Cleveland, in fact. R-613K
had arrived first—the in-line equipped one. To follow within a few days
was the modified R-614K version,
which had a Wright J-4 Whirlwind
under a large cowl. The modification
to accommodate the round engine
had been simple enough . . .the fuse
had merely been faired out from
about the mid-wing point.

scale r/c modeler
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Both engines had been hopped up
considerably for the races. True to
the pattern of the day, test flying
was completed just a week and a
half before the Air Races. Perhaps,
it was speculated, the "Mystery
Ships" were kept coveted away not
because there was some press "hype"
going on, but because the planes
needed some last-minute work.
Whatever the reason, the effect on
the public was astronomical. When
613 was finally rolled out of the
hangar in preparation for the "experimental" aircraft race, the press
got a chance to give it a careful
going over. Actually, the hands-down
best bet for the winners was the

The Younkin plane is an exact copy of
the Mystery Ship which is still hangared
in Lancaster, California, owned by the scn
of Pancho Barnes. (AIR CLASSICS photo)
military. The big favorite in the Unlimited Race was Lt. R. G. Breene's
P-3 Hawk biplane.
The Chevrolair may have been a

little too hopped up (it was putting
out 250 hp, instead of its normal
175), for it got sick during the race.
But the Mystery Ship still took first,
at 113.38 mph. The crowds were
ecstatic. The snazzy-looking monoplanes with the big wheelpants were
more than just hype—they had some
bite under. that flashy exterior.
Model R-614K was now flying
with a Wright R-975 engine, which
had been "tweaked" to 400 hp. The
red-and-black Mystery Ship looked
the quintessence of speed, as it sat
in the gaggle of racers for the racehorse start. In a cloud of dust and
gasoline smell, the racers were in
the air and struggling for supremacy.

hearts and hopes sank. It Tooke
as if the military would have th~
day, again.
But, Davis kept the radial firewalled, and everything seemed to be
holding together. He kept cutting
closer and closer to the pylon flags,
standing the tiny monoplane up on
a wingtip at each turn. Slowly, but
surely, the red-and-black bomb was
closing the gap on the P-3. At the
last moment—in one of those finishes that made air racing so exciting—the Mystery Ship slipped past
the Army biplane. The speed was
194.9 mph, and a civilian plane had
wrested supremacy from the military
might at the air races.

Winning the Nationals was more
The Army's plane was out in the
lead immediately, and it looked as than just an ego trip, of course. The
if the titillation of the Mystery Travel Air company expected to get
Ships from Travel Air were going some monetary gain from their sucto be a disappointment, after all. cess, and it wasn't long in coming.
Doug Davis, who was piloting both Both Shell and Texaco (back in the
of the Mystery Ships at the races, days when they actually had to comand everyone's pete for business) ordered Mystery
cut a pylon

The mystery of the Mystery Ships
actually has become the question of what
happened to this Model R, which was sold
to the Italian government. It may have
become a Russian design! (Photo
courtesy Ayers)

Ships. 613 was stripped of its in-line
engine, and a Whirlwind was installed. Florence "Pancho" Barnes took
possession of the machine. Gulf Oil
took over 614K, but the company
didn't race it. Instead, they repainted it and put on the Gulf logo, as
well as the Curtiss-Wright logo
(Curtiss-Wright had bought out
Travel Air).
The 1930 National Air Races were
a 10-day long affair, the highlight
of which was the Thompson Trophy
Race. This closed-course race consisted of 20 laps around afive-mile
course, and the entries were unlimited in power or size. As it turned
out, the Shell Mystery Ship would
be pitted against the Texaco machine. Jimmy Haizlip would be at
the controls of the NR482N Shell
plane, while Frank Hawks was slated
to do the honors in the Texaco #13
model. Benny Howard's Pete would
be in the pack, as would the Laird

Solution. It was going to be one
heck of an exciting race! The all-out
favorite, ironically enough, was the
Army's modified Hawk.
This seemed to be the case, as the
staggered start had Page in the
Hawk almost lapping the field after
only one circuit of the pylons. But,
on the third lap, the Hawk suddenly
pulled up and clear of the course.
Engine problems had slowed the
speedy biplane to a crawl, but the
Army kept on racing (more for

honor than for glory). Actually, if
he could hold on, Page could still
win the event.
The Thompson was a grueling
event. Flying 100 miles at full-bore
around a pylon course required intense (almost superhuman) concentration. Page, only three laps from
victory, succumbed to the smoke
which had been pouring into his
cockpit during most of the race. The
Hawk plunged into the ground. The
pilot died the next day.

The author's dream airplane is the Texaco
Mystery ship, as it hangs in the Chicago
Museum of Science and Industry.
(Photo courtesy Ayers)
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twice. Shortly thereafter, he rolled
the Shell machine into a ball. Shell
wrote off the wreckage, but Jimmy
Doolittle (who was working for Shell
at the time) decided to rebuild the
plane. This took several months, and
Jimmy was putting in a few of his
own modifications as the plane progressed.
On June 23, the Mystery Ship was
again, Phoenix-like, raised from its
ashes. Doolittle took the controls and
put the plane through a thorough

The original Pancho Barnes Model R, as
it was taken over by stunt pilot Paul
Mentz. The plane is expected to be
restored to static display status by
Barnes' son. (Photo courtesy Ayers)

Charles "Speed" Holman, flying
the Laird Solution, managed to hold
a bit of a lead over Haizlip, and won
the event. The other Mystery Ship,
flown by Hawks, had been forced
out early in the race with a mechani-
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McCulloch Engine for
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(Continued on page 72)

WANT BRUTE POWER? GET A HUSKY 23!
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cal problem. But, the Mystery Ships
had squirted themselves well. No
one is ever excited about an airplane which finishes second, however, and no further orders for
Mystery Ships were forthcoming.
The next year, 1931, the Nationals
were obvious by the total absence
of the Mystery Ships. Haizlip had
done well at a regional meet earlier
that year, virtually lapping the field

aerobatic regimen. The ship handled
well, and the new fillets made the
plane faster than ever. After a few
stunts, the Travel Air was ready for
a speed run. The airspeed indicator
was pushing 300 mph when some
loud noises resönated through the
airframe. By the time Doolittle was
floating to earth on his parachute,
the wingless airframe had plunged
into the ground. The ailerons had
fluttered, and virtually torn the
wings off the plane.
The other Mystery Ship, R-614K
was slated for participation in the
1931 Nationals. The plane had been
repainted black and orange. While
practicing for the event, the Mystery
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Check out these features:
• 2.3 ci. displacement
• Double crankshaft counterweight
• Needle bearings throughout
•Weight 4# 9 oz.
• Minimum vibration
• Deep fins on head for max. cooling
• 40:1 gas/oil mixture (Economical)
• Includes prop hub, mount &muffler

,~

Suggested List Price 2.3
$189.95
Suggested List Price 2.0
$144.95
(add $2.00 handling) $4.00 for C.O.D.
Dealers inquiries welcome.
Phone: 305-583-3171 after 6 p.m. EST
~. C. ENTERPRISES
2251 SW 28th Terrace
Ft. L.audgrdale, FL 33312

FOURNIER RF-4D
TWO WINNING
DESIGNS BY '78
WORLD CHAMP
MICK REEVES

Big, '/. Scale Model nor 4 to 6 function radio and •40 to •60 engines.
The kit is a slightl~simplified version of,Mick's WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP winning model.
LENGTH - 59•hin (t.51 m)

WING SPAN - 170in (2-8m)

WEIGHT - 7 to 1DIbs (3.to 4%kg)

WING AREA - 1045in~ (70dyt2)

N

~Y r 75.00

PONTCHARTRAIN DIST. P.O. Box 7153, Metairie, LA 70010
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.977 Bri119h Ne(s winner, tlesipnBd by Mick Reeves, no avellebls In the U.S.
with
Deloxe klt of ihla 80" spsn le9hter inelOtles: malel engine m ont, foam c
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DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Authentic 1/5 Scale

BYRON ~
ORIGINALS 'l'
rodurf of Midwest

Industries, Inc. Ida Grove, Iowa, 51445
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'4 Milestone in Model
After years of intensive research, testing and
refinements, Byron Originals proudly announces the release of its truly remarkable
1 /5 scale P-51 Mustang. This deluxe, superscale kit, complete with factory-installed
Quadra engine and prop reduction system, is
unquestionably the most sophisticated and
realistic scale reproduction ever made of this
famous WW II fighter. The list of standard
features and assorted hardware alone is far
too extensive to attempt even a partial
description. So in order for you to better

E~,gir~eeringi

appreciate this superb kit, we are offering a
detailed information pack, complete with
materials list, owners manual, parts price
sheet and a miniaturized set of assembly
plans and isometric drawings. Simply send
us $2.00 along with your name and address
and we'll farward your pack immediately.
Once you review it, you'll understand ~vhy
the P-51 from Byron Originals is being
heralded as the greatest engineering
achievement in modeling history.
SPECIFICATIOI

COMPLETE KIT CONCEPT!

WING SPAN
8
WING AREA. . 1300 sq
LENGTH
7
Ready-to-fly weight . . 22 %, I

Kit includes detailed fiberglass fuselage, injection molded
wings and control surfaces and all necessary hardware
to complete model as shown. Four deluxe decal
schemes, three view and detailed plans and isometric
drawings also included. (VOTE: Pilot, paint, covering
material and radio gear not included.

CHANNELS

(6 for flaps &opt. retracts)

Actual photo of model on final with operational
flaps and scale retracts extending.
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®ptional Pneumatic
Retract System!
(Includes a!! necessary
hardware)
Complete Power
Package
Included in Kit!
Consists of:
—Complete drive unit &mounting
—Scale 24x1 5four-bladed prop
—Quadra's latest Schnuerle ported engine
—5t/x"spinner

—Sequencing gear &wheel doors
—Operational scale Oleo struts
—Scale tires &wheels
—Single servo actuation
(Fully illustrated in plans)

P-51 Kit
Suggested Retail Value
Mail Order Price

$699.95
$ 594.96

plus 513.00 shipping

Retract System
Suggested Retail Value . . $169.94
Mail Order Price
$144.45
plus 52.65 shipping
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If you are going to spend a long time making the
giant-sized Nosen Cessna kit look good, you
might want to consider the mods shown here
for the 310Q.
By Art Marshall
Photos by Dewey Newbold

The primary intent of this article
is not to serve as a kit review, but
to recount some of my experiences
in building a mammoth scale project.
I hope that my comments will provide some insight for others contemplating similar projects. In retrospect, Ican recommend this airplane

to any experienced modeler seeking
a supreme challenge in R/C . . . as
well as all the rewards as well as
frustrations that go with it. I don't
regret building the Bud Nosen 310
at all; in fact, it has been one of the
mose rewarding modeling experiences in my entire life. I'll think
long and hard, however, before tackling anything of this magnitude
again. If you're still interested, hang
on and let's take a walk through a
real modeling adventure!

About four years ago, my partner
in the R/C business, Bob Shelton,
and I decided to try something in
the soon-to-.be-popular quarter scale
range. Wheri contemplateing the extra effort and expense involved in
building a large ship, it seemed prudent to choose a subject that would
result in a truly eye-catching and
spectacular .aircraft. No giant Ugly
Stiks for us!
To begin with, we blithely purchased a Nosen 310 kit. The fullsize bird has all the sexy good looks
and appeal any modeler could want.
Here also, was an already tested and
proven design. Prudence seemed the
key to survival, at that moment.
Remember, no one had really done
very much with large aircraft, so
we were really going out on a limb
with a plane whose wing was taller
than we were!
We immediately decided the plane

would simply have to have retracts.
That decision almost caused us to
prematurely •shelve the project.
Nosen's kit is patterened after the
1962 version (officially designated
at the 310-G) and the kit nosegear is
about 12" long and canted forward.
No mechanism we knew of could
withstand the loads of such a long

strut, so it looked as if our project
was already a bust.
Our enthusiasm was renewed when
the Cessna folks came through with
some drawings and brochures on the
1977 version (310-Q) that features a
much shorter nosegear. This one also
exits straight out the bottom when
in the down position. In the bargain

The author poses with the project which
took over four years of part time work
to complete.

The model faithfully copies N87367, which
is based at a nearby Texas airfield. Note
that the nose has been lengthened, and
the tail group reworked.
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This is a shot of the servos in the wing
cavity. From top to bottom, they contro/:
#1 Outboard Flaps; #2 Inboard Flaps;
#3 Inner Gear Doors; #4 Lett Aileron and
#5 Right Aileron. The two throttle servos
are out in the nacelles . . . that's seven
servos in the wing, alone!

is also a longer anti racier nose, and
a sexier tail. We were off and running again.
Modifications to the fuselage and
empennage were extensive enough to
require a complete re-drawing of
these components. Now we were really in with both feet! The wing remains basically the same, but the
engine nacelles hade to be lengthened at the trailing edges, the tip
tanke were altered, and totally new
cowls were molded from fiberglass
(the kit cowls are plastic). The making of these molds could be a separate article in itself. Beginning
to get the picture?
A few other miscellaneous details
cropped up such as building two sets
of ailerons (the first ones warped)
and recovering part of the fuselage
when some sheeting joints swelled.
You can see why the Cessna consumed about six months worth of
evenings and weekends, spread out
over about four years. As the photos
show, it pays not to rush, and the
finished product is truly a work of
art.
When we began construction, no
one had dreamed of marketing retract units for a plane this size. We
set out by modifying Kraft units to

accept 3/16" wire struts and 3 ohm
motors. Dwayne Brown, of Kraft
Greater Southwest, was extremely
helpful during this phase. The 3 ohm
motors give the units almost twice
the lifting power of the stock units
(and almost twice the battery drain).
Thus modified, the Kraft units have
no trouble lifting the four inch
wheels.
The struts still remain a big problem, however. One set was made with
no coils, and these still bend on
every landing! By the time you read
this, we hope to have a completely
new system, possibly with some sort
of oleo arrangement. I don't mean to
berate the Kraft units in any way.
In fact the locking mechanisms have
never failed, even in landings that
completely destroyed the 3/16"
struts! I'm merely trying to point
out the pitfalls involved in modifying aproduct to do something its
designers never intended it to do.
A separate servo and channel are
used to operate the inner doors on
the main gear.
Our 310 is controlled by a Pro
Line Custom Competition 7 channel
radio with standard size PLS 15-III
ball-bearing servos. One servo is used
for each aileron, two for the flaps,

COMANCME

JACK STAFFORD MODEL$ 12111 Beatrice Street, Culver

72" SPAN
.49-.65 ENGINES
$89.95

Box trip uselage assemblyjig for a straight lusetage. Wing assembly keys for e properly washed out wing.
big boxlut of ALL the necessary queliry machined and sanded balsa, ply and hardwood. Formed gear end
Cily, CA 90230. molded cowl. Full-size plans end instruction manual, with optional Ilap and retract installation. Send 2561or catalog.
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U.S. PATENT #375242
■
Durab/e Mechanics/ Retracts

•
•
•
•
•
•

Low Profile
Positive Up &Down Locks
Lightest Weight w/one Servo
Nose Unit —Firewall or Belly Mount
Tempered Coil Struts
Foam Wing &Firewall Install. Kit available
A/so avaifab/e: Comp/ate Pneumatic Systems

e%n Ente~p~ises
60 scale r/c modeler
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one for the main gear doors, two for
throttles, one for elevator, and one
for the rudder/nosegear—for a total
of nine. In the future, I plan to install aseparate servo for the nosegear steering. No servo problems,
broken output shafts, or control surface flutter have been encountered
so far.
Finishing the Cessna turned out to
be a real bear. Construction at this
point had already consumed about
$90 worth of epoxy and $150 worth
of Hot Stuff. Add to this eleven
packages of K&B glass cloth, six
quarts of K&B resin and five large
cans of white K&B Superpoxy (just
for the base color). It appears that
the hobby dealer would be well off
to give you the kit for free, provided
you agreed to purchase all building
supplies and accessories from him.
After numerous trips, I even started
buying sandpaper in 100-sheet packs.
The clear plastic supplied for the
windshield was rather flimsy, and we
replaced it with Sig .040 butyrate
sheet for more rigidity, and to avoid
cracking around the edges.
With radio gear installed and the
finished paint job, final weight was

crowding the 30 lb. mark. We began
to have doubts about the two .60s
we had purchased being adequate
so we opted for two O.S. .90s. The
.90s added about 3 lbs. to the overall weight as compared to the .60s,
but the security of the extra power
has been well worth it. The Cessna
is not the least bit shy on power,
and will maintain altitude on one
engine with no problem. We're currently running Zinger 14-6 props

and Sullivan 14 oz. tanks (with Cool
Power fuel and the new Zinger
plugs) .
Test pilot chores were turned over
to local Ace Ron Ables. By the time
I had wrapped up so many hours in
the plane, I was incapable of being
anything more than a blithering
idiot in its presence. Ron is one of
those guys who always gets handed
everybody else's overweight and
crooked toads and always seems to

The finish is Superpoxy, and the author
says that the paint job came to about
$150 in materials.

NOW
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For your modeling pleasure
We carry the largest stock of "Byron Originals"
products in Western Canada.
To protect your investment and insure your future
pleasure, we carry the complete stock of parts.

MIDWEST
MODEL SUPPLY

Consult your owners manual for components available.

if "BYRON ORIGINALS" manufacture it
WE HAVE IT
So, shouldn't you add a Byron Originals to your Fleet?
It's our personal invitation to you to attend our annual
BYRON ORIGINALS FUN FLY
You are No. 1 at Alberta's Littlest Airport.
You are cleared to the circuit
CALL 403-373-3953

"Your Supplier,
Not Your Competitor"
• Stocking over 1 50
lines of merchandise
• Fast service to all parts
of the USA and also on
foreign orders
• Special cash discounts
up to 10%
• Freight allowances up to 5%
• New Golden Dealer program
• Weekly mailer
• Phone orders encouraged
DEALERS ONLY
CALL US AT 312-759-1955
~
Mw ns~

♦

For the products
that give your
spirits a lift.

MIDWEST MODEL
SUPPLY CO.

1~
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195~ M9P~n,lle W-

Sentl Certified Cheque or Money Order or Chargex + 3%. allow 2 weeks for personal
cheques to clear. All prices subject to change without notice. Send 31 for catalogue.

9~t~r59~1955
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4 F'GLI.lJNE MODEL DLSTRlRUTOR
..SER6"l:YGDEAl.ERSFOROYER.30YEARS

Wilf å Reg Blackwell
B & P Transport Ltd.
Box 6, Bawlf
Alberta TOB OJO
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4 WAYS BETTER IN POWERING
LARGE SCALE AIRCRAFT
Quadra large scale aircraft engines have a lot going for
them including these great accessory items....
PROP EXTENSIONS
There are various
lengths to choose
from for both front
and rear shaft'
drives. All are machined
from aluminum with deep
precision threads for
greater durability.

MUFFLERS
AND
TUNED PIPES
High volume
expansion
chamber systems with
quiet tone single
exhaust pipe. Tuned
pipes are specifically
designed for Quadra
performance
improvements. Available for folded or
straight configurations.

MOTOR MOUNTS
Diecast aluminum
radial stand-off
mounts that allow
direct installation
to the firewall with ample
spacing for muffler and
rear shaft.

FUEL TANKS
Our flat sided
rectangular shaped fuel
tanks are available in 16 oz.
and 32 oz. sizes. They are made from
polyethelene nalgene and have
double seal wide neck openings.

There are many other Quadra accessories items available.
Ask about them at your dealer or contact us directly.

.~

Trail Manufacturing Ltd., Huron Industrial Park, Canada Avenue, Huron Park, Ontario,
Canada NOM 1YO Telephone: (519) 228f>514 Telex: 064-7181

Dealer inquiries invited:
In Europe contact:
Trail Manufacturing Ltd., Huron Industrial Park, Canada Avenue, Huron Park,
Ontario, Canada NOM 1YO Telex: 064.7181
In U.S.A. contact:
Trail Manufacturing Ltd., 3752 Burtch Road, Port Huron, Michigan, U.S.A.
48050 Telex: 0021-5595
In Canada contact:
Trail Manufacturing Ltd., Huron Industrial Park, Canada Avenue, Huron Park,
Ontario, Canada NOM tY0 Telex:~064.7181

T2-12/8

TWO NEW ITEMS FROM FOURMOST
MASTER MITERING
THOSE PARTS
The Fourmost Miter Master allows
perfectly beveled ends on stringers
and longerons. It also makes squared
ends on almost any wooden part.
Adjust the angle in seconds, and one
swipe of the pre-assembled sanding
block does the job. Unit shipped
complete and ready to use.
Price: $7.50

BOMB RELEASE
An inexpensive and simple device for
dropping ordnance. Two screws secure it,
and a thread to a servo actuates the device.
Weighs 1/10 ounce.

PRICE: 52.50

FOURMOST PRODUCTS
4040 24th AVENUE
FOREST GROVE, OREGON 97116
(503) 357-2732
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get them down in one piece. I really
don't know where this hobby would
be today without fliers like Ron.
Ground handling was initially a
real disaster. After three sets of
wheels were tried, the new Fox scale
wheels were the only ones capable
of supporting the Cessna's weight
without the tires rolling off the rims.
Once free of the ground however,
our Albatross became as graceful as
any eagle. Flight is extremely stable
and smooth. Loops and rolls (that's
right . I said loops and rolls) are
absolutely breathtaking. A low pass
with the .gear up is guaranteed to
bring tears to any scale modeler's
eyes. If not, you better take up
Quickie 500s! As I stated before, the
Cessna will maintain altitude on one
engine. There is a tendency to drift
to one side, but with the Pro Line
270° trim wheels, this is no problem
to overcome. I can't say that we
have a lot of single engine time on
the airplane however, as the O.S.
.90s have been .extremely reliable.
After four test flights, liberal quantities of champagne were consumed
and, on the next outing, it was my
turn at the sticks. I was literally
shocked to find it one of the easiestflying airplanes I have ever flown.
The sixth and seventh flights were
also the Cessna's contest debut at
the 1980 Winter Nationals, in Tucson.
Once again, some help from a fellow concerned modeler made the
difference between success and disaster. Joe Zingali's razor-sharp ear
got the O.S.s turned to perfection
and his reassuring words during my
two flights were invaluable. I was
fortunate enough to come in 4th
in Giant Scale, out of eleven entrants. Not bad, considering these
were only the 6th and 7th flights
on the plane and I received zeros
on both landings as the 310 destroyed its landing gear struts.. We
managed 8s, 9s, and 10s in all airborne maneuvers. Fittingly enough,
the trophy was sponsored by Bud
Nosen Models.
Lest you think it will fit in your
Honda Civic, here are a few statistics on the 310. Wingspan is 128",
area 1,800 square inches, and the
stabilizer span alone is 52 inches!
Overall weight of our bird is 33i/2
lbs. Stock kit versions with fixed
gear end up around 18-25 lbs. I
would conservatively estimate around
$1,500 spent on the airplane—exclusive of radio gear. A stock kit version should involve many fewer hassles than we experienced, but we
were after something really special.
Would I do it again? I doubt it.
Was it worth it? YOU BETCHA!
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the 1/4 -scale version of the Model Y,
two other Gee Bee models were
built. First was .the Model DSportster, which was an earlier design
than the Y. It is a single seat sporteter and has an in-line engine installation. This model was built in the
same size as my earlier Model Ys,
and also was powered with a .40
engine. The engine and muffler were
completely hidden in the cowl, without any non-scale openings. The
model was tested on a Saturday evening, and flown the next day in its
first contest (which it won, against
very formidable competition, including amember of our World Scale
Team) .
Its next outing the big Rhinebeck
Classic contest for models of the
Golden Era. The Model D was flown
in all three events, and had the best
overall record in the contest. It
placed in the top five in all events,
a feat that was unequaled by any
other model. Adding to the imprEssiveness of the model's performance
was the fact that my caller for the
meet was Bob Granville. Bob attended the meet as a guest of my
club, the South Jersey R/C Society.
Bob enjoyed meeting the many scale
modelers, and I am sure they got
just a little thrill of shaking the
hand of one of aviation's greats.
After flying the Model Y and D
Sportsters in scale contests for three
seasons (which brought an impressive collection of trophies to my collection) , I decided to meet the real
challenge and design and build a
model of one of the Gee Bee racers.
A friend had also asked if I planned
to do one, as he wanted to build the
R-1 and needed plans. I did the
drawings for the racer so that any
one of the three aircraft could be
built from them. When the plans
were done, I sent prints of them to
both Bob Granville and also to Pete
Miller, who had designed and engineered the racers. Both suggested
minor corrections to the drawings,
which I made. When the plans were
finalized, both men signed their
names to the mylar drawings, verifying their complete accuracy.
Building the model was a fantastic
experience. Naturally, during the
construction of the model, I heard
all the bad things about the airplane
and how it wouldn't fly. Two people
told me it would fly, and fly well

(Continued from page 24)

.
. they were Bob Granville and
Pete Miller. Who should I listen
to? The general crowd, or the men
who designed and built the aircraft
and really knew what they were
talking about? As the model was
completed, it continued to draw the
normal and expected comments. The
modelers in the area know that I
don't build models to sit around. I
build them to fly, but they all
thought that this one was a foolish
project.
Before it was completely finished
internally, I took the "bare bones"
to a contest. A magazine Editor
(not Pat Potega) took pictures of it,
raving as to how beautiful it was.
After taking the pictures, he remarked, "You really don't expect it to
fly, do you Henry?" I told him the
same thing I had told everyone else,
"I wouldn't have built it if I didn't
think it would fly." I had done a
planform layout analysis of all of
the Gee Bee aircraft, and found that
they are not what they superficially
looked like. Their bulbous shape
gives a false impression of their
true moments. I found that I had
already flown models with much
poorer proportions.
The biggest encouragement—aside
from Bob Granville and Pete Miller
—was Granger Williams' success
with his Model Z Gee Bee Super
Sportster. Granger had shown that a
Gee Bee racer would fly, and fly

well. I checked many things with
Granger while designing the racers,
and his figures showed me that my
model would be at least as successful as his. The Z actually has the
poorest layout of any of the Gee
Bees and certainly, if this one would
fly, there was no doubt in my mind
that my model would perform well.
The fact that I was building to a
slightly larger scale than Granger's
model also added to my confidence.
My R-1, R-2, and R-1/R-2 design
is close to 21/4 inch-to-the-foot, the
same as my previous Model Y and
Model D Sportsters. I decided to
go with more power, however, as I
knew the weight would be higher.
My Model Y models weighed a little
over five lbs. and floated. The Model
D, even though it is the same size,
came, in at 61/2 lbs. due to a scale
finish with AMA-type detailing. All
three flew very much alike, but the
D handled much better on the
ground and didn't float quite as
much as the Ys had.
As I built the R-1/R-2, I hoped to
come in under eight lbs. which I
felt would be reasonable. The same
size wing on the R-1/R-2 would
actually have less effective area than
on the others, because of the extreme
width of the fuselage at the wing
location. Pete Miller had mentioned
to me however, that the fuselage
on this aircraft contributed to the
lift. With Granger's figures, Pete's
information, and my own calculations, I felt I would have a very
flyable model if I could keep it under eight lbs.
The final Model E in the line was Bill
Sloan's NC72V. Bill flew some 995 hours
on the plane, which is probably a
Gee Bee record.
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Ling used to it in turns, and then I
landed to make trim adjustments. I
thought it would land like a brick

The author had the pleasure of having
Howell W. Miller, the man who designed
the original 1932 R-1/R-2, admire his
model. Miller also authenticated the
author's plans for this plane.

I believe most of us scale builders
get a few butterflies in our stomach
when flying a new bird for the first
time, especially if it is an original
design. I know I have flown many
models over the years with very
shaky fingers, sometimes wondering
how the model survived that first
nervous flight. However, for some

unexplained reason, I was not a bit
excited when making the first flight
on the R-1/R-2. I really don't know
why, but I just felt very confident
of it.
The first flight was beautiful. The
tail came up nicely, it rolled on the
main gear and lifted off beautifully
in a gently left climbing turn. I
hadn't touched the sticks, and I
just let it go until it came parallel
to the runway. It needed right and
down trim, and I didn't have enough
of either, so had to hold a little
stick pressure as I flew. I flew it
around for several minutes just get-

I had to go
but was fooled
around again. On the second try, the
Gee Bee still landed much longer
than expected.
After making the trim adjustments, a second flight .was made,
and the model flew hands off. Loops
and rolls were executed, and a dead
stick landing became necessary when
the engine died on the top of a loop.
No trouble was encountered, except
for floating way beyond my intended
touchdown spot again. It flew great
and, after flying it in several contests, Ifinally got a chance to put
it on a scale. I wish I hadn't, as it
would have been better if I didn't
know the model's weight. It tipped
the scales at an even nine lbs. (without fuel). With 12 oz. of fuel aboard,
I'm afraid to figure the wing loading. Pete Miller was right—because
no model could fly so well with that
wing loading. The fuselage contributes significantly to the lift.
There could be no other explanation
for it and since Pete was the chief
engineer on the real one, he knows
what he is talking about.
This model need not have been so
heavy, but I chose to finish it with
a real scale finish, using the fabric
over wood covering as on the real
craft. Many coats of dope were used
to get the same super finish as the
real one. My model also featured all
scale details, including a full cock-

pit, and scale internal structure in
the cockpit area. Pete Miller sent
me a print of his original layout
drawing for the instrument panel,
along with other structural drawings

SPECIFICATIONS
Wing Span — 980 sq. in. . .55 3/x"
24 ounce square foot loading
Power .Any Good 60 to 90 Engine
Over All Weight
10 pounds
Construction:
Epoxy Glass
Fuselage, Wheel Pants and
Cowling •Clear Canopy
Preformed Landing Gear •All Balsa
and Hardwood Parts •Assorted
Hardware and Accessories

EAGLE DECALS AVAILABLE

EHRISTEIV EAGLE 1
BOB DIVELY MODEL AIRCRAFT INC.
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28001 Chagrin Blvd. Suite #~06
Woodmere, Ohio 44122
(216) 292-6926

of the racers. You just can't get
much better documentation than
that! It is a beautiful flying model,
in spite of its heaviness
it has
amazed everyone who has seen it fly.
It always gets a big hand on takeoff—and a bigger one on landing.
My biggest satisfaction with the
model, in spite of all the prizes it
has won at contests, was seeing the
expression on Bob Granville's face
as he watched its first landing at the
Rhinebeck Classic meet. That moment was worth all of the work I
have done on all. of the Gee Bee
models that I have built.
After seeing my first Gee Bee
fly, a couple of club members wanted
to build one. Phil Barbaro was the
first to complete a Gee Bee. He
built a model of Lowell Bayles'
Model X Sportster. Shortly thereafter, Dink Shahan built a model of
George Rands' Model C Sportster
from the same plans. A long time
friend, Bert Williams built a Model
Y from my plans; and flew it in the
second Rhinebeck meet. Bert had
previously designed and built a model of the Gee Bee Biplane, as well
as a control-line version of the
Model Z racer. Bert's first Y was
of the one flown by Florence Klingensmith in the 1933 Chicago International Air Races. He has since
built the same Y, but as it was when
rolled out of the Granville factory
in 1930. This was an entirely different looking ship, due to extensive
modifications which were made on
it for the 1933 races. Bert raves over
the way both of these models flew.
Another member of my club, Joe
Gallagher, wanted to build a Model
Y from my drawings. Joe was a good

sport flier, but had never built or
flown a scale model or a taildragger.
I gave him my Model Y and told
him to make his better than mine.
lie listened well. After finishing it,
he attended most of the season's
contests and beat me almost every
time. He had to have another Gee
Bee, and built a 1/4-scale Model E
from my plans. His flies very much
like my 1/4-scale Gee Bee Zeta (don't
know about that one do you?) for
which I still have to finish part of
the drawings.
So, a group of fellow Gee Bee enthusiasts and I have built a total of
14 Gee Bee models of various types
and sizes
.and we have been
having a ball with them. Eight of

the models have been entered in
contests, and all eight have come out
winners. The Gee Bees were great
aircraft in their day and, along with
what Granger Williams has done
with his Model Z, I thinly some
friends and I have proven that they
make just as good a model as the
real aircraft were
so .long as
you don't listen to all the -stories
that have been told about them.
I know of at least four other Gee
Bees under construction,. ånd at least
three more in the planning stage.
Th2y were great aircraft, so let's
put more Gee Bees into the air. ❑
The red and white serial #6 Model E, built
for Skip Tibert.

~

THIS OCTOBER, THE Q.S.A.A. WANTS YOU
~
1981 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

We want to show you the modeling time of your life, at the
annual O.S.A.A. Fun-Fli in Las Vegas, Nevada. The weekend
of October 8-71 will feature the largest model aircran gettogetheranywhere in the world ...we're expecting about
250 models!
The even) will be at a new flying site this year, more
convenient to the action and fun of downtown Las Vegas.
Headquarters is still the Showboat Hotel/Casino, but the
flying facility will be Silverdome Stadium (sponsored by the
Las Vegas Convention Center). This is a half-mile square
area, with paved areas. No more desert, but a first class
flying facility with all the conveniences.
Plan to take part in all the action. See more big airplanes
in one weekentl than you've ever seen in one place at one
time. This year, the spectacle promises to be more enjoyable
and fun-packed than ever before.
Pre-registration is definitely recommended. Write for more
details to Pat Bunker, at the address listed below. While
you're at it, why not join the O.S.A.A. (Quarter-Scale
Association of America) today!

NAME
STREET
CITY
STATE

ZIP

❑ NEW MEMBER
❑ RENEWAL
MEMBERSHIP DUES ARE $10.00.
Send coupon and remittance to:

L

Pat Bunker, Q.S.A.A. Executive Secretary
6532 Bourbon Way
Las Vegas, NV 89107

J
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HAFFKE'S MODEL E
(Continued on page 26)

Joe Gallagher, who constructed the
prototype, shows how big the Model E
really is.

The fuselage framework shows acrutchtype structure, over which the stringers
and sheeting are built. Note sheet
empennage, with raised balsa slivers to
simulate ribs.

putting it together. In our search
for information, we were able to
locate several of the men who owned
and flew the Gee Bees. Also, eye
witnesses to some of the accidents
were interviewed and their stories
were found to be very different from
what had been written. One of those
who were located was . Bill Sloan,
who owned not one, but two of the
Model E Sportsters. Bill and I have
carried on extensive correspondence
for several years now. He has been
extremely helpful in the research I
have been conducting. There was
always a question as to just how
66 scale r/c modeler

many of the Sportsters were built
and Bill's records of the definitive
serial numbers of his aircraft solved
the long time question.
I have had other historians question my facts, because they misread
things that had been written. Pictures had been found that gave false
identites to some of the craft, creating subjects that never existed. For
instance, there are a couple of pictures of NC11044 where the sun on
the very shiny finish of the craft
reflected out part of the last 4 and
thus NC11041 was created. Later
investigation proved that I was right
and that NC11041 was indeed not a
Granvjlle-built craft.
Bill Sloan heard of a Gee Bee for
sale and made a trip to Springfield,
where he purchased the Model E
(serial #7) NC46V. This craft had

around 50 hours on it when he
obtained it. He had logged an additional 50 hours on it, when Zantford
Granville contacted him with a proposition. Grannie needed a ship to be
flown in the 1930 Ford Air Tour,
and there was not enough time to
build one. He asked Bill if he would
return NC46V, for which Grannie
promised to build him a new one.
Bill told me that the prospect of
having an aircraft built especially
for him was more than he could pass
up, and he agreed to return his first
aircraft to Springfield. Lowell Bayles flew the NC46V in the Tour and
won his class. In August of that year,
Bill Sloan flew his gleaming new
yellow and green Gee Bee Model E
Sportster NC72V (Ser. #8) from the
Gee Bee plant in Springfield. Bill
raves over the way the two Sportsters flew. He performed in a lot of
air shows. Bill has told me that he
did everything in the aircraft that
anyone had ever done in a plane
. . .and he also feels that he probably did some things that no one had
ever done before. The Sportster
would do anything, and was a real
joy to fly. He participated in many
air races held in the area, and says
that the Model E could not be
beaten in its class. "Racing the
Sportster was like taking candy from
a baby," he reports.
He logged 995 hours in NC72V
before selling the craft to Jack Wyman, of Philadelphia. Times were
bad and he needed the money. Later
when he was able to purchase another aircraft, he could find nothing
that satisfied him after flying the
Gee Bees. His time in the two Sportsters totaled over 1,000 hours which
is undoubtedly the most time anyone ever logged in Gee Bees. His
NC72V was the last Sportster built
by the Granvilles. After the aircraft
was owned by Jack Wyman, it was
purchased by Johnny Crowell of
Charlotte, N.C.
Johnny was a well known air show
performer of his day, and correspondence with him relates the same feelings as those of Bill Sloan. He remembers most that it was "A hell
of a good flying airplane." Later,
Johnny Crowell traded the Gee Bee
to Bill Sweet and Don Walters for a
biplane they had. Don flew the Gee
Bee in Bill's National Air Shows,
and also raves over the ship's flying
characteristics. He was making a
landing at ån air show one day when
a truck suddenly pulled in front of
him. The resulting mishap wrecked
the Gee Bee and put Don in the hospital. The man and woman in the
truck were killed, but the baby the
woman was carrying in her arms

was thrown clear of the wreck and
emerged without an injury. This happened near the end of the air show
season. After the last show, Bill
Sweet got Don out of the hospital
(against doctor's orders) and drove
him back home with the wrecked
Gee Bee on a trailer behind them.
The Gee Bee was taken back to
Springfield, where the Granville
Brothers put it back in flying condition over the winter.
Don wrecked the aircraft again
when the Warner quit on him while
practicing aerobatics. He located a
field and set up a landing, while
trying desperately to get the engine
started again. The engine caught
just before he reached the field, and
he pulled up. But the engine quit
again, and this time the field he
had to land in was not big enough
comand he ran into a fence
pletely wrecking the Gee Bee, even
though he was not hurt. The craft
was used for parts and was not repaired. The red and white wing of
NC72V is now in the EAA Museum.
I have not been able to find out
for sure how this color scheme came
about, and I can only assume that,
when the craft was rebuilt after
Walters' first accident that it was
repainted in the red and white color
scheme. I know that the craft was
still yellow and green when Walters
obtained it from Johnny Crowell.
There is a picture of NC72V as
"Miss Amoco" with their logo painted on the sides. The Amoco colors
were red, white and blue, so I can
understand the aircraft being red
and white when appearing as "Miss
Amoco."
Bill Sloan's first Gee Bee (NC46V) was used as a demonstrator
and air show ship at Springfield,
and was not sold again. In 1932,
when Russell Boardman test flew the
R-1 without a fin and very little
rudder, he requested more fin and
rudder area. This addition was installed at Bowles Airport in Agawam, Massachusetts, just across the
Connecticut River from Springfield.
Bowles was the field where all of
the Gee Bees were test flown after
their initial takeoff from tiny Springfield Airport. The additional fin
and rudder area was added to the
R-1 by Bob and Zantford Granville
over the weekend following its first
flight. On that Monday morning
Boardman was to make the second
hop with the revised tail surfaces.
He climbed into NC46V for the
short flight to Bowles Airport where
the R-1 was waiting. He took off in
the little Sportster (which some
claim was his first time in the craft).
He attempted a loop on takeoff, it

The Model E was one of the most popular
of the Sportster series. There are tour
paint schemes from which to choose.

is reported, which he had done many
times in the Senior Sportster Model
Y. However, the Senior was powered
by a 300 hp P&W Wasp and the
110 hp Warner was just not enough
engine to do what the Wasp would
. . .Boardman ended up in the woods
off the end of the field. His injuries
prevented him from making further
flights at the time, and Jimmy Doolittle became the pilot for the R-1
in the 1932 National Air Races a
few weeks later. The crashed Sportster was beyond repair, and thus
ended the life of NC46V.
Two other Model E Sportsters
were built. The first was serial #4
and was painted Army blue and
yellow. This craft had the spatted
landing gear, as it was built before
the full fairings were used for the
first time on the #5 aircraft built
by the Granvilles (Model D Sportster). The other Model E was serial
#6, and was built for Skip Tibert.
This NC11044 aircraft was red and
white and was washed out when the
pilot let someone else take it up
for a flight.
The #4 aircraft was being delivered to a customer in early 1934
by Zantford Granville when it met
its end. Zantford was making an approach to Spartansburg airport in
South Carolina when the accident
occurred. Reports in the newspaper
of the town tell of airport workers
on the runway being seen by the
pilot just before touchdown, causing
him to pull up suddenly and losing
control of the craft.
A female member of the Granville
family has told me that she does not
feel that this theory is correct. Gran-

nie was too good a pilot to have lost
control during an aborted landing
approach. He was not scheduled to
land at the airport where the mishap
occurred. Her feelings are that Grannie may have felt sick, and was
attempting to get on the ground at
the nearest point. She feels that
Grannie may have suffered the same
fate that took the life of his father,
and also .the lives of each of his
brothers—a fatal heart attack. The
condition of Grannie's body when
returned to Springfield, particularly the change in his hair, is what
made her firmly believe that this is
what may have happened.
All of the Model E Sportsters are
gone, but we can re-create them in
model form, as they make superb
flying subjects. They were truly one
of the most outstanding aircraft of
their type in the history of aviation.
Their pilots raved over their performance, and the Gee Bees leave
behind a record of unparalleled air
show performances and racing victories in their class.
The Model E is not a difficult
subject to build. Everything goes
together quite easily and quickly.
Any of the four Sportster E subjects can be built from the plans
and the only real difference was the
landing gear on #4 (which is detailed on the drawings). The other three
aircraft all had the fully faired landing gear legs and pants. The only
other noticeable difference that can
be seen in some pictures is a difference in the engine cooling louvres—which differed in number and
location slightly from one model to
another. Each aircraft was a different color combination, so there is
a nice choice when deciding which
one to model.
scale r/c modeler
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Fuselage:
Make up two basic fuselage sides
of 4" wide sheet. Also make two
1/ 4 "
balsa wing saddle doublers.
These doublers are glued to the insides between formers #3 and #6.
Cut out the one-piece ply former
#3, and the 1/ 4 " ply firewall. Install
them in their proper locations and
let dry completely. While this is
drying, put the structure upside
down on a flat surface to keep proper
alignment. Cut out the remaining
formers and when the above structure is dry, install them. Add the
top and bottom 1/ 4 " sq. stringers to
the nose section, and add the side
stringers of 1/4 x 1/8" balsa.
Prepare the tail surfaces of soft
1/ 4 "
balsa and glue the stab and
fin in place. The remaining top
fuselage stringers may now be added.
Taper the ends of the stringers where
they meet the fin and stab. The
lower stringers may be added after
the wing is fit to the fuselage. Plank
or sheet the forward section of the
fuselage with 3/32" balsa. Add the
1/8" ply compression strut mounting plates. Glue the 1/8" ply tailskid base and cut a spruce or pine
block for mounting the skid, and add
this to the ply base. When all stringers have been added, the fuselage
can be sanded to final smoothness.

Tail Surfaces:
The tail surfaces are simply cut
from 1/ 4 " balsa and the edges are
rounded. Scale hinges may be made
of plywood (as shown) or your fa-

vorite commercial hinges may be
used. The elevator halves are joined
with one of the commercially available horns, such as those made by
Sig.

Wing:
Prepare all ribs from the appropriate material and taper the bottem of the rear spar, as shown on the
drawings. Mark the spars for - rib
locations and slide ribs on the spars.
Support the spars on two leveling
blocks between rib A, A-1, and between the last two outboard rib Cs.
While the spars are supported on
the leveling blocks (these blocks can
be any height so long as they keep
the ribs clear of the working surface), the ribs may be glued to the
spars. Weight the top of the spars
until the glue dries completely before
proceeding. Add the 1/ 2 " sq. leading
edge and the trailing edge. Also
add the 3/8" balsa block at the
aileron location.
The tip parts can be cut from
1/ 4 " balsa and should be added now.
When this basic structure is dry, it
may be removed from the leveling
blocks. The second panel can be
built in the same manner, except
that it is built upside down on the
leveling blocks, so as to have a right
and a left panel. The 1/8" ply plates
are added for attachment of the flying wires and the compression strut
mount. Flying wire plates are needed
on both top and bottom surfaces,
while the compression strut mount
plates are needed only on the top
surface.

The landing gear mounting blocks
are made of 1/8" ply, and may be
installed in the cut outs in the inboard ribs. The ailerons are built
by tack gluing the aileron leading
edge in place and adding the aileron base sheet. Half ribs are added
top and bottom, completing the
aileron structure. The aileron can
be removed from the wing after
sanding to final shape, and a pine
block can be installed at the inboard
end for attachment of the torque
tube. Drill the block for the torque
tube.
Torque tubes are made of 1/ 4
aluminum tubing or similar, and are
held to the aileron with a long screw
through the bottom of the aileron.
A 4-40 bolt is installed in the inboard
end of the tube and this becomes
the aileron servo crank. Use a ply
bushing where the tube goes through
the final rib Banda short piece
of small tubing in the outer end of
the aileron fits into a ply bushing
at rib F. No hinges are needed with
this installation as the aileron has
bearing surfaces at ribs B and F.
The two wing panels are joined
after the aileron installation is completed.
The wing panels are joined by sliding the dihedral braces into one wing
panel and gluing, and, when this is
thoroughly dry, the panels may be
joined by sliding the other panel
onto the dihedral braces and gluing.
Using the leveling blocks under one
The big wheel pants are made from balsa.
The rigging is all done with elastic thread.
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panel to keep it square to the building surface, the other tip is propped
up and supported in a square position until the glue has dried completely. The center section can now
be sheeted with 3/32" balsa, and the
wing is ready for final sanding.

Landing Gear:
The landing gear parts are formed
of the proper size music wire. The
front and rear •legs are mounted in
the wing blocks with straps and
screws. Bind the two legs together
with fine copper wire and solder.
The landing gear fairings are built
up of layers of ply and balsa. Refer
to the drawings and laminate these
parts together. Clamp tightly or
weight heavily until completely dry.
When dry, install a locating dowel
in the front and rear of wheel fairing. Tack-glue the two halves of
each fairing together and carve and
sand to shape. Install the wheels
with a collar on each side and then
sandwich the landing gear fairing
halves around the wire legs. The
halves may be glued together, or
may be held together with screws.

Cowl:
The cowl is formed around a 91/ 4"
diameter cylinder. If you cannot find
a cylinder of this size, a simple
cowl forming device can be made by
cutting two 91/4" circles out of ply.
Join the two discs together with a
spacer of proper thickness. Cut strips
of 3/32" ply 31/ 2" wide and form
The carved wheel pants, with the landing
gear struts exposed. Some wire bending
and soldering needed, but nothing very
complex.

them around the cowl form. Add a
second layer of 3/32" ply over the
first—with the glue joints staggered
from the first.
When the ply has dried, add three
layers of 3/32" balsa, using the same
procedure as with the first layers
of ply. The layers can be held tightly in position with masking tape, or
large rubber bands can be stretched
around each laminate as it is added.
This will hold the layer tight while
the glue dries. When all layers have
been built up and the entire structure is completely dry, it may be
removed from the form and can be
carved and sanded to final shape.
The cowl is attached to the firewall
with "L" shaped brackets of music
wire. These brackets are held to the
cowl and firewall with screws.

Dummy Engine:

Detailing:
Of course, the detailing of any
scale model can be carried as far as
the builder desires. The main thing
with the Gee Bee Sportster is the
wing struts and brace wires. These
are the things which give the model
its character. The wing struts can
be made of streamline aluminum
tubing, or may be carved from
spruce or balsa. The material is not
important, as they are strictly for
appearance and are not needed for
strength. The brace wires are also
not needed for strength and can
most easily be made from the elastic
cord available from any sewing center.
Brace wires are made by making
a small hook, which is attached to
the end of each brace wire. This
hook is used to attach the wire to
an aluminum bracket which extends
through the fuselage. Three holes
are drilled in each end of the bracket
for attaching the three brace wires.
The brace wires may be threaded
down through the wing and then
through the landing gear fairings.
They can be attached on the other
end to a small aluminum bracket
screwed to the landing gear mount
block, at the base of the opposite
landing gear fairing. By using the
elastic material, the wires will be
taut at all times and can be easily removed.

Any model with a big radial cowl
needs a dummy engine. The drawings show the layout for a very
effective looking dummy Warner
Scarab radial engine. The crankcase and shroud is made of a plastic
bowl, or it can be made of a couple
of layers of 1/2" balsa shaped as
shown. Cylinders from Williams
Bros. are glued to the crankcase,
so as to form a snug fit inside the
cowl ring. Trim the cylinders for
this fit and the whole thing can be
permanently glued to the cowl ring
so that the cowl and engine are removed as a unit. They could be built
as separate units if preferred; so Finishing:
There are many ways to effectivethat the model could be flown withly
finish any model, and you may
out the dummy engine in place when
have your favorite method. Our Gee
desired.
Bee was finished in a unique way
which cuts finishing time and
weight. The structure was prepared
by a smooth sanding, and then it
was given a coat of Corverite's Balsarite. The model was covered with
Permagloss Coverite, and trim was
applied with one of the plastic covering materials. This finishing method works very well if you can get
the proper colors of these materials
for the ,particular model you are
doing. This gives a very light and
durable finish.
The colors of the various Gee Bee
Sportsters are as follows:
Serial #4 NC856Y Blue and Yellow
Serial ~#6 NC11044 Red and White
Serial #7 NC46V Green and Cream
Serial #8 NC72V Green and Yellow
All of these had a black pinstripe
dividing the colors.

FLYING
The Model E Sportster is not a
large model, as i/4-scale airplanes
go. It is just a little larger than
70 sca/e r/c modeler

most .60-powered models. It is very
peppy on a good .60, and more power
is not needed. Be sure to mount the
engine with about 1/8" of right offset. The model is short coupled and,
without the side thrust there will be
a noticeable left yaw when going
into the high throttle mode. If the
engine offset is used and the model
is balanced where shown, it will be
a very stable flying craft.
I like to fly my taildraggers in the
grass and, as our club field has both
a hard top and grass surface, I always use the grass strip. The E will
track very straight on grass, and the
tail will come up immediately. It
will lift off probably before you expect it to, as it has a very light
wing loading and needs very little
speed to fly. Mine fooled me on

my first flight, and it was in the
air with full up elevator (which I
was holding to keep the tail down).
It floundered a few seconds, until
I straightened it out with rudder and
down elevator, at which time it regained its composure and I got my
breath back.
The Gee Bee climbed out nicely,
and the rest of the flight was very
uneventful. It did everything I tried,
and I found that it was very gentle,
yet would respond to the slightest
control movement. The elevators,
though not touchy, are very effective and require less movement than
would be thought to execute a loop.
The model is surprisingly fast, in
spite of all that drag from the big
radial front end, struts, and brace
wires. It slows up very well for land-

ing. To stretch the landing approach,
a little power is needed. It is a very
enjoyable model to fly, and any
Gee Bee is a beautiful thing in the
air.
If anyone wishes to use his Gee
Bee for contest work, I will be glad
to assist with documentation. I have
a good selection of original photos
of all of the Model E Sportsters,
and will be very glad to have prints
made for anyone who needs them.
Write to me directly: Henry Haffke,
1038 West Elmer Rd., Vineland, NJ
08360. Good luck with your Gee Bee
and I hope you enjoy it as much as
I have mine.
❑
FULL-SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE FROM:
HAL OSBORNE, 1932 CONEJO LANE,
FULLERTON, CA 92633. PRICE $10.00.
scale r/c modeler 7i

(Continued from page 56)

Ship caught fire and pilot Walt
Hunter had to parachute to safety.
The old Texaco #13 had been
damaged by Frank Hawks several
times, and was eventually retired
from flying. The plane now hangs in
the Chicago Museum of Science and
Industry. Pancho Barnes flew her
old 613K all over California, in the
service of her hotel at Muroc Dry
Lake. Paul Mantz later purchased
the plane and used it in a number of
motion pictures.
The Italian Government ordered a
Mystery Ship, which was painted up
like Hawks' machine and delivered
to them. This one did, indeed, become an aviation mystery. The plane
disappeared, with nothing again ever
heard about it. A theory was once
put forward that the Italians dissected the plane to see what usable
ideas they could get for their mili-

The big mystery at the 1929 National Air
Races was this machine, which was kept
closely guarded in a hangar until just
before race time. It beat the Army,
which was quite a teat.
(Photo courtesy Ayers)

"She's surprisingly easy to handle . . .and
she can really get up and go . . . "
l'

WING SPAN: 56" LENGTH: 39"
WEIGHT: 5-6 L13S. POWER: .40

covE~
420 BABYLON RD, HORSHAM, PA. 19044

Nazi War Badges of the Luftwaffe
Exact Reproductions. Solid Cast in High Relief.
~_:

Authentic Plated Finish -__ -
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tary craft. Ironically, the 1934 edi-

tion of Jane's has a Russian AIR-7,
which is adead-ringer for the Mystery Ship, The big mystery finally
turned out to be exactly what did
happen to the fifth Mystery Ship!
There's one other Mystery Ship
in existence today, as Jim Younkin
finished his replica of Pancho
Barnes/Mantz' R614K. Barnes' son
bought the plane back from the
Mantz estate some years ago and,
to the best of anyone's knowledge,
the plane is still in storage in Lancaster, California.
The following sources can supply
data which will help you develop
your Mystery Ship:
Air Classics, December 1979 (limited number still available from
Challenge Publications at only
$2.25).
Castle Graphics, Greenbank, WA
98258 (Photos) .
Collect-Air Photos, Milwaukee,
WI 53214 (Photos).
Repla-Tech Intl, 48500 McKenzie
Hwy., Vida, OR 97488 (drawings) .
Sport Aviation, July 1980, Experimental Aircraft Assoc., P.O.
Box 229, Hales Corners, WI
53130.
Wings, December 1972.
~
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LUFNVAFFE
FLAK BADGE
2'z' High
PD Box 221 D. Lewell, Mich. 49337

LUFTWAFFE
PARACHUTE
BADGE 2'/." High
Satisfaction Guaranteed
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Our readers are asked to turn to
page 42 for Bert Ayers' model of the
Model R, Shell Oil racer. The next
issue of SCALE R/C MODELER
will have additional 3-views and
documentation of the Mystery Ships.
(PFIP)
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LEDARBRIDGE SOLE

(Continued from page 32)

some breathtaking loops and rolls.
The Gee Bee just loves to be tossed
around the sky!
The Gee Bees have a reputation
for being terrible groundhandlers.
As a matter of fact, the full-size
plane which I copied was the one
Russell Boardman was injured in
through a groundloop in 1932. But
the model is very tame. It lands so
slowly that you can really drag it in.
Keep the wings level to avoid scraping the tips, of course. The rudder
provides positive steering down to
a complete stop, even on a paved
runway.
I had an opportunity to take the

model to the 1/8th Air Force Fly-In,
and the famed Ted White was gracious enough to fly the model for
me. That man is almost superhuman
in his skills at the controls. He did
slow rolls, 8-point rolls, Reverse Cuban-8s, Knife Edge Flight, and just
about every other maneuver one
could imagine. The Gee Bee never
missed a beat, and several fliers
asked me if the moment arms had
been fudged to make the model
closer to a Pattern ship.
I feel as if I have been following
in the footsteps of giants, in copying
Henry Haffke's efforts in modeling
the Gee Bees. Henry has done much
to open up the true potentials of
these gorgeous Golden Age racers.
I also want to acknowledge the kind
help of Ben Owen, of the EAA, who
verified the wing planform from the
actual wing panel they have in storage.
The best sources for documentation on this plane are Charles Mendenhall's book The Gee Bee Racers,
Specialty Press, North Branch, MN
55056. Ralph-Tech Int'1 has a nice
Robert Hirsch 3-view (48500 McKenzie Hwy., Vida, OR 97488). If
you can get your hands on one of
these out-of-print pamphlets, Profile
Publications ~#3 has some good material.
If you have been shying away from
the Gee Bees because you were
afraid that they would be a disappointment, then here's your chance
to get with it. This is one Golden
Age racer that flies more like a contemporary aerobatic machine than
anything else.
❑
FULL-SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE FROM:
HAL OSBORNE, 1932 CONEJO LANE,
FULLERTON, CA 92633. PRICE $10.00.

Construction Drawings By:
BOB NELITZ
of his Giant 1/3 Scate....

"PIPER J - 3 CUB"

12' Wingspan
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Engines.
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KIORITZ
Deep Fins For
Optimum Cooling

~

21/4 n Flywheel
Small Magneto

1 5/Sin Six Bolt
Aluminum Hub

Endorsed By

Don Godfrey
Phone
(607) 722-1765

Carb Needles &Throttle
Accessible Even When
Engine Is Running

ENGINES
BY
GIBBS HOBBY &
RESEARCH

The Original Developer
Factory Trained And
Authorized Master Service
Points Sealed In
Dealer
Rear Housing
SPECIFICATIONS
2.42 cu. in. (39.7c c)
3.2HP at 8000 rpm
: Weight 6 1/2 Ib
$199 95
Bal I Bearings On Crank
:Caged Rol lers On Rod
On Pre-Paid Orders
We Pay Shipping
And Piston Pin
: Walbro Pump Carb
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
:3 Ring Piston
One Year
Limited
Warranty

GIBBS HOBBY &RESEARCH

6195 Hillfield St.N.W.
N. CA"iTON, OHIO 44720
Phone(216)499-8854 (After6:ooPM)

Pre-Drilled Props Available

We Accept
Visa &Master Card

Ask About Our Custom Built KIORITZ Engines

DARIO BRISIGHELLA SR'

Do~`o QUADRA

AUTHORIZED FACTORY WARRANTY AND REPAIR SERVICES

ENGINES

ACCESSORIES

PARTS

We'll completely overhaul your Quadra for $9.95 (plus parts & $2.50 delivery charge)
THE LATEST "HOT" QUADRAS WITH ALL THE MODS NOW AVAILABLE
Trade In Vibration For Smooth Power
Exchange your flywheel for our special "overbalanced" one. Only
$15.00 (postpaid). Note: Models with original factory installed nails in
the flywheel are $2.00 extra. SAME DAY SERVICE (PLEASE SEND
ONLY THE QUADRA FLYWHEEL, NOT THE ENTIRE ENGINE)

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF GIANT-SCALE ACCESSORIES
Call or write for complete information and prices. (414) 762-7155

1032 E. MANITOWOC, OAK CREEK, WI 53154modeler
scale r/c

73

ONE OF THE LARGEST &
MOST COMPLETE R/C HOBBY
SHOPS IN THE COCII`ITRY
Specializing in: Airplanes,
Boats, Helicopters,
Cars (Gas E Electric)
' Experienced modelers to help you. We fly, too!
' Over 160 R/C airplane kits to choose from.
Over 100 engines to choose from.
Cool Power fuel at 40%off.
' All radios on sale — Futaba, Kraft,
Airtronics, MRC, JR.
Complete line of accessories and
hard-to-get items.
' Spare parts and tools.
' Everything from''/zA to qtr. scale, brand names.
' Se habla Espanol.

' Wir sprechen Deutsch.

' Atencion Aeromodetista Latinoamericano, uisitenos en su proximo uiaje a tos
Estados Unidos. estamos seguros que no se arrepentira. A/0 minutos de Cd. Juarez.
8500 Dyer (in Sunrise Ctr.)
EI Paso, TX USA 79904
(915)755-1914

IT'S ABOUT TIME!
Great timer for contest judges,
glider fliers, pylon racers or
anyone who needs accurate
times to 1/100th of a second.

World's first LCD digital. count
down timer with alarm . . .
mounts on your transmitter.
FEATURES INCLUDE:
• 12 hour max timer
• 30 second alarm
• Automatic reset
• Easy-mount slide in tray
(removes easily for other
uses)
• Extra battery included
• Highly visible large numeral
display—reads easily in
bright sunlight
• Serves as a travel alarm
clock, with calendar
• Extra Trays $1.00 ea.

~W/

FEATURES INCLUDE:
• 60 minute timer (in 1 /100th
seconds)
• Split timer, with time-in and
time-out
• Time, day &date functions
• Lanyard for hanging conveniently around the neck
$19.95 (plus $1.50 handling)
DEALER DIRECT INQUIRIES INVITED

$21.95 (plus
$1.50 handling)

ELECTRIC EAGLE
205 West Stevens
Santa Ana, CA 92707
(714) 979-9760
Calif. residents include 6°6 tax

ABS COATED FOAM BOARD FUELPROOF
1
/ COST OF BALSA ~
SAVE $$$$

CARBON FIBER

LAMINATE & PUSHRODS &TOW
KEVLAR YARN TAPE CLOTH CIE BIRCH VENEER
NYLON COATED SS CABLE &SWAGE FITTINGS
TURNBUCKLES ~iE HEAT FORMABLE FUEL TUBING
0 1-716634—
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AEROLITE

1325 MILLERSPORT HWY. BUFFALO, N.Y. 14221
SEND S.A.S.E.
, DIST.&DEALER INS. INVITEb
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(Continued from page 40)

bly tight enough. We thought of Loctite to give a little extra bond, or
maybe PermaTex #1 (a gasket sealing material) —anything to give a
little more "grab" at this joint, but
still enable it to slip on a heavy
side löad. We are going to try less
toe-in first and, failing that, we will
probably go to a machinist and have
a very light knurling put on the end
of the pivot axle. All that's needed
is to increase the friction about another five pounds of side stress. If
you overdo it, the struts will break,
or the wing itself will come apart.
The eventual solution must still
preserve the failure feature, but it
must give more capability for slight
sideloads, such as those encountered
in normal takeoffs and landings on
a paved field.
At this time, we only mention
these items as matters of concern,
but we certainly wouldn't suggest
to anyone that they not build the
P-51. because of these difficulties.
Once these two "bugs" are corrected,
the Byron Mustang will hold a respected place as one of the finest
kits on the market. Normally, when
we review a model that has troubles
like this, we tend to abandon it and
simply forget about the report. We
alert the manufacturer of our findings, of course. But, the P-51 is such
an exciting airplane that it's worth
pursuing. To feel that power behind
the four-bladed prop as the fighter
sits up on the mains and rolls down
the runway is to know that this is the
closest thing you'll get to the real
thrill of a full-sized warbird. The
model handles well in the air, is
aerobatic, and is surprisingly easy
to fly. As we mentioned before, just
seeing those scale gear cycle is a
total thrill.
Of course, it may be that you
could build a Mustang and have no
difficulties at all. After all, this
model has been under development
for years. We'll guarantee you of one
thing
if you follow some of
the suggestions presented in this
two-part article, you'll get 100°Jo
more out of your Mustang. We well
remember our article on the Pitts,
and now we learn that a revised kit
is coming out—incorporating almost
every mod we discussed in that arti~t~!

We had the good fortune to get
kit number 001 of the Mustang. Rick
Lewis, who has won Best of Show
at the MACS, opted to do the basic
building, while we were to do the
radio installation and .final set up.
When you first open the kit, one
can't but help marveling at the wonderful engineering that has gone into
the model. The molded foam wings
are beautifully executed, with a unique hollow core for added rigidity
and a savings in weight. All the flying surfaces are also molded foam.
The fuselage is a very thin layup
of polyester glass. The formers and
all internal wood are already glued
in place—even the servo mounting
tray. As mentioned, the engine and
drive system are already aligned and
ready to operate, all that's required
is to bolt on the separate prop blades
on the glass-filled nylon hub. If damaged, it's only necessary to replace
the damaged prop blade, instead of
the full set. Being nylon, the prop
blades are very resistant to chip.you can actuping or breakage
ally flex the blades without damaging them.
The kit comes in two huge boxes
(probably the largest kit boxes on
the market). The fuse is split just
ahead of the tailwheel, so that the
tailcone is glued onto the rest of the
fuse (the total length is 76"). After
looking through the instructions and
perusing the six pages of drawings,
one is amazed at the beautiful engineering in such items as the flaps
and ailerons. These are hinged in a
scale manner, aft of the leading edge
of the control surface. Molded plastic bearings support the surfaces,
and they can be fully removed for
painting or repairs in a matter of
seconds. Aerodynamically, this is the
right way to hinge surfaces, and they
look very scale-like. The entire control linkage system is accessible at
the trailing edge of the wing.
The deeper you dig into the two
boxes, .the more goodies and hardware emerge, as package after package of extras come to the surface.
When they advertise the P-51 as
a complete kit, Byron Originals is
telling it like it is. The fuel tank,
fuel lines, air system for the retracts, wheels, special hardware, etc.
are all included. You supply only
pilot, radio, covering and paint - and
the model is complete. For the price,
it's actually an outstanding value.
Typically, an airplane kit of this
size would be $250-$300. The retracts on the market for giant-scale
models are at least $200. The Quadra and belt-drive system is worth
at least $200. By the time you figure

KAWASAKI

Qua~iry ...
NOW IT CAN BE YOURS
STRAP A KAWASAKI TO YOUR GIANT SCALE MODEL
AND EXPERIENCE REAL POWER!

Two new power plants from the manufacturer of the world's hottest motorcycle
engines, for the quality and performance you
never thought possible in your quarter-scale
models. Check out the dynamite power
figures of the Kawasaki TA 36 and TA 51,
and you'll see that these engines offer a
whole new dimension in performance.
These are not modified chain saw engines.
Designed for the vibration-free operation

of a commercial fan, these engines don't
require a rebalanced flywheel
they are
already dynamically balanged. Electronic.
ignition means no points to create interference or rough running. Ball and needle
bearings throughout.
Mounting holes match the C.B. Associates
Quadra mount, and they come with the
safety-proven 6-bolt hub. Each engine is
factory tested prior to shipping.

KAWASAKI TA 36
Displacement: 2.22 c.i.
Weighty 6.5 lbs. (with prop hub and
motor mount)
Max Horsepower: 3 hp at 7,500 rpm
Max Torque: 1.73 ft./Ibs. at 5,500 rpm

KAWASAKI TA 51
Displacement: 3.15 c.i.
Weight: 7.5 lbs. (with prop hub and mount)
Max Horsepower: 4 hp, at 7,000 rpm
Max Torque: 2.38 ft./Ibs. at 5,500 rpm
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RPM
THRUST SPEED"
22-6
32
7900
45
22-8
7800
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32
6800
38
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22-10
36
5700
'Air speed not corrected for slippage or
prop .efficiency.
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GIANT-SCALE ACCESSORIES
SPECIAL! 1/a-SCALE J-3
CUB ENGINE KIT
Four individual cylinders, exhausts,
top shrouds and instructions. $14.95
COCKPIT KITS
Spitfire (Platt)
Me 109 (Platt)
Citabria (Nosen)
J-3 Cub (Nosen)
Tomahawk (Messer)
Ercoupe (Messer)
F4-U (Ziroli)
PT 13 (Byron)
Stearman (Godfrey)
Fleet (Concept)

$21.95
21.50
24.95
19.50
21.95
17.95
20.95
Soon
19.95
19.95

OTHER ACCESSORIES
1/3-Scale Lewis Gun .
$12.95
1/3-Scale Vickers Gun
12.95
10" Covered Wheels
28.95
Fiberglass Arrow Shafts
1 50
7-C Turnbuckles
. 1.25
1.50
Strut Fittings (4)
Write
Rigging Wires &Sleeves
ENCLOSE E2.50 SHIPPING &HANDLING
ON ALL ORDERS.
Send for complete listing.
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in the custom prop, 51/2" spinner,
hardware and accessories, the asking price is very reasonable. Byron
offers a complete information package on the P-51, which gives a lot
of detailing information on how the
kit is constructed. This is available
for $2.00, and we feel that this
would be a useful adjunct to understanding the remainder of this review
article, since we are going to dedicate the remainder of the report
to basically a point by point critique
and evaluation of the instructions
and building sequences. Send for
this literature to: Byron Originals,
P.O. Box 279, Ida Grove, IA 51445.
Before we get into ablow-by-blow
discussion of the model's construction, we feel it incumbent to pursue
a discussion of the "philosophy" of
an aircraft like the P-51. Any airframe has certain design considerations
the designer often must
consider flying weight more critical
than scale appearance, for example.
Those who have built the Byron
Pitts can understand what we're
talking about here, for both the Mustang and the Pitts share the common
philosophy of building 'em light for
optimum performance, even if it's
at the expense of scale detailing.
Those who, like ourselves, built their
Pitts and used glass cloth and SuperPoxy for the finish lived to regret
that mistake. The model was so
large that it was easy to build up
extra weight in the finish. Since it
was a basically pre-fobbed model,
there was really no way to save
weight during construction . . .that's
the most critical thing to remember
when building any of the Byron machines: They are all pre-formed, and
the modeler can only add weight to
them, and never subtract any. Unlike abalsa airplane, where lighter
wood, etc. will often save a few
ounces, these fiberglass and foam airplanes offer no flexibility in reducing weight.
The modeler must fix his own
personal goals firmly in mind before
starting the project. While we didn't
weigh the components of the P-51
right out of the box. we sT~snect that
there are probably 18 pounds of
raw airplane components sitting on
the building boards even before any
gluing begins. The factory says that
221/2 is about the top limit for optimum performance. That doesn't
leave much to work with, considering the weight of the radio and the
finish (especially the finish). Our
airplane, for example, sports seven
servos anda 1.2 amp battery pack
(the big pack is mandatory). Since
the battery

pack is 8/a pound, and

the remaining radio accounts for another pound, you would have to be
capable of applying a 21/a pound
finish to the entire airplane. Remember that the wings are glassed with
epoxy, and you can see how critical
every half-ounce of weight can become.
We were very shocked to discover
that, even after painful efforts to
shave every small bit of weight on
the finish, our Man O' War still
came out a very heavy 26 pounds.
Our real mistake was in not respecting and appreciating the philosophy
behind the Mustang. We failed to
understand that the model is intended for sport flying, and not contest
work (more about this later), so we
added a retractable tailwheel. Instead of putting Econokote on the
tailfeathers, as recommended by the
plans, we wanted a sharp scale fin
ish, so we glassed the empennage
Of course, an airplane has to look
great fora magazine feature article,
so we put on a first-class finish.
The problem is that, as a scale
modeler, you too are probably going
to want to make the airplane look
as good as possible. Rick Lewis is a
pro at finishing, so he used the bare
minimum of paint to achieve a euperb look. Acrylic lacquers were
used because they are mostly volatiles, which evaporate. The retractable tailwheel was considered more
than a luxury, since any scale machine should have one. The bottom
line is that, if you can live with a
fixed tailwheel, and a finish that
is ironed onto the tailfeathers, you'll
get a better flying model in the bargain. We have heard reports of P-51s
which came in at 19 pounds (!), so
it can be done. We looked closely at
the P-51 in the Byron booth, and you
could see the weave in the glass
cloth in the wing through the paint,
so you will have to be prepared to
accepting some compromises in terms
of an impeccable finish in order to
maintain good flying qualities.
If you do some quick math, you'll
see that the 1,300 sq. in. wing area
of the Mustang computes to about
40 oz./sq. ft., if the all-up weight is
the

suggested

22

pounds.

At

26

pounds, our machine is at 45 oz./sq.
ft.—that's already getting critical.
So, remember that you are building
to

a

maximum

wingloading

even

when you meet the manufacturer's
recommended weight, and you'll better appreciate the importance of
keeping it light. As Dean Copeland,
demonstration flier for the Byron
models, so aptly put it: "Every
pound you add to the Mustang in
excess of the factory weight specifi-
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1/5th Size
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DISCRIMINATING MODELER

Plan sets do not show model type structure, they show original structure of the full scale ship. Build an exact replica
or fake it to whatever degree you wish, the choice is yours.
The finest information available 4o the expert modeler.
Drawn from only the most authoratative sources. All
sheets 30 X 77, shipped rolled only: HANRIOT HD1
(3 sheets) $35.00
ROLAND DVIa & b
(5 sheets) $39.00
OVERSEAS ORDERS
PLEASE REMlT SS POSTAGE

ROLAND DVIa

1400 ti omes Rci.
Fremont, CA 94538
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The complete history is the background of these colorful
~X/~X/II airplanes applied tO Sky blue shirts.
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Shirt

One-liner Shirts

DeSI

Brewster Buffalo
F4U-1 Corsair
F4F Wildcat
F6F Hellcat
F7F Tlge rCaL
FBF Bea(Cat
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P-38 Lightning
P-39 Airacobra
P-40 Warhawk
P~7 Thunderbolt
P-51 Mustang
P-61 Black Widow
Fw.190
A6M Zero

~~

Hurricane
Lysander
Spitfire
Typhoon
B-17 Flying Fortress
6-24 Liberator
B-25 Mitchell
B-29 Superfortress
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Send check or money order 1p us Sl P/H) to:
Add 6.5% tax
in California.

Name

Address

State

Ciry
Size

~,~~. ~?
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Our top quality "football" shirts are
sky blue with blue printing (war- -' "mss
~
Pitts
` birds) or red printing (Pitts). The
r
design is a fine line followed by a ~
"~w~~,,+'I~ profile view of a classic airplane.
Men's sizes: Sm (32-36J, Med (380 , Lg (42j}4J, XL 146).

Style

Design

Zip
Total S

Flightline Shirts, EYC.
12504 Saratoga Avenue

Saratoga, CA 95070
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snss=
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(Allow 4-b weeks for delivery)
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flIR DESIGN

cations will feel like ten pounds
when you are flying the model."
We suggest that you plan your
model before you begin. Decide
whether that folding tailwheel is
necessary, and carefully analyze your
finishing techniques. Remember that
Econokote can be painted by scruffing the surface with steel wool, and
its also easier to repair than a resined surface.
From here on in, we're going to be
making reference to the kit instructions and drawings, so it will help
to have them in front of you. First,
the "Balancing and Trimming Data"
which gives the control throws, assumes that the measurements are for
each direction of travel, i.e., the
elevator travel is an inch of up and
an inch of down, etc.
The item designated as "Wing
Assembly" is to be ignored if the
retract version is being built
.
this is a little confusing. When it
came time to make the cutouts in
the wing for the wheel well liners,
the locating marks on the foam cores
were hard to find. A simple paper
template would have been a big help
here. You will find that one wing
appears to be bigger in total chord
than the other panel. This will become obvious when you go to mate
the center section and find that one
wheel well sits further aft than the
other. One panel actually appears
to be slightly longer than the other,
and we suspect that one of the molds
is slightly oversized. Measure both
panels, and trim the larger panel
carefully at the root, if necessary.
If some of the remarks we are
making here seem nit-picking, it's because there are small details which
could create some unnecessary confusion. For example, the drawings of
the aileron counterweights are vague
as to the fact that the weight is a
long bar with two attachment rods.
In attaching the wing tips, we recommend doing Step #4 first by gluing
the trailing edge stock and foam
aileron tip to the wing, prior
to cutting the aileron away. Also,
watch out that you glue the correct
wing -bolt pockets in their proper
front and back positions. The front
pockets are angled and beveled,
while the back ones are straight.
Step #9 is tricky in making the
holes the correct size, so work carefully. Step x#10 is confusing, primarily because there are four templates provided for the wing's
trailing edge ply caps. Each of our
templates was different from what

S49 Appian Aw.
Napoleon, Ohlo 4545 (419) 599-2121

MONSTER-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
1~-4 scale S.E.S.a....$20.00
1/3 scale S.E.S.a....S25.00
1/3 scale Fly Baby...S18.00
CLEAR WHITE PINE..all sites
1/4 SCALE WRIGHT WIRLWIND
for cowled engine..$19.95

for open engine....$27.95
SEND $1.00 FOR INFORMATION
U.S. & Canadian orders add
15J postage. All overseas
orders add 50/ ,any excess
amount will be refunded.
Ohio residents add sales tax

8 WENDERLY DRIVE, AURORA, ONTARIO,
L4G 1V4, CANADA
FULL-COLOR •TRUE TO SCALE
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS •
THREE SIZES: 1 /6 or 1 /8-SCALE
$4.95 PER SET; 1 /4-SCALE $6.95
PER SET •POSTAGE &SHIPPING
ADD $1.00.
neai_~ i~qu ~~cs ~m~ en

- GIANT SCALE PLANS
ALL SETS CONTAIN A CONCISE CONSTRUCTION MANUAL

FEATURING: the JB SPECIAL mk 3 Convertible!
Waco UPF 7 90-Bive
AVAILABLE NOW:
$23.95
JB Special MK III 84"' Mono 78" Bipe Weight 18 lbs.
21.95
Travel Air 2000 705" Classic Scale Biplane. 23 lbs.
22.95
Radial
Eng.
Travel Air 4000 99"
Classic Bipe. 23 lbs.
22.95
Fokker D-VII 88" German WW I Fighter Bipe. 23 lbs.
24.95
Comirg Soon: SOpwnh Pup 80" Bipe: Sopwrth Tnpehountl 80Tnplane: Waco ATO Lylack Vernon 90" 8~plane: Nieuport 1 7 "Babe"
65" Biplane 3.5" Scale: Fokker DRl 72"' Tnplane.
Plans are shipped U.P.S. or Parcel Post Please add
3'3.00 for postage and handling. for !astest service,
send postal money order. No C. 0.0. orders sent.

BEHRENS PLAN SERVICE
31-27 Healy Ave., Far Rockaway, NY 11691
x(212)
337-6987

GOLDEN STATE
SCALE 't37

assy

Co-sponsored by
CANNON ELECTRONICS

~~~ SEPT. 5 T 6 C°Illornla
5a°g"'
PRECISION •SPORT •GIANT
MICRO •TEAM

TOP AWARD TO GRAND CHAMPION
PRIZES VALUED TO

`\

$ ZSOO.00

GREAT FIELD •ASPHALT RUNWAYS •GRASS •CAMPING

should
/,

have been a corresponding

piece on the opposite wing. Two
templates (one top and the other

GRUMMAN WIDGEON

.40-.60 power
81" span
927 sq. in.
Epoxyglass construction

REPUBLIC SEABEE

.40 power
ld' span
630 sq. in
Epoxyglass construction

Mr. G's Products
P.O. Box 161-5
1010 Gratiot
Marysville, MI 48040
(313) 364-8875

MUSEUM QUALITY
FULL COLOR PHOTOS
BY
BODD D1[VISSOId

Large 12" x 16'' She
$2.50 each; 5 for $10, postage included
29 PRINTS AVAILABLE
16. B-25 Mitcliell
1. P-12E Boeing
17. B-17 up view
2. P-26A Boeing
18. B-17 down view
3. P-38 Lightning
19. B-17 &Spitfire
4. P-40 formation
20. Spitfire Mk IX
S. P-40E Warhawk
21. AT-6/Harverd, RCAF
6. P-47D T'bolt
22. Stearman
7. P-S1D close-up
8. P-51D knife edge
23. Japanese Zero
24. Nieuport 28
9. F3F-2 Grumman
25. Nieuport 24
10. F4F Wildcat
11. F6F-S Hellcat
26. Fokker Triplane
12. Corsair-over hills 27. Staggerwinq C17L
13. Corsair•over beach 28. Spartan Ezecutive
29. Howard DGA-15P
14. Corsair-head on
15. Corsairs in sunset
Order by number and mice check payable to:
BUDD DAVISSON

66 Scuder St.
Sparta, NJ 07871

GIANT SCALE
.1911 BLERIOT XI
Builds Fast!
Flies Like A Trainer!

Wingspan-108rr, Engine—.60-1.5, Weight-11#
DELUXE SET OF PLANS INCLUDE: ONLY $29.98
• 7rr WIRE SPOKE WHEEL PLANS
• PATTERNS FOR ALL PARTS
•
•
•

SCALE OPERATING LANDING GEAR
STEP BY STEP PHOTO CONSTRUCTION
MANUAL
FUNCTIONAL WING WARPING SHOWN

Great for first scratch built aeroplane!
MASTER CRAFT

Rt. 3 Box 201-H, Hillsboro, OR 97123
~

SCALE
CLASSICS

SPORT SCALE AT ITS FINEST I

STEARMAN pT-17 N2S5 Quarter scale S/111 50
96th"Wing span, Approx. 2500 eq.in. Wing area, ~7L
ror ouadra typa anginea..~.. ~,~Isl...neetEprD.A.~noe..len
ae.w Gen. Cnxk o. monEv oNer to- SiFJ1RM/~N PTI] NZSE EI850
sP.N. APwo=.
- stlai... ea ri'wn
RICHARD G. BARRON
or it na .~.
o el>. enul„e....
1213 HOLLY SPRING LN.
~ elel~Kitå...ueel.
GRAND BLANC. MICH.
48439
~
"''""
ADD EY.EO ror POSTAGE entl NANOLING~ SaM EI.00 to. CATALOGUE

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER
Why pay a middleman when you can puy direct?
Now any club or organization can allord its own
distinctive emblem. Send us your present emblem or
sketch for a quotation and we well send it back w,lh
a Tree, lully em broltlered Bln Air Force insignia wnh
our compliments. or write. for ouF design-a-patch
guide and price list.

HAEMMERLE &SONS, INC. P.O. BOX 711
r8 52nd St., WEST NEW YORK, NJ 07093

t~STARDUSTER-TOOt
QUARTER SCALE

u.sA.

ThlB model 19 totally engineered for Quarter-Scale /lying
and not some smaller sized kit or plans enlarged .. .. ..

80 inch
SPAN
OVER
1600 Sq.
INCHES
OF
WINO•
AREA

TRUE SCALE FLYING PERFORMANCE
SUPER STRONG UNIQUE
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES.
Plene detell ttto
I-414-762 7155
ouadre englne..
'Pen.r.nDin~can

PLAN-SETen:n:
la Dnly..

$30b

UPa enlPPlnD IncluO.tl
M unit.a smtee..
.tltl Sl.EOrorC.QD.

t» ~ a ~
m:~ym~I;Ic.tEtltt:l DARIO
G. BRISIGHELLA,Sr.
lana are roi lee,
of bided ..
axy-glesa

1032 EE Manitowoc Avenue
Oak Ci-eek,Wl. 53154

engine cowling end wheel felringa are now.. .,
allable from T ana D Flber9lase .. .. A Seml-Kit la also .. ..
allable }rom Medallion Products, Ltd.

bottom) should have been all that
was required. In using the templates
for the ribs on Drawing #3, bear in
mind that the inner core cavities of
the wing panels are not correspondingly the same, so the gear mounting
blocks will vary slightly on each
wing panel.
In instruction Step #13, it should
be noted that, while the strut parts
which mate with each other inside
the oleo strut are not to be sanded,
all external parts must be sanded
lightly if they are to be painted.
We recommended putting a slight
chamfered radius on the lower lip
of the outer strut tube, that the inner strut can slide in and out of the
outer tube more readily. When we
set our model down, it is necessary
to pick up the tail, so that the strut
tubes can slide inside each other
easily. Radiusing the edge of the
outer tube will facilitate that.
While we're on the landing gear,
we are very disturbed by the amount
of rotational (side to side) movement possible at the wheel. Holding
tracking is impossible, as the tires
can go from toe-in to toe-out just
in the "slop" at the wheel hub pivot.
Other heavy duty gear use a pin
ånd channel system to keep the
wheels from moving around, while
the Byron units use only the kneeaction scissors for this alignment.
We suggest that a simple factory mod
to the molds for the strut tubes, to
incorporate a key and channel arrangement (just like on the full-size
Mustang) would go a long way toward making the airplane's groundhandling better.
The 180-degree servo specified for
the retracts must ~ have a 3-second
transit time (minimum). We messed
around with a Goldberg servo, but
finally went out and purchased a
Kraft KPS-16 servo, since the motion required to operate the spools of
the retract valve is designed around
the special stepped retract arm which
comes with the KPS-16 servo.
Simply set up the servo for the inner
holes on both the elevator arm and
one of the side arms, and the valve
spool will cycle correctly if you
adjust the linkage lengths so that
both spools are flush with the end
of the valve with the gear in the up
position. We opted to drive the servo
from an auxiliary proportional channel, so that we can slow the gear
sequence (inner doors and mains,
not actual transit time for the gear)
as required.
The gear operate ona combination of pneumatics, springs and
gravity. A separate air cylinder
cycles the inner doors only, while

* SAVE $5.00 NOW.
WITH THIS AD
If ORDERED BY
NOVEMBER 1st
$39.95
ELECTRONIC
AILERON/RUDDER
COUPLER

1'

IOMAfl PRODUCTS
MODEL NO. e•Z4L~
POs.p NEG.fi
SERIAL NO.~'~
.
L /a

~
å~

TIIE MODULE INSTALLS
BETWEEN RECEIVER AND
SERVOS. NEUTRAL RUDDER STICK LET3 RUDDER
COUPLE 1'O AILERONS, IIOVING TRH RUDDER
STICK RESTORES SEPARATE CONTROL OF RDDDER
AND AILERONS, AVAILADLE FOR POSITIVE AND
NEC,ATIVE PULSE RADIOS, PO'ITID IN SOLID
EPDXY AND GUARANTEED FOR A PULL YEAR.
NORMALLY PRICED AT §44.95

.11l~~lr~1~ I~RIIIIIII:'1'~

2028 ICIIGHTSBRIDGE DR, CI:7TI., OH

45244

SMOKE SYSTEM /l

stops flow by
squeezing fuelline
blue annodized
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tRY
gE51 ~
THE

HARRY'S SMOKER

HARRY B. H/GLEY &SONS, /NC.
433 AROUILLA DR. GLENWOOD

ILL

60425

each main gear has its own pneumatic valve to pull the gear up only.
The gear come down with aspringassisted gravity fall. The idea here
is to have a failsafe. If air pressure
is lost, the wheels can come down
for a safe landing.
The public has seen a video tape
by Byron at the trade expositions,
which shows a yellow Mustang coming in for a botched landing, with
the gear up. In the midst of a
cartwheel, as the plane is tumbling
wingtip over wingtip along the
ground, the gear pop out, and the
model lands, seemingly intact, on its
wheels. That may be fine for publicity, but we'd never expect to have
more than shreds of foam and fiberglass if our model did that. On the
second landing, we came in dead
stick and a little hot. As our own
video tape later revealed, the three
slight bounces the P-51 had weren't
critical, yet the four 8-32 nylon bolts
which hold the retracts in the wing
neatly sheared, which did a real
number on the bottom of the wing.
Back to the construction: The stab
and elevator assembly sequence is
full of errors. First, be sure not to
affix the tailcone piece of the fuselage to the front half. The stab is
easier to work on with the tailcone
free of the fuse. It is critical that the
two stab mounting platforms molded
on the sides of the -fuse be kept
parallel during the entire stab attachment operation. We inadvertantly squeezed the fuse sides together
slightly when running the spars
through, which resulted in the stab
taking on a forward sweep_ Since
the

instructions

don't

80 scale r/c modeler

tell

you

how

alignment of the stab to the wing,
as well as the vertical positioning of
the rudder. The edges of the air
scoop are particularly vulnerable,
and an extra layer of glass cloth
should be installed prior to joining
it to the fuselage. Use polyester resin for the best glue bond. We also
like to use silicone adhesive for attaching servo rails, etc. to the polyester resin.
At this point, the wing and fuse
should have been mated, to check for
the alignment of the wing on the
wing saddle. It's easier to reshape
the foam wing, prior to glassing it,
than to try to refit the relatively
thin wing seat on the fuse. We didn't
cut out the access panel for the
elevator pushrod beneath the stab,
primarily because we had sufficient
access through the retractable tailwheel hole to get to the clevis. We
found that a very long arm on the
ACE Atlas servo was required to
get the recommended throw on the
elevator servo, and we wish we had
long the final stab span should be, thought to drill at least one hole
or how much the fuselage spacing on the elevator horn about 1/4'~ closer
should be between the shoulders of to the pivot point, to get more throw.
the stab mounting platforms, you are
:F
:~
almost guessing as the stab is put
In the second installment, we'll
on. We recommend making the stab
spar holes oversized, so that both either have discovered the cures for
lateral adjustments and pitch align- the retract and flutter problems, or
ments can be made when mounting we'll have gone down in flames trythe stab halves. It might be better to ing. If any of you modelers out
mount and glue both stab halves at there can contribute anything to this
one time, with the tailcone taped saga of the Byron P-51, please contemporarily to the fuse front, so that tact us immediately . . . we need all
stab alignment with .the wing can the inputs—both pro and con—that
we can get. This Mustang is a very
be checked.
expensive
and time-consuming projThe drawings have a serious error,
in that they do not show the trail- ect, so anything that we can do to
ing edge stock for the elevator in help each other get the model going
either the cross sectional drawing, will benefit everyone.
While some of the remarks in this
or the exploded view. Needless to
say, Drawing #R should show the critique may seem negative, our atsame precut balsa trailing edge as is titude toward the P-51 is anything
illustrated on the ailerons and flaps. but that. Some of our personal feelBe careful when gluing on the trail- ings of frustration in having had to
ing edge stock onto any of the con- spend so much time fighting probtrol surfaces. Building in warps at lems like the retracts have undoubtthis stage can be very difficult to edly surfaced and supplanted our
eliminate later. Always pin the parts journalistic objectivity . . . for that,
flat on a work surface while the glue we apologize. One thing for sure, the
Mustang is one of the nicest models
thoroughly dries.
we've ever had, in terms of personal
The rudder post fits fine when it's gratification. The most telling comslid all the way to the back of the mentary on the
whole thing •was
fiberglass cavity of the fin, but when when we took the model to
a local
in its correctly recessed position, it's
Q.S.A.A. Fly-In. Since the model
a bit loose and requires squeezing technically
doesn't fit the strict defthe fin.
initions of the Q.S.A.A.'s quarterWe are already to page 7 of the scale flying rules, we were invited
instruction manual. Step #2 of the to demo fly the plane. The first
"Fuse Assembly" should read detail attempt was a gear folder on takeoff,
"M" instead of "Z". Aligning the so we were a little red-faced.
tailcone of the fuse can be tricky,
The second flight got us in the
so work slowly here, and use a long
piece
of non -stretch
string
to ChOCk

air,

but

the

flutter

developed

after

about three minutes of air time. In

brief, we felt that the whole "demonstration" had done more to turn people off of the Mustang than anything else. But, when the lunch
break came, and the spectators were
allowed into the pits to ask questions, the Mustang area was swamped with interested modelers—even
though the plane was already disassembled and ready to be packed
up. We guess that's about the most
significant commentary we can make
about the Byron P-51 until the next
issue.
As noted, we have probably built
the heaviest Mustang to be recorded.
One fellow we know in Texas came
up with a 24 pound job, and he had
a sliding cockpit! In the next issue,
we'll discuss some possible ways to
lighten the model (but not by
much). We will be the first to admit
that our two problems, i.e., retract
pivot axle slippage and flutter, could
both be possibly attributed to a high
gross weight. But, we have built the
kit in the "worst possible" configuration, which has lots of merit when
testing an aircraft. Our attitude is
that, if a 221/2 pound airplane's gear
won't fold under, then the gear is
too super-critical if it takes only 3i/2
more weight to `cause a failure.
And the same with flutter, for that
bit of extra weight couldn't translate
into that much flutter-causing excess
airspeed.
POSTSCRIPT:
The Byron P-51, being 1 /5-scale
is a sort of misfit in terms of modeling categories. While it swings a prop
bigger than any quarter-scale airplane currently flying, and while it
also uses the commonly accepted 1/ 4scale power plant (Quadra), the
model is not recognized by the
Q.S.A.A. True, it is acceptable under
the I.M.A.A. guidelines, but it is not
acceptable under current AMA Sport
Scale rules because of its weight.
This kind of leaves the flier in limbo.
There's no logical reason to trick the
model out in any semblence of a true
scale paint scheme, because the documentation isn't needed . . . it's not
a contest-qualified model. So, other
than the I.M.A.A. events, where it is
recognized, the Mustang is technically the world's largest, most complex and most comprehensive f unf lying weekend model!
Ed Morgan, of the Q.S.A.A., after
seeing our model in perspective of
the other comparable aircraft at a
Q.S.A.A. get together, reacted favorably to allowing the P-51 to participate at Vegas this year. If you are
in favor of this, drop Ed a line and
❑
make your feelings known.

MAMMOTH SCALE PLANS
CESSNA 180 - 108" Wingspan
BOEING F4B2 - 90" Wingspan
DOUGLAS 025C - 80" Wingspan
CURTISS P40D - 102" Wingspan
FOCK/WOLF FW56 "Stosser"
BERLINER/JOYCE P-16
102.5" Wingspan
103.5" Wingspan
FOCK/WOLF FW44J "Stieglitz"
WACO/YKS-6 - 99" Wingspan
89.5" Wingspan
RYAN S-C - 112" Wingspan
Plans are mailed by Air-Rolled, in heavy duty tubes. P40 plans are 533.00. All others
are 521.50. Please add 53.00 for postage and handl ing. Calif. residents add 6%sales
tax. Overseas orders add S11.00 for air postage.
ACCOUNTING/CLERICAL SERVICES
3351 Pruneridge Ave., Santa Clara, Ca 95051 • (408) 244-5814

NIEUPORT~17"
Send 60¢ for complete literature and
price list on all our kits.
Order accessories
direct from VK
Supply Depot.

WINGSPAN 54"
SCALE 2" 1'
DESIGNED FOR .60 ENGINES
WGT. 5'/z LBS.

Quality wire wheels-4 3/a " & 5"
Scale &Flying Propellers
WW IPilots—German &Allied
Williams &Proctor Accessories
' VK MODEL AIRCRAFT CO.~ P.O:: BOX:14, AKRON, NY 14001

®
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PQiODUCTB
I NC
DEPT A ■
MODE LIN©
P.O. BOX 818 • POTTSTOWN, PA 19464 • (216)337-1231

ELECTRIC RETRACTS
by
GIEZENDANNER
(Two Time World Champion)

REGULAR RETRACTS
5/32" For Pattern- (Up to 10 lbs.)

HEAVY DUTY RETRACTS
3/16" For Scale - (10 to 18 Lbs.)
The only retract with a Slip Clutch to
prevent jamming or stripping of gears.

r~-,,~
~~~

CHARGEiT

Fantastic 17 lbs. F-4 by Tom Cook of K.C.
MO. 1980 Nat's Best Ducted Fan and Scale
Masters Best. Military Award. Tom's beautiful
F-4 features Heavy Duty Electric Retracts.
Ideal for beginner as well as Master Fl ier.

ELECTRONIC DIGITAL TACHOMETER
• Large''/z".liquid crystal display
• Space age I-C circuitry reliability
• Range 100 to 40,000 RPM
• Accuracy and temperature stability
• Accuracy ±50 RPM over entire range
• Sensitive optical pick-up
• Over 50 hrs. battery life (battery incl.)
• Black rugged case
•Size 5-5/8" x 3-5/8" x 1-1 /8"
• 1 year limited warranty

~

Our Digital Tachometer model no. GMP2000
is a must for every modelers flight box.
Prices do not include tax or shipping cost
Prices subject to change

$129.95
Yes, we have Giezendanner Wipers
Products sold direct for better value
— Catalog Available —
scale

~
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Specialty Press
Jack Stafford Models
T & D Fiberglass
T M L Mfg
Tatone Products
Technopower 11, Inc
U.S. Quadra
VK Model Aircraft Co
Vortac Mfg Co
Watson Industries, Inc
Williams Brothers
Wilshire Model Center
Zenith Aviation Books
Nick Ziroli

79
20
56
82
79
16
79
61
78
10
56
13
65
47
77
13
24
82
77
6
48
82
49
48
5
60
82
62
32
11
73
81
32
7
76
47
3
82

MAMMOTH

~~BE.4RCAT"

GIANT SCALES:

86" Wingspan - 1540 Sq. In. Wing Area
Scale: 2%z" = 7'
68" Length Overall - 25 to 35 lbs.
Designed for Quadra or larger engines
Full Size Detailed Plans with all parts shown
Canopies and Fibetg lass Cowls are available. Send
18c stamp for more details on these Giant Scales.

PLANS FOR F-BF BEARCAT (2Y " = 1') 525.00 p.p. U.S.A.
PLANS FOR CURTISS P•40•D (2'/ " = 1') 525.00 p.p. U.S.A.
PLANS FOR F4U•1 CORSAIR (2'/." = 1') 525.00 p.p. U.S.A.
29 Edgar Drive, Smithtown, N.Y. 17787

NICK ZIRDLI

ATTENTEON 1/4-SCALERS!
EPDXY GLASS COWLS for.
NOSEN—P!CA—SID MORGAN—
BALSA U.S.A.—PLATT—CONCEPT
FLEET—HOSTETLER—RCM
T-CRAFT—SHEBER'S PITTS—
SUPER CUB—FOKKER D.VII—
BOEING P-12—P-26—FCB2—Fded—
SPARRO\'J HA'r'JK—GEE eEE
MODEL V—Mac BRIEN'S TURBULENT —CHRISTEN EAGLE—
BRISIGHELLA'S STAqDUSTER II—
I /3~SCALE J3—BI-BABY—FLIBABV—AIRCAMPER—PILOT JUNG
MANN t 3.6~SCALE b OTHEP,S.

WHEEL PANTS fors
CITABRIA—STARDUSTER II—PITTS
—SKYBOLT—LIBERTY GPDRT—
CMRISTEN EAGLE—P6-E HAWK—
STEARMAN—STINSON SR~9—
MULLIGAN 8 OTHERS.
BRAZED 8 HEAT~TREATED WIgE
GEAR 8 CABANES
LARGE SCALE PLANS AVAILABLE
—DISCOUNT ON COWL WHEN
ORDERED 4YI i H PLANS.

SEND SASE FOR LATEST LIST
WE SUPPLY FIBERGLASS PARTS
CUSTOM MADE TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS (WRITE OR CALL):
T & D FIBERGLASS SPECIALTIES
30925 Block, Garden City, MI 48135
Phone (313) 421-6358
RETRACTION
On page 37 of the August issue, the
caption to Col. Thacker's OMAC I model
erroneously stated that the full-size
machine was under development by Lear.
Instead, the Stead facility ai Reno is
being used by OMAC, Inc. for development of the aircraft.

ZENAIR TRI-Z
SCALE OOCLIMENTATION
SCALE iRAWINrN~PHOTOS -~OKLETS

One Quarter Scale
Fibreglas Kit.
Wing Span 79.5" 1 pc.

MAMMOTH

STINSON VOYAGER
One Quarter Scale
Wing Span 101.75" - 2 pcs.

REPLsa-TECH

$219.50

1981

scALE ~ LOADMASTER

J - 5 ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 82 Belmont, Ontario NOL 160
Phone 1-519-644-0375
scale r/c modeler

~
scalecraft

. e:,;r.:l~~;rye:.~::~d=`.`I::

~~.,.m.,,r, >n~.r.r,~,. ..

P.B.Boz 4231,Whittier,1Calif•190601

Capable of carrying
10 lbs. of cargo.
Wing Span - 93 t/4" - 2 pcs.

Shipping Charges Included In U.S. &Canada
Dealer Inquiries Welcome. Ontario Residents Add 7°/B P.S.T.
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CermanWWll Fighters

MAMMOTH

$37.50

VIDA,

`INTERNATIONAL
MC KEN21E
IiW
OREGON
974BB

AUTHENTIC BLUEPRINTS!

$84.50

Wing Span - 56"
EngineSize- .19.35
All Balsa Ply E, Hardwood Construction
Detailed Plans and Instruction Booklet

~
4BSOD

CATALOGS -$2.00

Mammoth Kits designed for
Quadra and other 2 cycle engines.
Plywood 8 Softwood construction

BARKLEY
TRAINER

~

. since 1939
WORLD'S LEADING AVIATION BOOK PUBLISHERS
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

AERO PUBL/SHERS, /NC.
329 F Weat Aviation Road, Fallbrook, CA 92028

V.

CARWIN
ACTION LIBRARY
Specialized booksellers of aircraft, armor, naval,
marine, militaria, automotive, hobby and
enthusiast titles .. .
36 NEW NON-FICTION TITLES!!
AIRCRAFT
f~

= -I

'ar`.`K~}-~!.

,-~~'~"'~~

AIR
WARFARE

,r~.
Qn~bo~., , :
Kt+.r, ,.-..,.
~

AIRCRAFT OF WWII/Gunston:
600 color pro111es 208 pg $14.95
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLD
AIRPOWER/Freemen 384 pgs
$19.95
FIGHTER TACTICS 1914.70/
574.95
Sims 266 pgs
AIR POWER/Robinson 304 pgs
all color
531.95
U.S. NAW 8 JAPANESE COMBAT PLANES/Chrlaty 160 pgs
57.95
PB
LUFTWAFFE COMBAT PLANES
8 ACES/Christy 144 pgs PB ..
57.95
DIRIGIBLES, BLIMPS B HOT
AIR BALLOONS/Dwiggins 352
$10.95
pgs PB
PLANE CRASHES: Great AIr
Disasters/Frank 180 pgs ..88.96
AIRSHIPWRECK/Delghton 164
510.95
D9s
WORLD'S COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT/Solomantlar 300 pix/
color
$14.98
HISTORY OF AVIATION/Taylor:
$24.95
Munson 1500 color pix
OFFICIAL MONOGRAM PAINTING GUIDE TO GERMAN AIR541.95
CRAFT 1935-45
SAGA OF THE SUPERFORTRESS/Birdsall 220 pix $17.95
A-20 HAVOC AT WAR/Hess 126
521.95
pgs
TBF AVENGER AT WAR/Till521.95
man 126 D9s
B-17 FORTRESS AT WAR/Free523.95
man 160 pgs
8.24 LIBERATOR AT WAR/Blue
$21.95
126 pgs
USAAF AT WAR IN THE PACIFIC/Monday 166 D9s $24.95
B-57 CANBERRA AT WAR/
$20.95
Mikesh 160 D9s
F4U CORSAIR AT WAR/Abrams
516.95
126 pgs
P-40 HAWKS AT WAR/Christy
517.95
8 Ethell
P-47 THUNDERBOLT AT WAR/
513.95
Hess 126 pgs
SPITFIRE AT WAR/Price 148
$14.50
pgs
STUKA AT WAR/Smith 129
523.50
pga
THE LUFTWAFFE IN THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN/Ishoven ...
$21.95
ESCORT TO BERLIN/Fry: 4th
$19.95
Flr Grp
U.S. NAVAL FIGHTERS OF
$19.95
WWII/O'Leary
SAGA OF IRON ANNIE (Ju•52)/
$16.95
Caidln
U.S. NAVAL FIGHTERS/Jones
516.95
1922.92
DIARY OF AN AIR WAR/Zijlas514.95
lre AAF Europe
ACES 8 AERIAL VICTORIES:
VIETNAM/Futrell 198 pgs PB
$10.95
AIR FORCE HEROES IN VIETNAM/Schneider 68 D9s PB 58.50
AIRPOWER IN THREE WARS/
Momyer 360 pgs PB . . . .$11.95
FLYING BUCCANEERS: 5th
AAF/Birdsall 300 p95 . - •519.85
71h AIR FORCE STORY/Rust 64
58.95
pgs PB
THE MIGHTY EIGHTH: 9th
AAF/Freemen 360 pgs. ..E18.95
THE NINTH AIR FORCE/Rust
..3.95

THE TENTH AIR FORCE/Rust
64 pga PB
56.95
THE TWELFTH AIR FORCE/
Rust 64 pga PB
56.95
THE FOURTEENTH AIR FORCE/
Rust 64 D9s PB
THE FIFTEENTH AIR FORCE/
59.95
Rust 64 pga PB
THUNDERBOLT/Freemen 152
D9s
518.95
NATIONAL AIR b SPACE MUSEUM/Bryan 162 D9s color
552.95
STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND/
Polmer 240 D9s
519.95
DAUNTLESS DIVE BOMBER/
Tillman 192 pgs
$17.95
FOCKE-WOLF 190/Green 180
P9s
516.95
F4U CORSAIRS IN WWII/Tillman 236 pgs
$17.95
F6F HELLCAT IN WWII/Tillman
228 pgs
~
$18.95
AMERICAN FLYING BOATS/
Knot 240 pgs
531.95
AEpOPLANES NOUGHT 191777/Moran 169 D9s
$19.50
ITALIAN CIV 6 MIL alreraN
193045/Thompson
516.95
LOG OF THE LIBERATORS (824)/Birdsall 360 pgs
518.95
ARCTIC WAR PLANES/Mills
220 pgs
510.95
ENCYCLOPEDIA WORLD AIRCRAFT/Monday 320 pgs $27.95
SOVIET AIRPOWER/Gunston
192 pgs
E73.9B
NORTHWEST ORIENT AIR•
LINES/Mills 160 pgs .. . .59.98
FROM CAP'N TO COLONEL:
EASTERN A/L/Serling 535 pgs
514.95
FIGHTING GLIDERS OF WWII/
St. Martin
513.95
MODERN MILITARY AIRCRAFT/
Gunston 260 pgs
314.95
HITLEp'S LUFTWAFFE/Green
100 color pix
513.50
LORE OF FLIGHT/Taylor 1,000
color pix
518.95
FIGHTER ACES OF THE LUFTWAFFE/Toliver 360 pgs .$19.95
LUFTWAFFE HANDBOOK/Price
G-2 reprint
$9.95
AIRSHIP AKRON A MACON/
Smith 229 pgs
518.95
DeHAVILLAND MOSQUITO/
$15.95
Hardy 128 pgs
WARPLANES OF THE THIRD
REICH/Green 1933-45
526.95
AMERICAN COMBAT PLANES/
517.95
Wagner classics
AIR FORCES OF THE WORLD/
Newish 256 pgs color
$26.85
HISTORY OF AIR WARFARE/
$16.95
Shores 248 pgs
MUSTANG: P-51/Gruvhagen
$21.95
264 pgs
MODERN COMBAT ACFT 8 IN57.95
SIGNIA/Kershaw
THE NORTH AMERICAN MUS573.95
TANG/Hardy
WINGS OVER THE SEA/Wragg
(flying boets)
516.89
JAPANESE NAVY AIR FORCE
CAMOUFLAGE WWII/Thorpe ..
$14.95
JAPANESE ARMY AIR FORCE
CAMOUFLAGE WWII/Thorpe
$14.95
1,000 DESTROYED/Hell 4th Ftr
$13.85
GrD 384 P9s

åB.95
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AVIATION &
FLYING
. PROFICIENCY

ANYONE CAN FLY/Bergman 264
$11.95
D9s
FLYING AIRPLANES/THE FIRST
100 HOURS/Garrison 220 D9s
573.95
FLYING ON INSTRUMENTS/Lersen 214 pgs
514.95
USED AIRCRAFT GUIDE/Elhall
153 D9a
516.95
FLYING PRECISION MANEUVERS In Ilghtplanea/Fowler .. . .
572.85
FLYING SAFELY / Collins 276
pgs
514.95
TIPS TO FLY BY/Collns 304 pgs
$13.95
BE A BETTER PILOT/Bramson
240 pgs
519.95
AEROBATICS TODAY/O'Dell
208 pgs
514.95
STAYING CURRENT/Manningham 410 pgs
$19.95
OCEAN FLYING/Sacchl 230
$18.95
P9s
CAUSE 8 CIRCUMSTANCES/
Trammel 210 pgs
574.95

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WWII/Parrish 700,000 word text/pix
$23.95
MATHEW BRADY'S ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE CIVIL
WAR
310.98
SOUTHERN HISTORY OF THE
CIVIL WAR/Pollartl 1200 pgs
$14.95
HARPER'S PICTORIAL HISTORY
OF THE CIVIL WAR/Guernsey
$24.95
WEAPONS HISTORY OF/Diagram 320 pgs 2000 dwgs $22.95
BATTLE FOR GUADALCANAL/
G rllflth 262 pgs
$17.95
VICTORY AT HIGH TIDE/Helnl
(Inchon) 3D7 pgs
518.95
ALLIED BAYONET OF WWII/
Carter
$4.95
ARMORED FIGHTING VEHICLES GERMANY/Crow...$17.95
ARMY UNIFORMS OF WWI/
Mollo color
59.95
BRITISH 6 U.S. INFANTRY
WEAPONS OF WWII/Barker
u.ss
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF GERMAN
TANKS WWII/Cham~erlin $26.95
FLAGS A STANDARDS OF
THIRD REICH/Davis . . . .$16.95
GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS 9.
INSIGNIA/Devis
$16.95
GERMAN ARMY HANDBOOK
1939.45/Davies
$5.95
RETURN FROM THE RIVER
KWAI/Cly Blair 338 pgs $13.95
WORLD WAR II/Mountbatten
classic 300 pix
$9.98
INFANTRY WEAPONS OF
WORLD/Brassey 450 pix $17.95
ARTILLERY OF WORLD/Brassey
250 pix
515.95
MODERN SMALL ARMS/Myatt
200 color Dix
$16.98
GUNS OF THE WORLD/1000 Dix
8 prices
$11.98
HISTORY OF COLT REVOLVER/
Haven
516.95
PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE
RIFLE/Swenson
$8.95
SECRET WEAPONS OF THIRD
REICH/Simon
$11.50
TANKS 8 WEAPONS WWII/Kersaw 200 pix/color
$8.95
PICTORIAL HISTORY OF SS
1923.45/Mollo
$12.95
MEMOIRS OF SECOND WORLD
WAR/Churchill classld
$12.96
ROMMEL'S WAR IN AFRICA/
Heckman 224 pgs/pix
$13.98
CAMPFIRE 8 BATTLEFIELD/
Johnson Civil War Classic $9.98
BATTLES OF THE CIVIL WAR/
$19.95
Kurz
LESLIE$ ILL. RIST. OF CIVIL
WAR/700 Dix
$15.98

Armored fighting
Vehicles
of Germany
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ARMOR,
WEAPONS &
MILITARIA
FLAGSNSGATi)~AItD~
orrn):rluannracn

U.S. NAVY FLEET SUBMARINE/
Alden 400 pix
534.95
DESTROYER WEAPONS IN
WWII/Hotlges 192 09s .•520.95
ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF
SHIPS/Cornwell 1000 color pix
$26.95
THE BIG GUN/Hodges: BS armament 1860-1945 200 pix 523.95
THE BATTLE OF LEYTE GULF/
Stewart 228 pgs
576.95
THERMOPLYLAE/Crosse Cutlysark sistership PB
53.95
THE U•BOAT/Rosslar Evol 8
Tech history 464 pgs . . .553.95
RED SUN SETTING/Y'Blood:
Battle PhIIIDPine Sea . .519.95
ALLIED MINESWEEPING IN
WWII/Elliot 132 pgs
$14.95
WARSHIPS OF ROYAL NAW/
Moore (modern) 136 pgs $14.95
GUIDE TO FAR EASTERN NAVIES/Blechman 336 pgs 536.95
CAMERA AT SEA-1949.45/
Preston 192 pgs rare pix $22.95
U.S. NAW CAMOUFLAGE WWII
Sowinsky 54 pgs
56.95
U.S. FLEET CARRIER CAMOUFLAGE WWII/Sowlnskl 54 pgs
56.95
WARSHIPS OF IMPERIAL JAP
NAW/Jung 220 pgs .. . .526.95
FAST FIGHTING $OATS 1870' 1945/Pock 304 pgs
$33.95
SUBMARINES OF WWII/Bagnesco 256 pgs
$25.95
SHIPS 8 AIRCRAFT OF U.S.
OF WG'1
FLEET/Polmor 360 pgs 526.95
BATTLE HISTORY OF JAP
NAW/1841•/S/Dull 402 pgs
528.95
TIRPIT2/Brown 160 pgs $18.95
COMBAT FLEETS OF WORLD/
Couhat (motlern) 660 pgs $56.95
BRITISH BI~TTLESHIPS 193945/Raven 436 pgs
536.95
U.S. NAW BATTLESHIPS WWII
Dulin 267 D9s
526.95
GUIDE TO SOVIET NAW/Breyer 276 pga (motlern)
527.95
LORE OF SHIPS/Kihlberg 1500
pix
578.98
PACIFIC SOVARE RIGGERS/
UNITED STATES PT BOATS/
Gibbs 300 pix
513.95
Johnson 160 pgs
$16.95
SHIPS b AIRCRAFT OF U. S.
U.S. NAVY IN VIETNAM VOI. 1/
515.95
FLEET/Fahey Vic Ed
Hooper 410 pgs
$18.95
U.S.N. DESTROYER OPERAFAST STRIKE CRAFT & PATIONS IN WWII/Roscoe 582
TROL BOATS/MCLeavy 200 pgs
pgs
$28.95
$13.95
U.S.N. SUBMARINE OPERARUM WAR AT SEA/Willoughby
TIONS IN WWII/Roscoe 559
184 pgs
514.95
pgs
$29.95
NAVAL GUN/Hogg &Batchelor
JANE$ FIGHTING SHIPS 1931/
144 pgs
527.95
reprint 550 D9s
$29.95
WARSHIPS IN ACTION TODAY/
JANE$ FIGHTING SHIPS 1939/
Cornwell 98 pgs
reprint
$43.95
$21.95
NAVIES OF WWII/Preston 190
DANES FIGHTING SHIPS 1945/
$21.95
D9s
reprint
534.95
SAIL, STEAM b SPLENDOUR/
DANES FIGHTING SHIPS 1950/
Miller 500 pix liners
$34.95
reprint
$46.95
BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC/
SUBMARINES AT WAR / Guns$15.95
Hughes 400 pix
ton
$19.95
DREADNOUGHT/Hough 260 Dix
1906-45
$15.95
U-BOATS UNDER THE SWASENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLD'S
TIKA/Showell
572.95
WARSHIPS/Lyon 600 pix $13.98
U-BOAT KILLER/Maclntyre 176
BATTLESHIPS OF THE U.S.
P9s
$12.95
NAW/Terzbaschbitsch
815.95
METAL FIGHTING SHIPS 1950
SOVIET NAVAL DEVELOPto now/300 pix
519.95
MENTS/Palmer 128 pgs .$16.95
HISTORY OF CONFEDERATE
PASSENGER LINERS OF THE
STATES
NAVY/Scharf
864
pgs
WORLD SINCE 1693/Cams
510.96
$9.95
SHIPS OF GERMAN FLEETS
GERMAN NAVY IN WWII/
1849-1945/Hansen
526.95
Showell 240 pgs
$21.95
STEAM LOCOMOTIVES OF THE
BURLINGTON/Corbin 500 pix. .
59.95
TRAIN WRECKS/Reed 200 pix E8.98
HISTORY OF THE MOTOR CAR/
Matteucci 707 pix/color 577.95
COLLECTOR'S CARS/Culpepper
40D color pix
$12.98
CLASSIC CARS/Bishop 320 Dix
color
$16.96
GREAT CAR d GREAT MAROUES/Kimes 300 color pix . .
515.95
GREAT CARS OF GOLDEN
AOE/Brazendele 230 color pix
510.95
COLLECTOR'S HISTORY OF
TXE AUTOMOBILE/450 pix/
color
510.95
THE PORSCHE BOOK/Barth 8
$26.95
Frere 200 Dix
MASERATI: A HISTORY/Pritch$16.95
erd 150 pix
FIAT: 1899-72/Sedgwick 200 pix
576.95

SHIPS

i

AUTOMOBILIA &
RAILROADIANA

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE
& HANDLING CHARGES
masta charge

ORDER FORM
Mdl lo:

S. CARWIN &SONS, LTD.
P.O. Box 147, Canoga Park, CA 91304
THE NAKED FLAGPOLE / Mallonee: Bettla for Bataan $12.95
FIGHTING KNIVES/Stephens
128 pgs
516.95
GMC UNIVERSAL TRUCK/Boniface 6X6 å DUKW 260 pg 522.95
HISTORY OF T20 PERSHING
TANK/Hunnicutt
$19.95
U.S. ARMY SPECIAL FORCES
IN VIETNAM/Kelly 226 pg PB
56.95
HANDBOOK OF SOVIET
GROUND FORCES/FM 30-40
260 pgs
$10.95
MOUNTED COMBAT IN VIETNAM/Starry 250 pgs PB $11.95
GERMAN PARATROOPS WWII/
Kuhn 240 p95
$18.95
CAMOUFLAGE/HartcuD: History
of
$16.95
ULTRA IN THE -WEST/Bennett:
Normandy campaign
$16.95
THE CHINESE WAR MACHINE/
400 pix 6 dwgs
577.98
SEIG NEIL/Loreor: Germany from Bismarck to Hitler 515.95
THE UNKNOWN WAR/Seliabury:
Hitler In Rusala
x5.95
HITLER/Tuland 465 pix
$8.95

Please enler my immediate order for the following
books. Enclosed is cash ❑ check ❑ M.O. ❑ or
please charge to my Visa or Mesler Charge account
number
Please send the following shipped Drepaid: California
residents please add 6% sales tax with order. Overseas
residents please add $2.00 additional postage, per book
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

AUTO BODY REPAIRS 8 PAINTING MADE EASY/PB . . . .56.95
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN
CARS 1940.70/Langworth $16.95
CRESCENT COLOR GUIDE TO
CLASSIC CARS/Roberts $9.98
CARS OF THE THIRTIES 8
FORTIES/Sedgwick 200 color.
$18.95
GREASE MACHINES/Consumer
Guide Hot Rods PB
55.98
AUTO REPAIR MADE EASY/
Consumer Guide PB
35.98
BIG TRUCKS/Consumer Guide
revised edition
$5.98
AMERICA'S COLORFUL RAILROADS/Ball 290 color Dix
314.98

ShiO lo:
Name
Address
City
State

Zip

Credit card expiration date
Signature (I/ ereait card ie useQ)
~

i

fY/THTHECHO/CEOFCH~9iJfP/ONS
MORE WORLD CHAMPIONS AND
TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPION WINNERS
HAVE USED WEBRA ENGINES THAN ANY OTHER TYPE
Advanced mechanical design and production techniques combined with the
latest in metallurgy provide the ultimate
in performance at a reasanable price.
Two series of engines are available,
Blackhead and Speed. For years the
proven Blackhead 40's and 60's have
supplied dependable power for training
and sport models while the Speed series
has provided the power for more world
championships and tournament of champion winners than any other engine.

WEBRA 91
SPEED, 4 cycle
No.1040/T4
4 cycle glow engine with rotary
drum intake and exhaust system.
Excellent power with large props.
quiet running without need for a
muffler. Perfect for scale models.
Glow plug not supplied.

WEBRA 61 FS
SPEED
No. 1024

Send $1.00 for all information
on Circus Hobbies Products.

World's most successful competition engine. Schnuerle ported, ball
bearing, oversize crankshaft and
revolutionary Dynamix carburetor
supplied.
Glow plug not supplied.

Service and parts supplied from our facility in Sparks, Nevada.
Technical assistance available from our regional managers who
also use these fine engines themselves.

~~~IUi C1P~~

CIRCUS HOBBIES INCORPORATED A subsidiary of CIRCUS CIRCUS HOTELS, INC.
1241 E. Glendale, Sparks, Nevada 89431 (702) 331-5334

WEBRA 61 FS
,~ SPEED RACING
No. 1030
The newest addition available for
the competition flyer and winner
of the 1979 World Championship.
Rear exhaust especially designed
for tuned pipes installed inside of
fuselage. For competitors who
want the most readily available
and powerful engine manufactured today.
Glow plug not supplied.

~
Eastern States; Tony Bonetti (201) 261-4736,
Southern States; Steve Helms (904) 476-3478, Central States; Don Sobbe (312J 425-0298

